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ABSTRACT
PLACING ACADEMIC ACTIVISM:
CONSTRAINTS AND POSSIBILTIES OF FACULTY WORK

SEPTEMBER 2007
AARON M. KUNTZ, B.A., SAINT MICHAEL’S COLLEGE
M.A., NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Joseph B. Berger
This study examines the nature of disciplinarity as the institutionalization of
faculty work, utilizing academic activism as an entry point for analysis. Through a case
study of 14 faculty participants that merges in-depth ethnographic interviews and
historical document analysis, this study interrogates the intersection of faculty daily
practices and larger social structures. In such intersections, social space and material
place are identified; the ways physical environments are shaped and have a hand in
shaping individual interpretations of the world are suggested. Data analysis overlaid
thematic examinations of participant interviews and historical documents with
interpretations based on a framework of conceptual metaphor. Findings from this study
confirm that professional identities are shaped through disciplinary processes that occur
within social spaces and material places. Further, the data demonstrate how
institutionalized places affect the kind of work faculty do on campus and in their
professional fields, as well as their social relations among colleagues. Finally, while
talking about both institutional space and activist possibilities, faculty described their
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work utilizing themes of connection, isolation, and integration, three themes that have
implications on both social and material levels.
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CHAPTER 1

DISCIPLINARY PRACTICES AND FACULTY ACTIVISM
Introduction
Many aspects of our daily practices within the academy remain unaccounted
for and unacknowledged. That is, for every recognition of a faculty member’s
research abilities, a teacher’s successful transmission of academic knowledge, or a
committee member’s deft handling of complex policy issues, there are countless daily
actions that go unrecognized—waking at five in the morning to revise an article for
publication, negotiating an overflowing email inbox, discerning an opaque tenure
process without effective mentorship, closing the office door to avoid interruption.
Often, such occurrences remain hidden behind a veil of institutionalized legitimacy,
obscured by cultural conceptions of what it means to be a faculty member of tertiary
education.
According to Michel Foucault (1991), these unacknowledged everyday
practices, along with those planned and recognized, make up the institution and
warrant study. Foucault’s “target of analysis” is not:
institutions’, ‘theories’ or ‘ideology’, but practices - with the aim of grasping
the conditions which make these acceptable at a given moment; the hypothesis
being that these types of practice are not just governed by institutions,
prescribed by ideologies, guided by pragmatic circumstances - whatever role
these elements may actually play - but possess up to a point their own specific
regularities, logic, strategy, self-evidence and ‘reason’ (p. 75; original
emphasis).
Foucault encourages researchers to examine instances as they play out on the micro
level, yet not lose sight of the macro contexts in which they occur. As daily practices
develop in socio-historical contexts they take on commonsensical status, becoming
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self-evident, engaged as a matter-of-course. From reasoning, Foucault theorizes
social reproduction. He writes:
It is a question of analyzing a 'regime of practices’ - practices being
understood here as places where what is said and what is done, rules imposed
and reasons given, the planned and the taken for granted meet and
interconnect (p. 75).
Foucault's analysis points to social reproduction at the level of practice. His “regime
of practices” emphasizes the way in which daily practices, through their repetition,
become institutionalized and incorporated into the reasoning of individuals, thus
achieving a status as unquestioned or assumed modes of being.
Under-recognized by higher education scholarship, tenure and promotion
policies, and cultural conceptions of faculty work, academic activism is a vibrant
force on college campuses. Such activism has the potential to join scholarship,
service, and teaching in dynamic efforts toward social transformation. For some
faculty, academic activism is integral to what they do and who they are, their work
and their identities: hallway collaborations to extend campus boundaries in service
learning, email conversations to organize around local causes and respond to global
events, pedagogical dialogues that question the nature of disciplinary boundaries.
That activist work among faculty is assigned peripheral legitimacy within colleges
and universities calls into question the everyday processes by which we
institutionalize some notions of work and disregard others.
This dissertation examines the cycle of social reproduction within institutions
of higher education at the level of the everyday professional practices of 14 faculty at
a large research university in the Northeast. All of these faculty self-identified or
were identified by their peers as academic activists. By bringing their everyday

practices to light, my hope was that this project would intervene in cycles of
reproduction, potentially identifying social spaces of possibility for activist work
within tertiary education. Following Foucault (1983), this project emphasized
“rediscovering the connections, encounters, supports, blockages, plays of forces,
strategies and so on which at a given moment establish what subsequently counts as
being self-evident, universal, and necessary” (p. 76).
However, it remains important to note the many ways in which projects shift
and change from their inception. As the chapters to follow will show, the findings of
this study include a change in conceptions of activism within tertiary education.
Simply put, I began this project with hopes of theorizing and discovering the work of
faculty activists. What I came away with is a new conceptualization for activist work
within the academy, one that, for me, proves more expansive and enabling than
constraining and limiting. Throughout, 1 found hope and possibility in how the
faculty I worked with maintained a sense of activism within their daily practices.
Key Concepts: Disciplinarity and Everyday Practice
Foucault’s emphasis on daily practices, though theoretically important, does
not provide a way of studying the material effects and contexts of discursive
representations. For this reason, I turn to Bourdieu’s habitus and field, and Lakoff
and Johnson’s conceptual metaphor. The interaction of habitus with field provides a
reading of internalized rules and norms of context, which in turn become our
dispositions, the ways we negotiate our relations to others, institutions, ourselves.
Bourdieu (1997) notes that we internalize social structures at the level of the body and
habit in often-unconscious ways. Lakoff and Johnson (2003/1980) assert that there
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exists a dynamic relationship between the material world in which we operate and the
conceptual meanings we draw from such activities. The concepts we use to
understand the world in which we live and work derive from our embodied
experiences and are understood through an embodied mind. My notion of
disciplinarity, outlined below, derives from the intersection of these concepts
provided by Foucault, Bourdieu, and Lakoff and Johnson with the aim of bringing
together the material and discursive in conceptual and methodological frameworks.

Campus (Institution)
Discipline
Department
Disciplinarity (relationship between habitus
andfield, i.e. processes of institutionalization)
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework
As Figure 1 depicts, the individual department operates in the overlap between
academic discipline and university campus. As noted in Chapter Two, the department
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performs a managing function, negotiating the often-competing pressures of the
discipline (a social space that binds faculty to one another based on an area of study)
and the campus itself (a material place with which faculty connect through more
localized affiliation). As internalized dispositions, habitus develops as faculty learn
the norms of their campus, department, and discipline, an ongoing and dynamic
relationship that, as the arrows show, is maintained through incessant reproduction.
Further, faculty develop a sense of habitus as well as interact within the relationship
between department, campus, and discipline all within the larger field. As the
diagram is meant to show, it is in the relationship between habitus and field that
disciplinarity occurs. Ways of being become institutionalized as elements of the field
come into contact with, and are internalized and reproduced by, habitus.
Recognizing the academy’s historical effect of social reproduction (Bourdieu
1988), this study was motivated by a belief in the untapped potential of higher
education to produce progressive social change. In colleges and universities, students,
faculty, and administrators potentially come together for the purposes of
transformation. As even individual transformations have broader social effects,
sedimenting in the material structures and practices of our everyday lives, the context
of higher education may promote revolutionary changes as easily as it reproduces the
status quo. At the level of practices, all of our actions have political effects in power.
Out of awareness—particularly awareness of the broad strokes painted by our
everyday actions and identities—emerges possibility.
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Phase I: In-Depth Interviews

Phase II: Document Analysis

Figure 2: Methodological Framework.
Figure 2 is meant to display the methods utilized throughout this research
project. The processes of disciplinarity depicted through the circulatory structure in
the Conceptual Framework diagram (Figure 1) are here represented on a more micro
scale—disciplinarity enacted through daily practices and within particular places,
notably campus buildings. This project accessed such phenomena through the
representations of faculty in interviews, their lectures, and through historical
documents that describe the nature of faculty work and the places in which such work
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is practiced. I interpreted these data using two lenses: thematic and conceptual
metaphor. Consequently, the end results of this project remain twice removed from
the actual phenomena of faculty work and academic activism, yet linked in a
purposeful way, intentionally examining activities and processes that are often
ignored or overlooked.
What remains important to retain in the context of this study is that
conceptions offaculty work depend on disciplined lenses through which faculty
activity is read and a disciplined language through which the work of faculty is
rendered. Simply put, the role of interpretation and representation takes on central
importance in this study. As a result, it is important to note that representation filters
experience, contributing to disciplinary processes and is not raw experience itself.
Hence this project’s emphasis on inteipretation and metaphor over attempts to
“accurately” represent actual faculty experiences. Experience always remains once
removed from material acts as it is translated through the realm of reflection and
interpretation; ignoring such incessant processes is to mistake constructed reality for a
priori Truth. Indeed, as a concept, faculty work can never be fully defined but instead
must be understood through a variety of interpretations, identifications, practices, and
metaphors.
Outline
This dissertation consists of five chapters: this introductory chapter which
details the purpose and significance of the study as well as an overview of the
definitions, delimitations, and theoretical and methodological assumptions
foundational to the type of study and the analysis it might provoke; a review of the
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literature that serves to address past scholarship on faculty, work, and activism to
situate the present study within a lineage of previous academic endeavors; a chapter
devoted to a qualitative research methodology that puts into practice the analyses
called for in chapters One and Two; the results of the study; and, lastly, a concluding
reflection of the study itself, discussion of its implications for practice, research, and
policy, its potential for future research, as well as its limitations. The rest of this
chapter details the initial and overarching structure of the study—its
conceptualization and problem-formation. Like the phenomena it purports to study,
this project altered over time, affected by the insights garnered in the process of
research itself.
Statement of the Problem
Faculty activists—those individuals who utilize their academic specialization
to promote progressive social change—seem to challenge the traditional faculty role
of producing written scholarship for academic presses and specialized journals. Little
scholarship examines the way in which faculty activists consider part of their faculty
work their local, daily interaction with issues, individuals and institutions that

ostensibly transcend the university walls. And, though scholars within the academy
produce volumes of research on the ways academic disciplines differ or overlap, scant
attention is paid to those processes and practices which produce and reproduce the
disciplines. Working within a disciplinary framework to yield larger social change,
faculty activists may disrupt seemingly consistent definitions of disciplined
subjectivities, offering new possibilities for faculty work.
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Further, the academic world is overly determined by structure. Activism, in
turn, might be revealed as agency within the predominant structures of tertiary
education. Few scholars have attempted to locate or investigate interactions of
structure and agency within the context of tertiary education.
Purpose Statement
With a critical eye to everyday material and social practices, this study
provides a link between everyday activities and conceptualizations offaculty work
within higher education, illuminating possibilities for further research. In this
dissertation I call for investigations into the material and social micromovements of
everyday faculty work, as well as their representation in institutional documents,
public discourses, and academic buildings, which, through a sedimentary process of
repetition, maintain the disciplines as normative entities. Disciplinarity is the
regulating system that dictates how we produce and disseminate knowledge. Such a
constructed system has very real consequences for faculty, students, and the larger
society.
Initially, the notion of a faculty activist seems somewhat of an oxymoron
within disciplinary structures—both bound by the walls of the university and also
acting on the world outside it. However, extending one’s conception of disciplinarity
beyond the categorical structure of the academic disciplines allows for the possibility
of disciplinarity to be understood as a social process, rather than a fixed framework.
As a result, an examination of faculty work within academic social structures
highlights both the disciplined aspects of common conceptions and the possible
realities elided by them. Such reframing of the space in which tertiary education
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operates allows for the emergence of previously unrecognized practices, even as it
provides a check against institutional reproduction. The work of the faculty activist
may be rendered no longer a contradiction in terms—new realities open to reveal
daily practices that have yet to be fully recognized or addressed. In turn, this
dissertation provides the possibility for faculty to find both the material places and
social spaces in which to practice agency in their daily activities.
Research Questions
Before addressing the specific research questions of this dissertation, it seems
important to articulate how I came to such questions. This study began with a
seemingly simple question: What is faculty work? By asking what it means to work
as faculty, I began with a question of identity, who we are as faculty. Next, I sought
to understand how we evoke the identity of faculty in our daily activities: How do
social conceptualizations of faculty materialize within daily practices? This, it seems
to me, is a question of practicing identities, of what we do. These questions
motivated me to ask what activities are legitimate for faculty to practice—a question
of how our practices tell us who we can be, our learned conceptions of work. These
three overarching interests prompted me to study faculty work from a micro
individual level and relate my findings to larger social theories that generally operate
on macro structural terms.
With a nod towards Foucault’s genealogical analysis, this study develops
according to an overarching framework of research questions specifically aimed to
move the interpretive gaze away from an historical-developmental framework and
towards a more dynamic and layered analysis of faculty activism and faculty work.
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The effects of defining faculty work within a specific social context are as important
to examine as the moment in educational history when research gained more
prominence than service in institutional promotion and tenure decisions, for example.
With this in mind, the research questions that guide this study emphasize a movement
between macro and micro perspectives, focusing on the many ways in which larger
social dynamics influence faculty action.
•

What are the material effects of our metaphorical representations of faculty
and their work?

•

Is faculty work so contained by departments, so disciplined, that faculty
cannot perform meaningful actions outside this systemic function?

•

Does faculty activist become an oxymoron when faculty work on and in
spheres outside their departments, fields, even outside the academic
institution, while still identifying as university faculty in this function?
Significance
Though, as Chapter Two will show, scholars throughout tertiary education

have spent a great deal of time examining the ways in which faculty work is rewarded
within colleges and universities, little scholarship examines often unconscious daily
practices of faculty. Even less research links conceptions of faculty work to their
conversion within social and material contexts, the practices of everyday work within
the institution. As Lisa Lattuca (2002) claims, context is often ignored in higher
education research on faculty productivity: “although few studies of faculty
productivity completely extract faculty from their work contexts, they often reduce
the complex variable of context into simple measures of workload, reward and
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incentive systems, and institutional types” (p. 735). Further, researchers must extend
analyses beyond the realm of context to include individual meaning-making, thus
recognizing that contexts and people are inseparable (Lattuca, 2002).
This study specifically examines the possibilities that open up when we frame
new realities for what it means to engage in faculty work. Such possibility allows all
constituents within higher education to be less deterministic in their conceptions of
what faculty do and how faculty work. Consequently, faculty and administrators
alike should find value in examinations of the dynamic link between how we
conceive of faculty work and the material realities that such conceptions imply.
Potentially, there exists a vast array of faculty practices that remain beyond the scope
of the very language with which we have learned to define faculty. Such practices
might help to reconfigure our most basic conceptions of who faculty are and how they
operate within our colleges and universities, as well as how such practices might
extend beyond the traditional boundaries of the academic department, campus, and
discipline.
Assumptions
As with any interpretive study, there are several foundational assumptions
upon which this study is built. The bulk of the assumptions which undergird this
study stem from a postmodern perspective of our social world: standard modernist
categories fail to account for our interactions in the world today; knowledge is
historical in origin, not isolated from the social world; knowledge and power are, as
Foucault theorizes, inextricably bound together; knowledge is never neutral or
objective but is instead a mode of surveillance, regulation, and discipline. Important
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to this research project is the problem of categorization: institutionalized definitions
and social categories fail to fully account for the activities of individuals.
Additionally, as a researcher, I may never fully access the “truth” of experience—
language and interpretation necessarily distance me from the processes and practices I
seek to investigate. Consequently, what 1 am left with is a rendition of experience
that is filtered through language and interpreted not as truth, but individual meaning¬
making. Finally, this dissertation assumes that our actions as individuals and
members of academic institutions have political consequences—there are no
academic activities that escape the political sphere.
Definitions
Like the assumptions that provide a foundational base from which this study
operates, this analysis of faculty activism is governed by a specific set of terms that
characterize both the unit of analysis and overarching theoretical framework. In a
sense, this paper itself is about a power-laden discourse of assertion, development,
and legitimization of definition—who gets to define what faculty work is and what is
encompassed in its boundaries? As the next chapter will show, many of the terms
that this research project seeks to explore and describe are cause for much debate
among contemporary scholars. Indeed, part of the key research of this dissertation
examines how such terms are defined and operate within specific social contexts.
With the knowledge that terms gain definition in their immediate environment and
context, it remains important to establish a baseline vocabulary out of which this
project operates. The first set of definitions are those with which I conceived of and
began the study. These include:
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•

\ faculty activist, as alluded to earlier, refers to a faculty member who utilizes

his or her academic specialization for progressive social causes.
•

Drawing from the philosophical and sociological literature on identity and
recognition, the notion of work entails activities practiced that give meaning to
one’s institutionalized identity (Honneth, 1995; Petersen & Willig, 2004).
Thus, faculty work consists of activities and practices that help to (re)produce
one’s identity as a faculty member. Work, as Hanna Arendt (1959) has
shown, differs from labor as it is undertaken in an attempt to produce lasting
achievement.

•

In order to better understand one’s work, it is important to investigate the
daily practices of the individual. These daily practices consist of the learned

material activities, often subtle, that subjects reproduce everyday (Foucault,
1991). Further, my definition of practices extends beyond the simple notion
of action to include the meanings made of such actions—what we do and the
meanings it makes.
•

Regimes of Practice constitute a normative system of practices that

demonstrate power via their unconscious repetition and saturation within
normative culture.
•

Habitus consists of the internalized dispositions learned through the

assumption of the norms of the field; learned behaviors and beliefs (always in
relation to field).
•

Field is made up of norming structures and conceptions that inform the social

context (always in relation to habitus).
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•

Disciplinarity is the process by which individuals internalize academic

institutional structures and reproduce them at the level of their everyday social
and material practices, professional identities, and relationships. Within the
context of this study, disciplinarity exists in the ongoing interplay of habitus
and field.
•

Space incorporates the material world in which we live (buildings, rooms,

desks, chairs) and the meaning we have learned to make of them.
Consequently, space involves both the physical and social elements of
meaning. There is a history of meaning drawn from the spaces in which we
operate, meanings that effect our movements in such spaces.
Though I began this study with these definitions, the study itself prompted me to
revisit them in order to better conceive of the phenomena of study. Consequently,
data analysis required I generate a second list of definitions:
•

Because I could not access the full identities of this study’s participants
(indeed, the social theory which governs this study would claim that one’s
identity is forever in flux and thus never fully defined or accessible), I needed
a way of defining the aspect of participant identity to which my data spoke.
Consequently, this study examines the professional identities of participants—
those characteristics recognized within contexts of disciplinarity.

•

Asa materialist analysis, this study examines spatiality as it is represented at
the level of the social and material worlds. Though it remains a theoretical
fallacy that the physical worlds we inhabit can ever be fully separated from
the social meanings we develop within our environments, it does help to
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provisionally separate the two for the benefit of clarity. Consequently, in the
context of this study, place is utilized to describe the physical environments in
which we live and work; place is defined in material terms. Space is used to
address the social meanings that occur within material contexts; space is
meaning-making through interpersonal relationships and the individual in
relation to context. Though place and space are independently conceptualized
within the contexts of this paper, I follow Edward Soja (1989) who notes the
provisional nature of such division along with the understanding that place
and space conceptually overlap and draw meaning from one another.
•

Like the distinction between place and space noted above, I also recognize
that some material places and social spaces gain definition through repeated
assertions of legitimized meaning within specific socio-historical contexts,
through processes of institutionalization. Consequently, I have found it
important to recognize institutional places and institutional spaces within this
study. These terms refer to material and social areas that gain meaning
through processes of institutionalization.

•

Important to this study are the activities faculty perform on a daily basis, those
practices that faculty perform repeatedly in order to fulfill their role as faculty.
I have termed these activities daily practices.

•

Academic activism occurs as daily practices which extend beyond the

professional field in connection; an extension of habitus beyond the normative
practices of the field with the intention of maintaining a link to the normative
practices of the field. Academic activism need not be progressive (as my
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initial definition of faculty activism proclaimed), but connective, having
agency to transform the social world in small or large ways.
•

Deviance occurs when individuals cannot intentionally reconcile personal
habitus with the practices of the field.

•

As the data from this study will show, there remain several important themes
inherent in the practices of academic activism. Prominent among them lies
connection, the intentional link between the social contexts of participants’

lives and forging collaborative relationships that potentially reshape the
impact their identities might have within their social world.
•

Isolation remains a prominent theme throughout this study. In the context of

this study, isolation includes an individual separateness from collective social
interactions as well as a separateness from the physical or material places
designed for collaboration and interaction.
Overview
With the established aim of examining faculty academic activists as a means
towards better understanding the work of faculty, the next two chapters will both
provide a context for how previous scholars have interrogated those issues important
to the study and detail a methodological framework for the research project. Chapter
Two reviews previous research into the areas of work, disciplinanity, the role of
politics within the academy, md faculty activist work within tertiary education.

Chapter Three outlines the specific methodology of a qualitatively-based research
study that builds on previous scholarship in order to explore the material realities of
faculty work on one large, research oriented university campus. Additionally,
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Chapter Four provides a theoretical analysis of faculty work and academic activism as
well as an analysis of the data specific to this study. Finally, Chapter Five reflects on
the process of the study, implications for practice, research, and policy, possibilities
for future research, and potential limitations.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This chapter presents a review of the literature as a means of situating the
present study in a larger scholarly context. Several overarching areas of study remain
important to the issues examined throughout this study: genealogical analysis;
conceptual metaphor; conceptions of work; disciplinarity; the role of politics and
activism within the academy. The rest of this chapter examines the way in which
previous scholars have framed and investigated these issues in their own research.
Genealogical Analysis and Metaphor
Because this project emphasizes both social processes and the intersection of
material practices and language, its theoretical framework begins with the
philosophical starting point of genealogy (Foucault, 1991) and builds on recent
interdisciplinary research on conceptual metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999,
2003/1980; Morgan, 1997). Together, the framework of genealogy and conceptual
metaphor shape the assumptions and interpretations that are the foundation of this
research project.
Genealogy
Drawn from Nietzsche (1956) and developed by Foucault in numerous
volumes of work (1978; 1979; 1984; 1991), a genealogical methodology attempts to
examine a contemporary phenomenon or social process and explain “how it arose,
how it developed, and how it gained legitimacy and power” (Kamberelis &
Dimitriadis, 2005, p.4). Most important to genealogical analyses are those subjects
which seem “without history” as the analyst might “isolate the different scenes where
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they engaged in different roles” (Foucault, 1984, p. 76). This style of inquisition
moves beyond simply studying the effects of a social process, to a critical analysis of
the processes which produce such effects. Thus, within this project’s interest in
faculty work, a genealogical framework begins with the assumption that historical

conceptions offaculty work are rife with disruptions and contradictions and that our
conceptions offaculty work are built on a dynamic interaction of learned social
processes. Beyond examining the effects of faculty work, the way in which faculty
work is constructed through a variety of discourses is highlighted. The goal then, is
to seek beyond the faqade of social cohesion—that we all “know” what a faculty
member is and what faculty do—in order to promote alternative ways of knowing and
acting. As Kendall and Wickham (1999) assert, a genealogical position strives “to
see beyond the contingencies that have made each of us what we are in order that we
might think in ways that we have not thought and be in ways we have not been” (p.
30). Genealogy provides a disruption to our nonnative ways of thinking and acting,
creating space for alternatives to appear.
Many scholars have written in-depth on the innerworkings of genealogy (e.g.
Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2005; Meadmore, Hatcher, & McWilliam, 2000;
Tamboukou, 1999), though Foucault intentionally refused to create a specific
methodological structure (Foucault, 1991). As has been noted elsewhere, however,
Foucault’s work on genealogy has provided analytical tools as opposed to complete
methodological systems (Braidotti, 1991; Kendall & Wickham, 1999; Tamboukou &
Ball, 2003). Though initially frustrating to the intrepid researcher—one who scours
the many works by and on Michel Foucault—conceiving of genealogy as a
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philosophical starting point goes a long way towards shaping research into the
practices and processes that produce social conceptions of faculty work. Utilizing a
genealogical starting point encourages an examination into daily practices within
specific contexts through which knowledges are (re)produced, an important
theoretical starting point for this dissertation.
Conceptual Metaphor
George Lakoff and Mark Johnson’s classic Metaphors We Live By
(2003/1980) has changed the way in which scholars across disciplines understand the
complex interactions between how we think and our daily activities. Lakoff and
Johnson assert that conceptual metaphors are ubiquitous within our social world and
govern our everyday functioning, down to the most mundane details. Our
concepts structure what we perceive, how we get around in the world, and
how we relate to other people. Our conceptual system thus plays a central
role in defining our everyday realities (p. 3).
Because our conceptual system is primarily metaphorical, “what we think, what we
experience, and what we do every day is very much a matter of metaphor” (Lakoff &
Johnson, 2003/1980, p. 3). Important to this research project is the link between
conceptual metaphor and everyday experience. In this sense, conceptual metaphors
are more than simple linguistic devices, they shape and are shaped by our material
experiences; the manner in which we physically move through the world as well as
the many interpretations we place upon such movements. This project follows Lakoff
and Johnson’s (2003/1980) contention that language remains an important source of
evidence for how our conceptual system operates and its ramifications.
Consequently, as chapter three shows, a large portion of this research project centers
on the ways in which individuals frame the metaphor of faculty work.
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Such assertions directly counter historical Western philosophical positions—
typified by contemporary American philosophers such as Davidson (1977) and Searle
(1979)—who posit concepts as entirely “conscious, literal, and disembodied, that is,
not crucially shaped by the body and brain” (Lakoff & Johnson, 2003/1980, p. 271).
Instead, newer work on conceptual metaphor emphasizes the ways in which metaphor
structures how we think, what thoughts are permitted, and how we conceive of our
material actions and physical bodies. In short, conceptual metaphor points to a
dynamic and intertwined relationship between our concepts, the language we use to
communicate and understand such concepts, and our material realities in the physical
world.
Because it is the nature of metaphor to incompletely represent a concept (it
cannot completely detail a concept, otherwise it would be that concept) it will
necessarily shade or elide other possible meanings. Thus, even as metaphor
highlights particular aspects of a concept, it simultaneously removes alternative
possibilities. As a result, as specific metaphors gain legitimacy through their
repetition, they, at the same time, enforce a particular understanding of concepts and
their meanings—metaphors have a disciplining effect on how we understand the
world in which we live. As is shown below in the section entitled Work, metaphors
that draw meaning from the economic sphere are strong examples of how their
repetition enforces a particular interpretation of the world. Indeed, current neoliberal
discourse reinforces the value of market-based metaphors, casting alternative
metaphorical conceptions—those that do not reinscribe the centrality of the economic
sphere—aside as illegitimate and inconceivable.

ii

What’s interesting from the perspective of this specific research project is the
way faculty describe what they do in the classroom and beyond, and how such
description resonates or contradicts larger cultural metaphors. Such descriptions will
inherently be metaphorical and will have material and spatial relationships implied
within them. The way in which these metaphors interact with other institutionalized
metaphors provides for the possibility of restructuring larger cultural metaphors—
change is thus possible on a material and conceptual level. In this scenario, material
and conceptual change begins at the level of daily practice, gains recognition, and
works its way up to alter larger cultural metaphors; change thus occurs on both the
conceptual and material level.
Lakoff and Johnson’s (2003/1980) work has spread throughout a variety of
disciplines as scholars have begun to incorporate the centrality of conceptual
metaphor into their own work. For example, Gibbs (1994) has examined the role of
conceptual metaphor in cognitive psychology, Fauconnier and Sweetser (1996) in
cognitive linguistics, and Steven Winter (2001) in Law. George Lakoff (Lakoff,
1987, 1996, 2002) has himself demonstrated the use of conceptual metaphor in the
field of politics. Finally, Lakoff and Johnson (1999) have recently collaborated in an
attempt to more elaborately document the intimate connection between conceptual
metaphor, our perceptions and actions within the world, and the material spaces we
inhabit. This paper takes on Lakoff and Johnson’s (1999; 2003/1980) repeated calls
for additional empirical scholarship on the manifestations of conceptual metaphor
within our daily lives.
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Work
Defining work has perplexed a wide array of social scientists throughout
history. In postmodern designations, work is a term that resists definition. In the
past, social theorists have examined work in its relation to labor (Arendt, 1959), as
opposed to leisure (Freidson, 1990) or hobbies (Ronco & Peattie, 1988), and as a
form of action legitimized by the state or larger society (Freidson, 1990; G. Martin,
2005; Wilbert & Hoskyns, 2004). Still other scholars have taken an interest in the
relationship between work and identity (Arendt, 1959; Harney & Moten, 1998;
Muirhead, 2004; Sennett, 1998). Further, how work has been defined has political
ramifications. Often, social critics have pointed to discrepancies in what is
established as legitimate work and those activities that continue unrecognized,
languishing in silence. For example, an important aspect of feminism has been
agitating for the recognition of women’s activities outside of the public sphere as
legitimate work (Smith, 1987). In this case, “housework becomes an economic
category identifying those work processes that are in fact part of the economy but are
not represented as work, being described as consumption or not at all (Smith, 1987, p.
165). As a result, an aspect of this feminist stance is the recognition of housework as
legitimate work within the economic sphere and thereby socially valuable.
How we define work as a society points to the degree to which we value
specific daily activities. Additionally, perhaps due to our historical espousal of
capitalism, work in the United States is often defined as that which directly
contributes to the function of the economic market. Consequently, notions of work
often are understood within an economic framework, taking on the very language of

the market for its definition. One’s work gains social significance the more it directly
contributes to the accumulation of capital or produces tangible economic benefits for
society. Thus conceptions of work remain submerged within an economic
determinism that dictates worth based on economic and market value. Revisiting
Smith’s (1987) analysis of housework above demonstrates this point. Some feminists
have sought to legitimate housework by proving its worth within the economic
sphere, as a valuable contribution to the economy. Thus, they have framed
housework within economic terms. As is depicted below, notions of work that draw
meaning from the economic sphere prove especially problematic when evaluating
faculty work. What, for example, do faculty produce? How are they rewarded or

disciplined for such production? And what are the social ramifications for
understanding the work of faculty outside of a deterministic economic framework?
Before attempting to define work, many scholars begin by describing just how
messy and misunderstood the term is within our cultural understanding. As Freidson
(1990) notes, ‘"the concept of work is intrinsically ambiguous and relative” (p. 152).
Muirhead (2004) extends Freidson’s assertion of the term’s ambiguity and relational
understanding, asserting, “work, it seems, has no single definition or essence, good or
bad—only a history of various and unique experiences. It has no pure form” (p. 4).
Further, as Ronco and Peattie (1988) assert, terms such as work “are fuzzy categories.
They are not defined by the inherent nature of the task to be performed. They are not
defined by a clear differentiation of the motives with which the activity is performed.
Nor is there an evaluative standard that clearly differentiates” work from other
conceptual categories (p. 718). Because the concept of work cannot be distilled to a
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V;

“pure form'1 or meaning, it has often been understood relationally—juxtaposed with
other social terms or daily experiences. This perhaps stems from the notion that
terms such as work involve multiple—and layered—social processes and interactions.
Work is not one thing, but rather a social concept that draws meaning from historical

patterns of cultural and individual meaning-making within specific contexts. Thus,
the term work is loaded with multiple interpretations and context-specific meanings.
And yet, despite the difficulty we have in defining what work is and how it
operates as a conceptual category, we have learned to base a large part of our social
identity on our work. As Muirhead (2004) notes, “work demands too much and its
connection to our identity is too profound to conceive of it only as the dictate of
necessity, a strategy for survival” (p. 2). More than simply the means towards
providing material subsistence, our work insinuates who we are and what we do.
(Consider for a moment the ease with which upon first meeting someone we ask what
they “do.” The question, of course, inquires about the person’s job, yet implies more
as it is asked in order to ascertain a sense of the person’s identity; the meanings we
might apply to the daily activities that are the individual’s work.)
Hannah Arendt (1959) is well known for her philosophical interrogations of
the nature of work and labor, connecting both with how they implicate themselves
upon our identity as individuals. For Arendt, labor entails hardships endured for
survival while work involves specific efforts towards producing lasting achievement.
Further, the daily activities that are an individual’s work reveal his/her identity—they
exist as a way in which subjects “make their appearance in the human world” (p.
179). Consequently, one’s work serves as a means towards disclosing “who”
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someone is as opposed to “what” someone is (p. 179). What Arendt implies here is
that one cannot fully “appear” in the human world—as a “who” in opposition to a
“what”—without making visible, through actions and words, one’s work.
Already, then, work has proven difficult to define and layered in its definition.
As Muirhead (2004) asserts, “for us, work is rarely just work in the diminutive sense
of being only work” (p. 3; original emphasis). Such recognition leads scholars such
as Sennett (1998) to investigate the subtle ways in which work calls for an ongoing
accumulation of skill and specialization which, in turn, provides the basis for a
unified identity over one’s lifetime. Work unifies us, making complete our social
identities.
The intimate connection between one’s work and social identity has caused
many scholars to assert the value of investigations into the social interpretations of
those activities which generate one’s work over the social categorization of subjects
based on their work. The difference here, though perhaps subtle, is important. There
exists in such research a shift away from social interpretations founded on one’s
overarching work-based identity—the unified identity that Sennett (1998) writes of—
towards a more micro investigation into the specific social meaning one’s daily
activities elicit. As Freidson (1990) notes, “the only variable criterion for
distinguishing... various types of work from each other becomes the social meaning
of activities, their value and the context in which they are undertaken” (p. 152). As
noted both above and later in Chapter Three, investigations into the daily practices of
faculty—what Freidson (1990) terms “the social meaning of activities”—recognizes
the importance of the social and cultural contexts in which such practices emerge.
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However we interpret the meaning of work, it is always enacted, produced, within
social contexts. Consequently, the activities of our work incessantly play out within
an interpretive realm. Such an investigative position renders new questions, allowing
scholars to, for example, get “away from the question of what it means to be an
academic worker, a question that seems to lead to social positioning, and to ask
finally what it means to do academic labor” (Freidson, 1990, p. 158). One shifts
one’s interpretive gaze away from the categorization of our work and to the multiple
“doings” that combine to give our work meaning within the social sphere.
This emphasis on the activities of work over its categorization is not new.
Indeed, Dorothy Smith’s (1987) notion of “institutional ethnography” powerfully
makes a similar point, asking that we not be concerned
so much to mark a distinction between what is work and what is not work, but
rather to deploy a concept that will return us to the actualities of what people
do on a day-to-day basis under definite conditions and in definite situations.
We return thus to those processes that both produce and are ordered by the
social relations of the institutional process, and to actualities that are
observable, that people can describe, and that in their concerting accomplish
its orderly processes as ordered (p. 166).
What Smith offers is a deliberate movement away from a discourse which seeks to set
limits on what work is and what it is not in favor of examinations of “what people do”
within specific social contexts. Here, both the daily practices of individuals and the
institutional processes through which such activities gain meaning are especially
important. More than a static category, work becomes a series of social processes and
daily actualities. Within the context of this research project, as Chapter Three shows,
the daily practices of faculty remain an important signifier of how individuals and
institutions conceive of faculty work. Further, it remains important to recognize the
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reciprocal and dialectical relationship between our conceptions—of work, of
activism—and our everyday practices—as faculty, as activists.
Faculty Work
Like the academic discourse surrounding the nature of work, those researchers
who have turned an investigative lens to the nature offaculty work have embraced
similar methods of analysis. Often, interpretation of faculty work begins with an
assertion that, as a concept, it remains difficult to quantify or define because there
exists little tangible product as a result of faculty activities. As Randy Martin (1998)
notes, the work of faculty
confounds received categorization. Knowledge, if that is what is being
produced, is a slippery thing. It is at once local and in defiance of locality.
Wages for thought jostle uneasily between what is paid for and what is not.
Product, whether as successfully completed credit hour or publication, cannot
straightforwardly be seen as containing the value attributed to it.
Appropriation, which names learning as much as it does teaching, generates
kinds of surplus that are not necessarily commensurate with one another (p.
22).
Consequently, the notion offaculty work resists definition along standard economic
lines. The production, distribution, and appropriation of knowledge within tertiary
education is rife with multiple meanings, fluid interpretations, and context-specific
assertions. And yet, policies surrounding faculty work abound as faculty and
administrators alike strive to make meaning of what faculty do, often relying on
economic designations in order to achieve definition.
Though the relation between faculty work and traditional economic assertions
of productive value are tenuous at best, researchers and policy makers alike have
sought multiple ways through which to define faculty work within the economic
sphere. Indeed, as the economic market increasingly plays a role in the everyday
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operations of colleges and universities—dictating institutional responses to
contemporary economic realities—faculty have been called upon to articulate the
value of their work in economic terms. Often the connection between a faculty
member’s work—in this case his or her production—and economic value play a large
role in promotion and tenure decisions, for example. As Gregory Martin (2005)
asserts, “as universities are increasingly subjected to the discipline of market
forces...performance indicators (often punitive) exist as a rallying point for capital as
academics are incited to assert the value of their labour power by bringing more and
more commercial value to their work” (par. 8). Increasingly, the value of faculty
work has become determined by its intervention into the economic market. Such
connotations of economic value have direct implications on not only the
determination of faculty work, but also the assertion of faculty identity as a “good” or
“productive” faculty member. Consequently, as Castree (2002) finds,
in Britain today, the 'successful’ academic self is a figure who publishes not
just a lot but in the "right’ journals; who wins pots of research money,
preferably from blue-chip funding-bodies; who does ‘professional service’
like sitting on editorial boards; and who, unglamorous though it now is, does
their fair share of teaching and administration (p. 105).
Faculty identity draws meaning from the fulfillment of legitimized activities within
legitimized spheres. As practices and contexts increasingly become meaningful in
their relation to the economic market, what faculty can and cannot do, their work,
becomes increasingly disciplined. As Gregory Martin (2005) later asserts,
with employment advancement increasingly tied to teaching and research that
brings in the dollars, there is no tiptoeing around the fact that when the usevalue orientation of academics is not directed toward surplus accumulation,
the university rears its ugly multiplicity of heads, like Cerberus, the guard dog
at the gates of Hades (par. 28).
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Martin’s poignant representation of disciplinary action within the academy reinforces
the strong pull for faculty to engage in activities recognized and valued by both their
individual institutions and the economic sphere. This proves especially problematic
for those faculty whose work is perhaps on the margins of mainstream acceptability,
never fully in line with the values of economic production. After all, what is
produced in activist work? How does one market agitation for social change?
It is perhaps important to pause here and revisit the link between conceptual
metaphor and material reality. As noted in the beginning portions of Chapter Two,
there exists a strong connection between how we conceptualize and how we act.
Consequently, metaphorical representations of faculty as producers of economic
surplus, for example, have very real implications on the daily practices of faculty.
The authors cited throughout this chapter struggle with the ambiguous nature of their
subject. They struggle because how we define, how we conceptualize, matters and
has very real material effects.
The notion offaculty work has received considerable attention in the field of
higher education, an emerging area of expertise that claims tertiary education as its
focus of study (Boyer, 1990; Glassick, Huber, & Maeroff, 1997; Jencks & Riesman,
1968). Perhaps the most well known example of an interrogation into what faculty do
as faculty is Boyer’s Scholarship Reconsidered (1990), a text which might
legitimately be understood as an attempt to enforce a new conceptualization of faculty
and their work. Evidence of Boyer’s impact is seen in the ways academics and
administrators integrate his many forms of scholarship into their vocabulary and
identify Scholarship Reconsidered as a seminal text within academe (Kezar, 2000).
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Boyer’s (1990) text strives to expand contemporary notions of scholarship in order to
better make visible alternative faculty activities that go unrecognized by the formal
promotion and tenure processes of the academy. No longer simply scholarship as
research production, Boyer offers scholarships of engagement, discovery, application,
and integration.
In light of this dissertation’s emphasis on faculty work and activism, Boyer’s
conceptualization of the scholarship of engagement—faculty activity that merges
research with practical application to material problems—seems most closely aligned
to faculty activist work. In a later essay, Boyer (1996) describes the scholarship of
engagement as
connecting the rich resources of the university to our pressing social, civic,
and the ethical problems, to our children, to our schools, to our teachers, and
to our cities. Campuses would be viewed by both students and professors not
only as isolated islands, but staging grounds for actions. Ultimately the
scholarship of engagement also means creating a special climate in which the
academic and civic cultures communicated more continuously and more
creatively with each other (p. 21).
Boyer’s vision of more closely aligning the resources of the university with social
institutions is important. Additionally, by asserting an active component to university
campuses in their relation to social issues, Boyer presents the scholarship of
engagement as a recognition of the potential for faculty work to extend beyond the
boundaries of academic discourse. Again, the potential recognition of previously
ignored and unrewarded faculty activity is significant and helpful to any member of
the academy interested in inciting progressive social change. However, the question
remains as to the extent of change that Boyer’s work calls for. After all, Boyer’s
work on scholarship is but an extended metaphorical representation for faculty and
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their work; there is no reconceptualization of faculty work, merely an expansion of
existing systems of thought.
The National Review Board for the Scholarship of Engagement (Engagement,
2005) attempts to put Boyer’s conceptual piece into practice. In addition to Boyer’s
work, the Board defines the scholarship of engagement as
faculty engaged in academically relevant work that simultaneously fulfills the
campus mission and goals as well as community needs. In essence,
engagement is a scholarly agenda that incorporates community issues that can
be within or integrative across teaching, research, and service.
Here, engagement is not a set of practices but rather a “scholarly agenda” that extends
conceptions of “academically relevant work” beyond the academy and into the local
community. There seems to be little challenge to preconceived understandings of
what such academic work entails. Instead, the scholarship of engagement acts as a
linking mechanism that potentially serves to expand how the academy thinks of and
rewards the work of faculty, not change or challenge such conceptions.
It remains important to link conceptions of faculty work to their conversion
within social and material contexts, the practices of everyday work within the
institution—this Boyer does not do. Boyer’s important challenge to review
institutional conceptions of, and rewards for faculty scholarship—without grounding
in materialist analyses—will not result in material changes in faculty or
administrative practices. The celebrated phenomenon of Boyer’s Scholarship
Reconsidered (1990) within higher education, then, appears as a vast reorganization

of faculty work metaphors, but it is potentially divorced from a reorganization of
material and social practices. Boyer’s Scholarship Reconsidered, consequently, is
reformist in nature, calling for extension and expansion of how the academy
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perceives and accounts for faculty work, yet never challenging the very practices
which constitute faculty work. It is also important to note that Boyer’s reorganization
of faculty work metaphors has become appropriated by normative disciplinary
discourse as faculty are legitimated within the field of higher education by publishing
their own extensions of Boyer’s text; there seemingly exists an entire publishing
industry dedicated to the (reproduction of Boyer’s metaphorical representations of
faculty work (e.g. Glassick et ah, 1997; Johnston, 1998; O'Meara & Rice, 2005;
Trent, 2000). As the reformist discourse surrounding Boyer’s text shows, faculty
need to take the next step in linking their metaphors to their institutional
materializations for true structural and material change to occur.
Yet, as faculty reproduce the very activities that make them recognizable as
faculty, their daily work gains meaning within the disciplined discourse of the
academy. A large part of how faculty learn and reiterate the norms of their academic
context stems from their immersion in disciplinary processes, an important area for
any study on faculty to examine.
DiscipHnarity
A large influence on the ways in which faculty activities are disciplined or
rendered legitimate within institutional culture stems from a predisposed cultural
value of disciplinary structure. The mythos of disciplinary division casts a wide
shadow on both our academic structures and daily practices within the academy.
Before specifically examining the ways in which academics have come to define what
a discipline is and how it operates within the process of disciplinarity, it is important
to note the doubleness of meaning implied within the term “discipline.” Several
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postmodern philosophers such as Michel Foucault (1979; 1980), Pierre Bourdieu
(1972), and Jean-Francois Lyotard (1997) find great importance in the notion of the
academic discipline as both an organizing structure within discourses of knowledge
and a regulating policy of social containment and control. Other scholars such as
Immanuel Wallerstein (1999) have taken a similar view, noting that a discipline exists
“in the sense that it seeks to discipline the intellect” (p. 1). Disciplines, then, organize
and structure knowledges even as they help to produce academic identities and
cultures that are disciplined to manufacture and reproduce disciplinary culture itself.
It is also important to recognize that the systematic analysis of academic
disciplines as a means for structuring and distributing knowledge is a contemporary
method of analyzing the disciplines (Good, 2000; Lenoir, 1997; Messer-Davidow,
Shumway, & Sylvan, 1993; Pickering, 1992). Earlier concerns regarding academic
specialization emphasized the knowledges or content produced by the disciplines
rather than the practices and technologies which reproduced disciplinary structures.
Thus, though disciplinary division of knowledge has existed for hundreds of years, it
is only in the last 25 years (and most intensely in the past 15 years) that the processes
of disciplinary division, disciplinarity, have come under scrutiny as a unit of analysis
(Good, 2000).
As will be seen below, the majority of scholars who strive to define
disciplines in one way or another do so in an attempt to provide such definition for
their academic colleagues within the academy; little attempt has been made to
understand the ways in which disciplines become defined within the larger social
world outside of academic parlance. However, disciplines have very real effects on
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the social world outside the academy, causing scholars such as Fuller (1991) to
implore that “we take seriously the thesis that knowledge inhabits the same world as
its putative objects” and, therefore, that disciplinary definition has social
ramifications (p. 322). Fuller (1991) goes on to note that disciplines wield a degree
of social power by virtue of their legitimacy within social discourse, away from the
academy:
the success of a discipline’s claims to power is based largely on folk
perceptions about the discipline’s ability to transform the world, which, in
turn, serve to define the exemplar of worldly power itself. Indeed, these folk
perceptions typically reach hegemonic proportions, affecting central and
peripheral disciplines alike (p. 306; original emphasis).
Fuller’s emphasis on “folk perceptions” as pivotal to a discipline’s truth claims within
social discourse reinforces the many ways in which disciplines must compete for
power both within and beyond the walls of the academy. Thus it is important to note
that simply conceiving of how academics frame and define disciplinarity or the
disciplines is shortsighted; disciplinary power stems as much from larger cultural
perceptions of such processes and terms as it does from infighting within the
academy. Indeed, it would be a mistake to try and consider the individual disciplines
themselves, and the process of disciplinarity itself, outside of the social context in
which our educational institutions and academic practices are immersed. As Fuller
(1991) later notes, societies often embrace specific forms and structures of knowledge
as representing a type of “truth” about the everyday world: “people come to be
convinced that particular forms of knowledge are embodied in the world and are, in
that sense, the hidden sources of power over the world” (p. 308). Thus it is that
disciplines and methodologies are often validated or dismissed on account of their
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relation to “science” in our contemporary time. Scientific presentations of positivistic
truths make bold claims to truth that many of us have been culturally conditioned to
accept.
Fuller’s analysis of the complex relations between the disciplines and the
cultural society in which tertiary education operates emphasizes the entwined nature
of the academy, state, and civil society. More simply, critics and proponents of
higher education cannot pretend that the space of the college or university remains
divorced from the everyday realities of individuals outside of the academy. How we
produce, disseminate, and appropriate knowledge matters. Consequently, how we
define the work that goes on within and on the periphery of the academy has
implications for a vast array of constituents; the way in which we conceive of and
frame the nature offaculty> work matters. As the following section on politics and the
academy shows, social critics, both conservative and progressive alike, assert the
strong influence the academy has on society as a rationale for their own politically
charged analysis.
With the understanding that how the academy produces and structures
knowledge matters, researchers have turned to examine the many ways colleges and
universities are organized. Higher education, like other institutionalized fields, is
marked by a striking amount of what Scott (2001) terms “structural isomorphism” or
structural similarities across institutions. Due to all of the highly institutionalized
interactions within the field of higher education, campus organizations are slow to
change and rely on normalizing symbolic values for legitimacy. Consequently,
scholars such as Bender (1997) and Klein (1996) emphasize the continued dominance
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of departmental organization within university systems even though individual
academic departments no longer are capable of containing close alignment with the
content of the ever-expanding disciplines they are meant to represent. In his
discussion of the university as a matrix organization, Alpert (1985) attributes the
structural similarities among departments to the impact of the disciplinary
environment: “the similarity of departmental organizations and goals is itself an
indicator of the power exercised by the national disciplinary communities in setting
the standards and scholarly goals of American universities” (p. 253). Further, Alpert
later notes that the structural repetition of normative departmental structure “and a
national system of evaluating university quality department-by-department enforces a
remarkable conformity” (p. 269). Consequently, though American society has
changed much over the past 100 years, and knowledge production has increased at
exponential rates, educational organizations themselves have altered only slightly.
Persistence continues as a result of the highly institutionalized interactions within the
field of higher education. Further, the “remarkable conformity” that Alpert alludes to
extends beyond organizational structure to the very ways in which individuals
perform or enact their roles within tertiary education. Thus, we understand the
activities of faculty as faculty, for example, through the uniformity and consistency of
their daily practices.
Because of the mutually constitutive relationship between professors,
academic departments, and the disciplines, many scholars have struggled to study
such overlapping and messy entities. In his classic article on universities as matrix
organizations Daniel Alpert (1985) notes a disconnect between the appearance of
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university organization on paper and the reality of lived experiences within the
university itself: “the formal organizational chart of the university is such a poor
representation of reality” (p. 245). In “an attempt to portray the organizational
structure and practices of the university” (p. 245) Alpert devised his matrix model,
thus allowing for the complex interrelations between professor, department, campus,
and discipline to be examined with increased complexity and specificity. One
particular result of the matrix model emphasizes the tensions inherent in disciplinary
and campus organizations: “the matrix model reveals that the problems facing
universities are exacerbated by the divergent goals of the disciplinary and campus
communities” (Alpert, 1985, p. 275).
At its base, the matrix is unique in “its multiple command structure: vertical
and lateral channels of information and authority operate simultaneously” (Scott,
1998). These “vertical and lateral channels of information” serve Alpert (1985) well
as he attempts to note the intersections of departmental (situated on the horizontal
axis) and disciplinary (placed on the vertical axis) organization: “it is immediately
apparent that each department has special relationships with the other departments in
its own row, which represents the campus community, and with the other departments
in its own column, which represents the disciplinary community” (p. 250). Alpert
(1985) later asserts the pivotal role departments play for bringing together campus
and disciplinary work and missions:
In the matrix model, the individual department is at the intersection between
the disciplinary (research-oriented) community and the campus
(undergraduate-oriented) community. Thus, the department is the nominal
organizational structure for relating the research and educational missions (p.
262).
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Like other scholars interested in the complexities of organizational analysis (e.g.
Bush, 1995; Tierney & Minor, 2003) Alpert (1985) utilizes Weik’s (1976) notion of
educational organizations as “loosely coupled systems” in order to describe the
relationship between campus and disciplinary communities. As “loosely coupled”
entities, disciplines and departments retain a degree of autonomy while, at the same
time, implicating one another through the very social actors and actions which serve
to constitute them. Throughout, Alpert’s (1985) analysis of research universities as
matrix organizations does well to reveal the overlapping affiliations, loyalties, and
subjectivities of the professorate.
In addition to describing the relationship between disciplines, departments,
and faculty, some scholars maintain an interest in the political effects of the
department as an organizing structure. Most often researchers seem concerned to
resolve disciplinary and departmental tensions in a manner that will reinscribe the
professorate’s loyalty to the university in which they work, thus affirming a
reproduced belief in the academic department as the primary structural unit within the
university. This remains especially important as the department loses its claim of
disciplinary containment and is no longer able to rely on disciplinary affiliations for
legitimacy. Both Lewis (1993) and Spencer-Matthews (2001), for example, depict
faculty loyalty to their disciplines as an organizational problem in need of fixing.
Lewis (1993) writes that faculty have “seen their responsibility as pertaining largely
to themselves and to their professional associations rather than to their clients and to
the organization in which they worked” (p. 133). A desire to change such an
historical lineage of extra-departmental loyalty builds on, and seeks to shift, previous
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scholarship which notes that many faculty are more committed to their respective
discipline than direct department (e.g. Boyer, 1990). Further, as Walvoord et al.
(2000) note, ‘"departments are deeply influenced by their disciplines and are guided
by powerful traditional values” (p. 85). In the face of such research, scholars such as
Lewis (1993) and Spencer-Matthews (2001) aim to reaffirm the central importance of
the department within the structural organization of the university and thereby present
a need to shift academic culture away from emphasizing disciplinary affiliation over
departmental membership. Thus it is that the very makeup of the university has
political effects; its structures help to promote identity formations among its
members.
Concerns over disciplinary affiliation and loyalty stem from a recognized
centrality of the academic department to university operation. As Heam and
Anderson (2002) assert, “the academic department is the foundational unity of U.S.
universities. Curricula, degree programs, grading practices, research initiatives, and
faculty careers are shaped there” (p. 503). Burton Clark (1998), notes that the
university’s “heartland is still found in the traditional academic departments formed
around disciplines, new and old, and some interdisciplinary fields of study” (p. 7;
italics mine). Hobbs and Anderson (1971) maintain academic departments
“constitute the fundamental elements” of campus organizational structures (p. B134).
Such essentialized language—the department as the “foundational unity,”
“heartland,” “fundamental element” of our universities—becomes problematic when
the organizing structure can no longer encompass the knowledge it is meant to
represent. Departments may no longer claim to represent or organize knowledge, but
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are seen to, instead, manage the material aspects of the campus: the physical spaces
and daily policies in which professors, students, and administrators operate. Further,
like Hearn and Anderson (2002) and Hobbs and Anderson (1971), scholars such as
Luc Weber (2001) emphasize the central importance of the academic department to
the university organization as well as the potential for disciplinary affiliations to
interfere with the localized campus organization. Among other things, Weber (2001)
notes that faculty should “perform according to the institution’s goals” not the goals
of the discipline and should “spontaneously be more faithful to their university than
to their discipline and be able to operate in an environment conducive to this” (p. 81).
The spontaneous allegiance to one’s university that Weber so desires points to a
necessary cultural shift within tertiary education; such seemingly unconscious
affiliations cannot be mandated via policy implementation and must, instead, be
reached through a cultural shift at both the campus and disciplinary level. In light of
the research questions which guide this study, faculty allegiance to departments or
disciplines—how they conceive of their role in the many structures of higher
education—enforces particular daily practices and material realities.
Weber (2001) later notes the benefits to the university of faculty’s dual
positionality, asserting that they are required to “alert the university authorities about
recent developments and trends in their disciplines” (p. 91). Remarkably, such
assertions maintain a focal point on the essentialized department as faculty pledge
fealty to their university, operate within departments, and report the actions of the
discipline to “university authorities.” Like Weber (2001), Walvoord et al. (2000)
suggest administrators “strengthen institutional influence, in order to counterbalance
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disciplinary influence” on individual departments (p. 29). In order to achieve this,
Walvoord et al. (2000) present a series of strategies for foregrounding the department
over the discipline. Strategies include: “increasing the number or power of adjuncts
and other nontraditional faculty who have looser ties to the disciplinary culture” (p.
29); “encourage interdisciplinary collaboration” and resist “the temptation merely to
divide the subject matter into disciplinary segments” (p. 30); “create alternatives to
discipline-based associations such as teaching associations” (p. 91). Such strategies
aim to increase the influence of the campus organization on individual professors
even as they seek to decenter the importance of defined disciplines within the
academy. Further, by dictating a specific relationship between family and their
university or college, such strategies aim to reproduce daily practices, activities
legitimated by the institution itself. What seems to be going on here is a wide array
of suggestions for ways to manage and control faculty work. Throughout, increasing
the standing of the department within the professional culture of the campus
organization remains an organizational response to a history of disciplinary influence
over the professorate. As has been shown above, scholars have recommended very
intentional ways in which to shape faculty relations to and practices within the
department and university itself.
It is perhaps important to pause a moment to consider the starkly different
ways in which disciplines and departments have been represented in the literature
reviewed thus far. Disciplines are depicted as more fluid than fixed, evolving
relationally to knowledges produced and revised. Departments, on the other hand,
remain static, an organizational structure that can no longer contain the disciplines
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they were meant to represent. Thus, the department takes on the limits of modernism,
a modernist institution vying to control more postmodern forms of knowledge and
institutional identity.
Beyond striving to contain and organize faculty work, academic departments,
along with the larger organization of the college or university, have been called upon
to justify the relation of their faculty’s work to the political sphere. The question of
the role academic knowledge is to play within political discussions has recently been
highlighted in both contemporary academic and social discourse, as has the ability for
faculty to bring political perspectives into their teaching and research. Any research
into faculty activism must address the way in which political discourse operates
within the academy.
Politics & the Academy
Perhaps ironically, the recent social discourse regarding the place of politics
within higher education reinforces the close relationship between tertiary education
and larger society. In a sense, even the most conservative critics of the academy
reinforce Fuller’s (1991) claims of the power of academic discourse when they
question the propriety of faculty who introduce political views into their classrooms
or their research. If tertiary education and faculty activities were without social
influence politicians and social critics would dismiss the effects of politics in our
nation’s universities and colleges.
And yet, the role of politics within the academy is increasingly a part of a
larger social debate. Though the historical and contemporary discourse surrounding
the role of politics and knowledge generation and dissemination is important, the
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extent of such an ongoing dialogue extends beyond the scope of this research project.
However, it is important to briefly introduce how contemporary social critics and
researchers frame the discourse surrounding the interaction of the political and
academic spheres. David Horowitz, president of the Center for the Study of Popular
Culture, has instigated and lobbied for a national “Academic Bill of Rights” in an
effort to “encourage free debate and protect students against discrimination for
expressing their political views” (Janofsky, 2005, p. A18). Further, Horowitz has
publicly proclaimed that “the university should not be a political place” but instead
should exist as a place for “reasoned discourse” (Hebei, 2004, p. A18). Beyond the
seemingly contradictory nature of Horowitz’s statements—that students should freely
express political views within a university space that “should not be a political
place”—his perspective does raise important issues regarding the composition of
knowledge, the role of politics within the academy, and the nature of faculty work.
Horowitz’s assertion that tertiary education remains the province for “reasoned
discourse,” mixed with the allusion that such discourse is external to the political
realm, emphasizes an ongoing debate concerning the very ability to produce
knowledge free from political perspective. Further, critics of Horowitz’s work point
to his emphasis on the role of college and university administrators or even courts in
determining the line between pedagogy and indoctrination, a role historically reserved
for professors themselves (Cohen, 2006).
Berube (1996) challenges claims of objectivity in research, stating, “’interest’
is a precondition for knowledge and.. .the surest way to trap yourself inside a narrow,
parochial, ‘subjective’ view of the world is to believe that you have transcended all
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merely subjective worldviews" (p. 187). Here, the very claim of objectivity is a
political stance in and of itself; myths of objectivity are particularly subjective
assertions. Further, within the specific sphere of the academy, Berube asserts that
“some forms of advocacy are not merely permitted but positively mandated by certain
fields of study" (p. 193; original emphasis). Consequently, our disciplinary divisions
often enforce a political stance within faculty work, situating an a priori subjective
interest as a “mandate" for participation within the academic sphere. Once again,
faculty practices intersect with disciplinary structures, reinforcing the need to assert
disciplinary analysis into scholarship on faculty and their work. Nelson (1997)
extends this perspective by encouraging faculty to declare their political convictions
and thereby resist temptations to pretend an objective and apolitical stance in research
and teaching. The latter position, Nelson claims, simply stifles debate and remains
counter to the goal of education. In the end, Berube (1996) wants to shift the debate
from questions about the place of political advocacy within the academy to the extent
of advocacy permitted:
Our task here is not to ask whether ‘advocacy’ constitutes an acceptable
classroom practice, of what, for whom, and by whom; rather, our task is to ask
each other across the disciplines, from the natural sciences to the human
sciences to the professional schools, what kinds of‘advocacy’ are
legitimate—and in fact, required—by the standards of responsible
professional behavior (p. 195).
Berube’s stance seeks to extend beyond the question of advocacy or political
activities in the classroom to a more detailed discussion concerning the kinds of
political practices that might be rendered legitimate and responsible by academic
standards. No longer a question of “if," Berube’s is a question of “how much" and
“in what way?" Such a stance stands in clear contrast to those who share Horowitz’s
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claims that apolitical knowledge production and dissemination is even possible, not to
mention desirable.
Activism & the Academy
Though Horowitz and others who share his view bemoan the fact that politics
has entered into academic discourse, there are many scholars who perceive academe
as merely feigning political engagement even as it helps reproduce unequal social
systems within our world. Such researchers assert that a large aspect of faculty work
consists of utilizing one’s academic specialization for progressive social change. In
this sense, the terms of debate are much different than questions considering the
possibility or desirability of academic objectivism—questions concerning the
distinction between activist theory and practice, the place of activism within and
outside campus barriers, and the increasingly socially disengaged academy itself,
dominate discussion.
Pierre Bourdieu’s (1998) work on social and cultural capital has caused him to
comment on the processes through which previously politically committed
intellectuals become uncommitted as they grow more entrenched within the academy.
Bourdieu points to faculty’s desire to preserve social privilege, relative intellectual
autonomy, and position within the dominant social group in society as reason for their
lack of dedication to political struggles within and outside the academy. The result,
Bourdieu claims, is a vast silent and complied support for the established hegemonic
order.
Other scholars share Bourdieu’s assertions, finding that “academics are today
insufficiently engaged beyond the university” (Castree 2002, p. 103) and that
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“unfortunately, an autopsy of the academy reveals that its teaching and research
activities have been reduced to a treadmill devoted to increasingly callisthenic
exercises in political futility” (Martin 2005, par. 8). Further, Castree (2002) asserts
that those academic theories that claim as an endpoint radical social change have been
appropriated into an academic market that strips them of their political value and
enforces their distribution as a type of academic currency. Speaking specifically of
the field of human geography, Castree asks if “the recent proliferation of‘critical’
approaches [is] simply part of a disciplinary product cycle where new ideas (in this
case, feminist, gay and lesbian, post-Marxist, post-structural etc.) are the currency
that buys professional success” (p. 104). Such academic currency removes faculty
work from the social world beyond the boundaries of academia; critical theories are
cast in an apolitical light as they exist merely as a means for professional
advancement within the academy. Routledge (2004) follows Castree by pointing out
that “where academics are involved in political action at all, it tends to be in the
representational, rather than in the material, realm” (p. 81).
This tension between what Castree terms the representational and the material
realm or, as others have termed it, the theoretical and practical, has enormous
implications for how one defines faculty work as it returns one to questions of what
faculty produce and how one conceives of the effects of such production. Equally as
important, there exist very real barriers for faculty, both institutional and social,
which impede movement from theoretical to material engagement with political
issues. As Dorothy Smith (1999) rightly points out, “faculty could be as radical as
they wished in their writing and in the classroom so long as radicalism did not lead to
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an activism that built relationships between a university-based intelligentsia and a
society’s marginalized and exploited people” (p. 23). Politicized faculty work is
relegated to the confines of the university campus, where it is perhaps more easily
regulated and manufactured by disciplinary structures. Smith goes on to note that
engaged activism—activist work that extends beyond the theoretical—“invites
repressive moves” by a variety of disciplinary measures built into the academy (p.
22). However,
By contrast, theorizing revolution or an activism dedicated to causes
elsewhere in the world is much less threatening, as it does not directly
jeopardize the monopoly control of intellectual resources and "production’ by
the class or classes that dominate contemporary capitalism. Hence the
carefully crafted controls that have been built into the academy and the
discourses it sustains, and, in North America, the progressive shift of
intellectual resources into organizations such as "think-tanks’ that can be more
directly and consistently regulated (p. 22).

Smith’s poignant analysis points to a consistent shift of politically engaged activity
away from definitions offaculty work into more easily regulated institutions. Here
the nature of faculty autonomy within the academy perhaps presents a problem for
social structures engaged in processes of regulation and legitimization.
Consequently, there exist ‘"carefully crafted controls” within the academy and social
discourse as well as an ongoing discourse aimed at shifting political activism outside
the province of tertiary education. Additionally, faculty activist work is rendered to
the spaces of the theoretical, a less threatening distance from material engagement;
such is the way in which activism is regulated and silenced within the academy.
One rather large and looming barrier to activism extends from the tenure and
promotion processes within the university. Paralleling Smith’s (1989) earlier
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comments on the distancing of faculty activist work, Ruddick (2004) rightly points
out.
Activism is difficult, not rewarded much by the institution. In fact, although
we may think of activism as occurring along all moments of a continuum,
these moments are nevertheless unequally rewarded. Publishing takes
precedence over political engagement. And political engagement is best done
(or rather most tolerated) in forms of institutional service within the discipline,
so long as it remains at a comfortable distance from life on our own campuses,
outside of our cities (p. 239).
Again, one finds the assertion that activist work is most accepted within the vacuum
of the academy, separate from the larger social world and secondary to the daily
activities of teaching and publishing. The result is what Collins (2005) terms “inward
looking work” that has a very real effect on the training of faculty and the way in
which they come to conceive of their own work as faculty members. As Collins
warns, “unless we as scholars address how academe rewards inward—rather than
outward—looking work, we will continue to attract and produce scholars who cannot
in any real sense be activists. And we will continue to overuse the term scholaractivist, rendering it meaningless even at our universities” (par. 15). Collins’s caution

that contemporary faculty practices deemed “activist” within the academy might
render the notion of the scholar-activist an empty term is a call to reevaluate how the
academy conceives of and practices faculty work. Further, Collins also points to a
research gap in how we examine tertiary education: though there are many studies on
the ways in which we train graduate students to become faculty members (e.g. Austin,
2002a, 2002b; Golde, 2000; Hahs, 1998; Flirt & Muffo, 1998; Shannon, Twale, &
Moore, 1998), there is a dearth of scholarship on how such training might promote or
impede their engagement in activist work as faculty. Beyond established rewards
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systems that regulate and discipline activist work within higher education, the
academy also seems to promote silence surrounding the ways in which future faculty
are socialized to distance their work from activist practices. The definition offaculty
work is stripped of any political connotations within the academy.

There are, however, many scholars who remain determined to maintain the
question of activism within the forefront of academic discourse, challenging faculty
members of all types to self-reflectively consider the nature of, and rationale for, their
work within the larger social world. As Ruddick (2004) claims, “activism requires
academics.. .to cross boundaries of privilege and confront their personal stake in an
issue, and the ways they are positioned differently from members of the organizations
they work with” (p. 239).
Part of such self-reflective work, many scholars claim, is a conscious
movement out of simply theorizing about social change, to actively participating in
and advocating for such change (P. J. Cloke, Crang, & Goodwin, 2004; Collins, 2005;
Smith, 1987; Wilbert & Hoskyns, 2004). Such a notion of politically active faculty
work directly challenges the institutionalized barriers that Smith (1989) and Ruddick
(2004) describe above. As Paul Cloke (2004) notes, faculty “cannot simply write
themselves as activists” (p. 10). Collins (2005) perhaps provides the most poignant
critique, asserting “although many university faculty members and graduate students
talk the talk of scholar-activism, few of them walk the walk. In addition, we in
academe give too much credit to our colleagues who, like babies, only crawl or cruise
around the social justice coffee table. Few scholars aspire to walk the path of actual
scholar-activists” (par. 2). As alluded to earlier, part of this hesitancy on behalf of
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faculty and graduate students to “walk the walk” of scholar-activism perhaps stems
from the risk involved in actively pursuing institutionally illegitimate or unrecognized
activities and daily practices. More simply, conceiving of activism as part of one’s
faculty work involves a great deal of risk (Ruddick, 2004; Smith 1999).
One intriguing line of debate stems from the question of whether faculty
should expand their activist endeavors beyond the formal boundaries of the
university, or focus on internal mechanisms within the tertiary system itself.
Generally, scholars who advocate for the expansion of activist work beyond the
university itself conceive of activism as, in and of itself, a term which necessitates
movement beyond more localized and comfortable borders. As Collins (2005)
asserts, “activist teaching and scholarship involve reaching out to relate one’s work as
an academic—as teacher, intellectual, writer, or scholar—to the real world, to the
lives of ordinary human beings” (par. 4). Collins goes on to note that a principle tenet
of what he terms “scholar-activism” is “a sense of a world beyond the academy, one
containing much injustice, and one that activists feel an ethical obligation to
confront” (par. 14). Further, Ruddick (2004) notes that there seems to be less and less
faculty activist work beyond the academy, activities that require long term,
committed intellectual and political engagement: “activism that involves sustained
intellectual and political engagement outside of the academy...is difficult to come by
these days. But it does exist, albeit in fragmented and fractured forms” (p. 230;
original emphasis).
Still, other scholars seek to emphasize activist work within the structures of
higher education itself. Such work might begin with critical, self-reflective analysis:
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“if [faculty] want to make a difference 'out there,’ they need to pay some serious
attention to their institutional situatedness within the university system” (Castree
2002, p. 104). An extension of such an argument stems from a desire to (re)claim the
academy as a unique space for critical work out of which progressive social change
might spring. As Hay (2001) comments, scholars need to “recognize universities and
classrooms as vital sites of socially activist engagement” (p. 141). In order to make
such an end a reality, Hay proposes that faculty “devote heightened levels of energy
to activities that offer the potential to sustain universities as places for critical, activist
and just scholarship” (p. 141). While Hay emphasizes the space of the classroom as a
“focus for activism” (p. 142), others, such as Martin (2001) note the importance of
research produced within the space of the academy. Such scholarship, Martin claims,
should not simply be viewed as “a mechanism for studying and explaining change
but...as an instigator of change, as an activist endeavour” (p. 190). This line of
reasoning asserts the inherent link between the theoretical and the practical—that
activist work within the academy can have material effects beyond the academy.
A third area of critique, typified by Routledge (2004) and Ruddick (2004), has
entered the debate about the place of activism, questioning the very discourse
surrounding whether faculty should focus their activist work on or off campus.
Routledge (2004) takes aim at what he terms “binaries of engagement” between
activist work internal or external to the academy, noting that “these sites of struggle
may be complimentary at times, different fronts of resistance in which we.. .can
engage” (p. 88). Thus, Routledge seeks to blur the lines of such a binary by noting
the way in which they seek similar notions of progressive social change.
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Ruddick (2004) does well to claim that the debate concerning the place for
activism wrongly emphasizes discussions concerning the “proper place of politics”
rather than the “proper politics of place” (p. 237). The distinction relates to “a
concern with where political activity take place (as if this is the singular signifier of
its relevance), rather than what political activity occurs in any given place and how it
becomes connected with other similarly or dissimilarly located actions” (p. 237;
original emphasis). Note here an argument similar to Berube’s (1996) articulated
above, wherein a case is made for a shift in analysis from the place of activism—or in
Berube’s case, the place of political advocacy—to the activities or practices that are
deemed activist or political. As noted earlier, Berube (1996) pushes the debate to
include the question of legitimation within institutional structures, an important
aspect that Ruddick (2004) also acknowledges in her discussion of institutional
reward systems. It is the goal of this research project to follow Ruddick and Berube
and examine the practices of faculty activists and non-activists alike in order to
examine the what of faculty work as it is understood by individuals and enacted
within institutions alike.
Merging Frames
It is perhaps important here to pause and revisit the theoretical frames which
govern this project in order to emphasize the many ways in which they interact and
overlap to produce a valuable critical lens. An important aspect of this project
emphasizes the way in which scholars, administrators, and faculty themselves have
framed the notion offaculty work. This dissertation operates from the assertion that
some faculty practices remain beyond the frame we commonly use to define faculty.
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As is detailed above, disciplinarity, a frame which governs both academic and social
discourse, divides knowledge and places faculty within those divisions. Everyday
manifestations of disciplinarity include peer-reviewed journals, academic
conferences, academic subjects, departments, and even specific methodologies. And
yet, no frame is ever fully complete.
As Foucault (1978; 1979; 1984) has asserted in much of his own work, daily
practices create the structures of our institutions through repetition. Specific to this
project, Foucault’s genealogical perspective interprets faculty work as a form of
knowledge that enters into a given institutional context through everyday practices,
and is reproduced so that it takes on a fixed quality. Equally as important, Foucault
also maintained that practices hold the possibility for alternative structures—
alternative meanings—because repetition is never fully complete. There always
remain fissures within our seemingly fixed concepts. Such a genealogical perspective
allows one to focus on the material in interaction with the conceptual.
The work of Lakoff and Johnson (1999; 2002) extends the notion of framing,
emphasizing the metaphorical nature of our social frames as they assert that we often
begin with the metaphorical representation without understanding that it is a
metaphor, and that it has a material connection. As social beings, we fail to see the
frames under which we operate; we are blind to the framing involved in our daily
practices. When we overlook the frames, we never understand how our social reality
is structured. Thus, conceptual metaphors operate as value-laden frames, versions of
reality that faculty enact in their disciplined daily practices and assert through their
work as faculty. In order to examine the potential for new frames for faculty work
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derived from the practices of faculty activists, the next chapter details a research
methodology that is influenced by the above discussion on genealogy, conceptual
metaphor, disciplinarity, work, and the interaction of politics and the academy.
The next chapter, Chapter Three, presents a methodology that takes into
account the issues addressed throughout this chapter as a means of constructing the
empirical work of the study. Though much of what has been discussed here in this
chapter deals with issues of social interaction and identity, Chapter Three details a
methodology that mixes such instances of social space with the realities of daily
practices occurring within material place.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
In the field of Higher Education we talk about the work of faculty in
professional discourse (via field-specific journals, books, and conference
presentations) and in the social and material contexts of the institution itself (via
tenure and promotion proceedings, committee work, and classroom practices), as well
as in response to the accountability movement of the popular imagination. In this
study I first examine the meaning offaculty work as it is produced by these
disciplinary processes through the everyday practices of language production and
circulation. Then, I gather the testimonies of faculty themselves to analyze their
representations of self and work in dialogue with professional and institutional
discourses. Alongside this conceptual work, I place administrative conceptions of the
material realities of the department, as well as an analysis of the material spaces
through which bodies move as they carry out their everyday functions. All of this is
done in an attempt to answer the following overarching research question: What are
the material effects of our metaphorical representations of faculty and their work?
Within the specific context of this research project, a materialist critique seeks
to ground metaphorical representations offaculty work in daily practices to counter
detenninist scholarship that fails to recognize its constitutive social and historical
contexts. Following the theoretical work of materialists Resnick and Wolff (1987;
2002), I foreground the overdetermined nature of socially constructed concepts—
specifically, the way in which faculty work emerges within a context of multiple, and
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often contradictory, meanings. Yet within the contestatory conceptions of faculty
work, policies prescribe and institutions are built on an assumed intuited

understanding of the work of faculty. Recognizing that any study of materiality is
inevitably selective and partial (Homer, 2000), this study employs a rigorous multi¬
method qualitative approach, highlighting the interaction between conceptual frames
and everyday practices. As the “materiality of culture, however demarcated, is
crucial in preventing slides into either structural determinist or individualist errors”
(Homer, 2000, p. xiv), with this pointed study I hope to contribute to conversations
already begun by other genealogical and materialist studies.
The notion offaculty work is conceptually complex and layered. Faculty
activists provide an avenue through which to begin to understand the dynamic
relationship between conceptualizations, daily practices, and material effects. This
dissertation is designed to probe such issues without relying on a reductive or
deterministic framework. In the end, such interrogations might reveal space for
possibility—a change in how we’ve come to understand faculty and their work.
Research Design
In order to delve into the dynamic relationship between representations of
faculty work and material practices this research study utilizes a multi-method
approach, foregrounding qualitative research methods. This study’s methodology is
meant to project a multidimensional picture of faculty and their work, and stems from
a philosophical perspective that the complete “truth” is not possible in social research
and, as such, some compromises must be made (Burgess, 1988). Qualitative research
methods provide the tools necessary for interrogating context-specific phenomena as
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well as the meaning participants attribute to social and cultural events (Marshall &
Rossman, 1999). As a qualitative research method, case studies allow researchers to
understand larger phenomena through the examination of specific cases and contexts
via an overt theoretical framework as well as recognition of both the researcher’s and
participant’s worldviews (Marshall & Rossman, 1999). Consequently, this project
utilizes a case study strategy, employing in-depth interviewing and historical and
contemporary document analysis. As Yin (1984) notes, explaining contemporary
context-specific phenomena and/or processes and their causes is best done through a
descriptive case study. Consequently, this study is descriptive in origin—seeking to
describe the phenomena of faculty work—and exploratory as it seeks revelations of
the relatively understudied notion of academic activism.
It is important to note that this project was built as a phased study, with
secondary methods building on the implementation and analysis of in-depth
ethnographic interviews and subsequent follow-up interviews affected by the
secondary methods. Consequently, the structure of the study extends from a
reciprocal relation between the in-depth ethnographic interviews (phase I), and
document analysis (phase II). Each phase of the project and the analysis of the data
were ongoing, thus allowing for each phase to have a substantive effect on the other.
Finally, as it remains necessary to maintain a degree of flexibility within the research
project itself, the early methodological details of the project were initially meant to
serve as a baseline; methodological alterations became necessary as the data analysis
took shape. In short, this project was, in large part, directed by the data as they were
collected and analyzed rather than adhering to an overly rigid research design that
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leaves little space for design flexibility once the project is underway. Such a
perspective remains in line with case studies that overlap data analysis with data
collection, as the researcher is able to adjust data collection instruments (adding
questions to the interview protocol, shifting observations to newfound fields, etc.) in
light of ongoing data analysis (Eisenhardt, 1989).
Generally, I constructed a methodology that merges a thematic reading of
faculty representations of their work with metaphor analysis that points to the
materiality of these representations. In an effort to generate multiple forms of data
from multiple sources, I also studied the buildings where faculty have their offices
and teach their classes and departmental and disciplinary documents that describe
conceptions of faculty identity and faculty work. My thought was that the physical
metaphors in the buildings themselves and more official language indicating faculty
roles and responsibilities would offer institutionalized conceptualizations of faculty
work and identity that would converse with their representations. As noted above, the
analysis was ongoing to allow each phase of the study to implicate the other.
Setting
This research study took place at a large research university in the Northeast
with a history of faculty and student engagement in activist activities. Further, as this
project is interested in the many settings in which faculty work, more
microenvironments such as individual fields of study, campus buildings, offices, and
classrooms remain important to the study. Beyond material environments, discursive
settings also loom large as a point of focus—thus disciplinary and larger cultural
settings also play an important role in this study. Though the faculty participants of
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this study originate from across the country, each graduating from different graduate
programs and experiencing different places of socialization, this university’s history
with activism makes it an ideal place to study the intersection of activism with the
daily practices of faculty on campus.
Participants
Fourteen tenured faculty members in the social sciences took part in the
interview stage of this study. Focusing in on faculty housed within the social
sciences allows for a degree of similarity between fields of study, something that
could not be achieved if selected participants operated within departments throughout
the entire university system. Further, as the social sciences combine disciplinary
perspectives which share an orientation towards the study of social interaction, it
might safely be presumed that faculty participants have distinct perspectives on the
relation of individuals to the larger social spaces in which they operate, an important
issue for this study. Participants were interviewed multiple times, with initial
interviews averaging 90 minutes in length and subsequent interviews lasting between
30-45 minutes.
Throughout the study, every effort was made to insure the anonymity of all
participants—pseudonyms were used throughout all transcripts, field notes, and
reports and unnecessary markers that could lead to the revelation of the participants
were likewise stripped from final reports. One particular difficulty involving
anonymity lies in references to historical documents within this study—those artifacts
that serve as a secondary source of data for this study. In order to maintain the
anonymity of the campus, buildings, and participants upon which this study is based.
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I needed to devise a way of citing historical documents such as newspaper articles
that maintains the anonymity of all involved. In order to maintain the anonymity of
the study’s participants as well as the integrity of the study, I established pseudonyms
for revealing information within the documents and the actual documents themselves.
Additionally, because no project can fully assure participants that they will
never be identified, all of the faculty participants were fully tenured, thereby reducing
the possibility that their participation in this project will negatively affect their status
at the university. Though I was initially hesitant to limit my participants to tenured
faculty (the socialization of junior faculty into the norms of disciplinarity might prove
valuable for research that extends this study, as outlined in Chapter 5), the faculty
participants of this study did, as a result of their tenure, share an extended history at
the university. All of the faculty with whom I worked gained tenure at the university
and, consequently, had valuable insights into the history of the material places and
social spaces of the university. This historical perspective lent a degree of depth to
the interviews that might not have occurred had faculty participants been new to the
profession or campus. Further, because faculty participants had a history with the
university, my questions regarding the material places of the campus generated
responses that revealed the material history of the campus, an important issue that I
explore further in Chapter Four.
Interview participants were chosen via a two-stage process. Initially, specific
faculty members within the social sciences were targeted as conducive to the study
based on having published papers or publicly presented work as members of the
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university on topics that foreground a need for activist attempts to achieve
progressive social change.
The initial purposive sample was extended and built through the insights
provided by early interviews and data collection, with an emphasis on thematic
variation, thereby following an opportunistic snowball sampling technique. After the
first interview, I asked each participant to generate a list of colleagues within the
social sciences who share his/her conceptions of faculty work and activism as well as
those faculty whose interpretation of such terms runs counter to the participant’s
understanding. These lists were not shared with other participants and were used
solely by the researcher as a means for developing the sample. I compared the lists
provided by each participant, utilizing them to develop a map for future interview
participants. The names given by faculty participants were constructed into a matrix
and potential faculty participants were prioritized based on the number of times others
mentioned them on their lists; lists were cross-referenced and repeat names were
ordered according to the number of times they were cited. Further, departmental
affiliations were taken into account as efforts were made to draw faculty from a
variety of disciplines within the social sciences. By including participants from a
variety of disciplines, voices from a diversity of academic backgrounds and training
were introduced into the study. In the end, faculty participants represented all of the
departments identified within the university’s social sciences, save one. All
interviews were digitally recorded, transcribed and thematically coded for analysis.
The following table lists the pseudonyms of each participant as well as a range of
years at the university and their title. Again, the representation of participants is
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intentionally vague throughout this paper in order to protect the anonymity of all
participants.
Pseudonym

Range of years at
University

Title

Brian

25-30

Professor

Caleb

35-40

Professor

Caroline

8-15

Associate Professor

Christopher

35-40

Professor

Cindy

20-25

Professor

Doug

20-25

Professor

Heather

8-15

Associate Professor

Jonathen

20-25

Professor

Judy

20-25

Professor

Leonard

8-15

Associate Professor

Mark

25-30

Professor

Maxwell

30-35

Professor

Sarah

15-20

Associate Professor

Scott

8-15

Associate Professor

Table 1 Participants
I transcribed the initial round of interviews before outsourcing subsequent
rounds of interviews to a professional transcriptionist located in a state other than the
university. By transcribing the first round of interviews I was able to remain in close
proximity to the study’s data, substantially helping my open-coding technique
outlined below. Further, upon receiving professional transcripts of subsequent
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interviews, I listened to the interviews while reading through the transcripts
themselves. This allowed me to foreground my own interpretive eye as I was able to
check for errors in transcription and points of emphasis within the interviews.
Finally, it is important to note that before sending interview recordings out for
transcription I removed or dubbed out any references to the campus or individual
being interviewed. Though the professional transcriptionist was from a state other
than the university and not associated with tertiary education in any way, I wanted to
ensure the protection of my participants and preserve their anonymity.
The Interviews
Because this study foregrounds the language with which we conceive of
faculty work, the interviews were ethnographic in nature. Ethnographic interviews

have proven “useful in eliciting participants’ meaning for events and behaviors”
(Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 112). Many methodological scholars have critiqued
standardized interviews as unable to engage with the layered nature of human
experience (Burgess, 1988; Graham, 1984; Oakley, 1981; Wakeford, 1981).
Consequently, this study initially utilized a preliminary general interview protocol in
order to generate a degree of consistency across the interviews, and, at the same time,
allowed for ongoing data analysis to shape and change questions for later interviews.
Follow-up questions asked for elaboration and clarification of participant assertions
and descriptions, areas important in order to achieve a sense of depth in interviews of
all kinds (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). Further, in order to ensure that my interview
protocol adequately addressed relevant issues on the nature offaculty work, I tested
questions on tenured faculty members from other universities. These faculty offered
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feedback on the interview protocol either through phone conversations or in-person
discussions.
Appendix A provides an overview of the initial interview protocol generated
for the purposes of this project. Appendix B consists of an informed consent
document for the interviews. All participants volunteered to take part in the study
and freely signed the informed consent document.
Interviews placed an emphasis on obtaining narratives or accounts in the
individual's own terms. The interview protocol served as a primary reference, though
the overall flow of the interview itself was open to change based on participant
responses within each interview. Thus, like Burgess (1988), these interviews strove
“to provide an opportunity for teachers to talk about their work in their own words,
using their own concepts rather than in an abstract way or in response to a set of
staccato questions” (p. 144). Because of my interest in examining the frames faculty
use to describe their work, utilizing an open-ended style of ethnographic interviews
provides for methodological congruence with my conceptual framework for this
study.
Though I wanted to allow participants to actively shape their interviews, I did
utilize a series of probes to engage them in discussion of issues not mentioned or only
slightly disclosed earlier in the interview. These probes were built on a review of
literature on issues relevant to this study (e.g. activism within the academy,
disciplinarity, the role of material place in higher education). Additionally, even
though the interviews emphasized the “participant’s perspective on the phenomenon
of interest... as the participant views it” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 108),
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ethnographic interviews do have an intentional structure that is particularly conducive
to the specific interests of this study. As Spradley (1979) details, ethnographic
interviews include three distinguishable types of questions: descriptive, which
emphasize the language used by the participant; structural, which highlight
participant knowledge as extending from a larger culture; and contrast, which sets the
participants’ meaning of select terms against a larger cultural language. In specific
relation to the focus of this study, participants’ descriptive language leads to
metaphorical representations of everyday practice and identity. Structural questions
show the participants’ awareness of larger cultural influences on their interpretations.
Finally, contrast questions show divergences between institutional frames and
participants’ everyday practices and identities. As a means of analyzing the
interview data, categories and subcategories within the data were manually identified
and clustered into larger patterns and themes, thus promoting an iterative process of
analytic induction, further detailed below.
Secondary Methods
As a supplement to the interview data, I implemented additional research
methods to gain an understanding of faculty work and activism from material artifacts
as well as the geographical places in which faculty participants work. These research
methods consisted of a second phase of the research methodology and were primarily
driven by the data collected via the in-depth ethnographic interviews (phase I). A
review of documents, both historical and contemporary, generated important insights
which, in turn, complemented those derived from Phase I—the ethnographic
interviews—of the study.
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A primary type of document review emphasized the material places in which
faculty work. These materials consist of historical planning documents of the
buildings that house faculty offices and classrooms and played a large role in the case
study of Klein and Edmunds Hall developed in Chapter Four. Throughout this study,
document analysis lent an historical perspective and localized context to the study.
Document review took place after initial interview data were analyzed for salient
themes concerning interpretations of faculty work, thus allowing me to analyze the
documents through a critical lens built on faculty members’ own words.
Consequently, this study sought to interrogate and emphasize the localized context in
which faculty operate. Analysis of these documents began with a thematic grouping
of the metaphors for faculty work, based both on Lakoff and Johnson’s (1999)
framework and developing themes from the ethnographic interviews, a system of
analysis described in the section below entitled Coding.
However, before moving on to the details of how I coded and analyzed my
data, I want to pause to detail an important shift in my study, a moment of serendipity
that qualitative researchers often discover and, if they are lucky, find a way to
incorporate into their respective studies. As Fine and Deegan (1996) claim,
“serendipity involves planned insight coupled with unplanned events, core to the
philosophy of qualitative research” (p. 445). As articulated throughout this
dissertation, one of my early interests in this study were the material places in which
faculty work, yet it was not apparent the central role such a material analysis was to
play in this study until 1 began to code and analyze the data. A key moment in the
0

development of this study occurred when one of the faculty participants in my study
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noted in an offhand manner that the architect of his office building, a place I later
called Klein Hall, was a faculty member who worked at the university upon which
this study is based. Though my dissertation proposal made no mention of plans to
interview architects or other faculty outside the social sciences, I found this an
opportunity too exciting to ignore. From the outset, my research design remained
intentionally open to change based on the data generated throughout the study.
Consequently, I was able to secure an interview with the architect as well as a
personal tour of the building and was given access to project reports that presented
the purpose and use of the building in terms of faculty and student practices and the
design of the building in relation to normative office buildings characteristic of the
university on which it was located. Though, while speaking with the architect, I did
not follow the interview protocol outlined for my faculty ethnographic interviews, the
data developed throughout our conversations proved invaluable to this study. In the
end, my serendipitous interaction with the architect led me to develop a small case
study of two buildings on campus, Klein and Edmunds Hall, which is outlined in
Chapter Four. Though, to paraphrase Fine and Deegan, my interaction with the
campus architect was unplanned, it did correspond rather nicely with the planned
insight of the study itself.
Coding
Throughout the data collection process, multiple forms of coding developed
themes and data-based insights that were later analyzed through an ongoing bipartite
method of analysis which brought together themes and patterns generated by this
research study and Lakoff and Johnson’s (1999) empirical work with conceptual
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metaphor. All measures of coding continued throughout the duration of the study,
feeding the analyses further explicated in Chapter Four. First, open coding was
performed as an initial form of organizing raw data into themes and codes as a means
of condensing the large amounts of data generated throughout the study. As Neuman
(2003) writes,
open coding brings themes to the surface from deep inside the data. The
themes are at a low level of abstraction and come from the researcher’s initial
research question, concepts in the literature, terms used by members in the
social setting, or new thoughts stimulated by immersion in the data (p. 443).
Similar to Neuman, my open coding was informed by a review of relevant literature,
development of my conceptual framework, and ongoing analysis of interview and
document data. Hand-in-hand with open coding, I also organized the data of this
study through axial coding as a means of linking previously identified themes and
categories within the data. Through axial coding, organizing themes developed
which, in turn, shaped later stages of coding and thematic analysis. Finally, 1
organized the data of this study through what Neuman (2003) terms selective coding,
in which “researchers look selectively for cases that illustrate themes and make
comparisons and contrasts after most or all data collection is complete” (p. 444).
Through selective coding, I was able to focus in on the major concepts developed
throughout the study and search for deeper patterns of connection within such themes.
Again, it remains important to note that the system of utilizing open, axial, and
selective coding was ongoing and recursive where data was organized and coded even
as research continued, thus, as new data were obtained the process of coding began
anew.
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I managed the information generated by my coding techniques by consistently
writing a series of analytic memos that focused on methodological, thematic, and
theoretical contexts of the study. Several scholars who focus on qualitative research
stress the importance of generating analytic memos throughout the duration of the
study—in the study’s formation, implementation, and after it’s conclusion (e.g.
Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995; Neuman 2003; Rossman & Rallis, 2003). Indeed,
these memos proved invaluable as I sorted through and made sense of the data
generated throughout the study. To an extent, the sequence of the analytic memos
tells a story of the study itself, revealing the processes through which I organized my
data and refined my analysis. Additionally, because much of this study emphasizes
the way in which faculty frame their perspectives, the analytic memos provide a
useful reminder of my own framing utilized in my synthesis of the study and its data.
The end result is a series of memos that provide material for self reflectivity, an
important element of qualitative research (Rossman & Rallis, 2003).
Though coding itself is a means of analysis, I also devised an intentional
means of analyzing this study’s data through the use of thematic and metaphorical
analysis. In addition to the themes and connections developed through my coding
techniques, initial themes developed by Lakoff and Johnson’s (1999) work on
conceptual metaphor served as a secondary starting point. Lakoff and Johnson (1999)
provide a variety of metaphors examined through empirical research that are both
culturally based and seem to transcend cultural barriers (see Appendix C). However,
I did not want to risk overemphasis on Lakoff and Johnson’s formulations and
thereby misappropriate the structures of their work into my own. As a result, it is
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important to note that metaphorical representations garnered from the interview data
that seemingly contradicted Lakoff and Johnson’s themes remained as important as
those which aligned with their work. Consequently, thematic variation remained as
important as thematic alignment in this analysis. This emphasis on departures from,
and alignment with, assorted claims also played a role in my analysis of the words of
participants in the interviews themselves.
The end result of my coding and analysis techniques was a double reading of
emergent data—thematic convergences that developed within the data specific to this
study and analysis built on notions of conceptual metaphor. The end result was a
dynamic and layered analytical framework that led to important theoretical and datadriven insights, all of which is further discussed in Chapter Four.
Reliability
This study was designed as a descriptive and exploratory study, one that
“build[s] rich descriptions of complex circumstances that are unexplored in the
literature” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 33). With the exploratory and descriptive
nature of the study in mind, I developed a research design that sought to generate
multiple themes, patterns, and readings across data sources in order to generate a
degree of conceptual overlap, and thereby reliability, within the study itself. The
multiple methods employed throughout this study help achieve a degree of
triangulation—multiple sources of data collected at multiple points in time—and
thereby increase the reliability of the findings (Rossman & Rallis, 2003). Further,
while the intent of the ethnographic interviews was to generate in-depth
understanding, the multiple means of coding and subsequent document analysis help
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to balance such depth with a degree of breadth. Further, all faculty participants were
offered the opportunity to review interview transcripts and provide feedback on the
clarity and intent of their words. This measure was put in place to insure the validity
of the transcripts themselves, as well as a means to generate additional data for the
study itself—faculty feedback was incorporated into the actual transcripts and added
to the stores of data collected throughout the study.
As mentioned earlier, data analysis of the ethnographic interviews and
document review was ongoing. In this way, categories, themes, and patterns were
discerned from the data and effect the data collection as it continued. The data was
thematically coded based both on thematic representation across interview transcripts,
field notes, and document analysis, as well as informed by the relevant literature on
faculty, activism, work, and disciplinarity. Throughout this process the functionality
of data was evaluated in order to determine “how useful the data are in illuminating
the questions being explored and how they are central to the story that is unfolding
about the social phenomenon” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 157).
Along the course of my data analysis, I generated 17 themes that I then
ordered into seven thematic groups: Space, Time, Work, Isolation, Activism,
Technology, and Politics. In systematically compiling these seven thematic groups, I
followed the work of Guba (1978) who noted the necessity of “internal convergence”
and “external divergence” (the internal consistency of distinct thematic categories) in
the development of categories of meaning. As Marshall and Rossman (1999)
articulate, such category formation is not the “search for exhaustive and mutually
exclusive categories of the statistician, but, instead, identifies the salient, grounded
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categories of meaning held by participants in the setting” (p. 154). In turn, the seven
categories of meaning were systematically aligned within two overarching organizing
fields: that of the Narrative Self, and Time-Space. These two organizing fields, what
Patton (1990) terms “analyst-constructed typologies,” align with Lakoff and
Johnson's (1999) metaphorical distinction of Spatialized Time. I managed this final
crossover between my own categorical distinctions and the work of Lakoff and
Johnson through identifying a series of thematic overlaps between my analysis and
the empirical work of scholars in numerous disciplines documented in Lakoff and
Johnson’s (1999) Philosophy in the Flesh. Such overlaps put my own analysis into
direct relation with the empirical work of other scholars; a move intended to situate
this study within a larger scholarly conversation. Less this method of analysis seem
overly linear, it remains important to note that such analytical techniques were
recursive in nature—initial categorical development was implicated by my theoretical
work with conceptual metaphor, which, in turn, effected my analysis of the
conceptual metaphors utilized by faculty participants. Further, as noted in the
discussion of coding above, emergent themes and patterns were critically challenged
in an effort to provide space for alternative explanations and interpretations. Such
self-reflexive data analysis is important to ensure that research findings are datadriven and not solely the product of a priori researcher bias.
By grouping multiple themes into two overarching categories I was able to
conceptualize their interrelation beyond the level of simple thematic overlap. Instead,
I was able to recognize the way in which such categories effect and have a hand in
producing one another. In fact, the overarching distinctions between Narrative Self
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and Time-Space Compression align with two key conceptualizations found in the data
of this study—the relation of the individual to the disciplinary landscape (Narrative
Self) and the interconnection of time with space as participants gave voice to their
daily practices as faculty (Time-Space Compression). The result, I believe, is a more
dynamic rendering of how faculty conceive of their work as faculty, one that situates
participant voices within a larger socio-historical context. Indeed, the distinction
between and relation of the Narrative Self and Time-Space Compression speaks to a
question that, though important to recognize, extends beyond the boundaries of this
study: “what is the effect of Time-Space Compression on the Narrative Self?”
Though this question is not an organizing property around which this study was
formed, it does exist in the background; an overarching research question to which
multiple studies might be pointed.

The implications detailed in chapter four will

begin to answer the Narrative Self—Time-Space question, while possibilities for
future research beyond this particular study are described in chapter five.
Timeline
Data collection began in the spring of 2006 and continued through the 2006
fall semester as well as early into the 2007 spring semester. As noted above, in order
to manage the ongoing collection and analysis of data, I composed a series of analytic
memos throughout the 2006 spring, summer, and fall semesters, as well as throughout
the 2007 spring semester, a time primarily composed of data analysis and dissertation
writing. These analytic memos helped to shape the direction of subsequent data
collection, coding, and analysis. Further, though the bulk of the dissertation writing
took place in the spring of 2007, the task of writing the actual report was helped a
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great deal by the analytical memos generated throughout the data collection process;
by referencing my analysis depicted in the analytic memos, I was able to reconstruct
the story of how this study came to be. Initial ethnographic interviews with each
participant were completed by the spring of 2007.
This study purports to examine complex, layered, and dynamic issues of
social relations. The methodology presented in this chapter was meant to provide a
rigorous means through which to study such phenomena. The next chapter presents
an analysis of the data generated through this methodology.
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CHAPTER 4
THEORETICAL AND DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction

This chapter reintroduces key terms, concepts, and research questions; those
items around which this dissertation operates. The first section of this chapter is
organized along the following themes: the nature of disciplinarity as the
institutionalization of faculty work; faculty activism as an entry point to interrogations
offaculty wort, the methodological emphasis on daily practices; and conceptual
metaphor as an heuristic to help interpret subjects’ representations of their
experiences. The second section of this chapter specifically targets the data of the
study itself, highlighting themes and metaphors of connection and isolation, before
revisiting the notion of academic activism among faculty. Together, these sections
attempt to weave meaning out of participants’ expressions with the hope of producing
a layered and dynamic perspective on faculty work that potentially reframes
institutionalized possibilities for activism among faculty.
Disciplinarity

Disciplinarity is the process by which individuals internalize academic
institutional structures and reproduce them at the level of our everyday social and
material practices, our identities and our relationships. To get at the level of everyday
practice, I make use of Bourdieu’s concepts offield and habitus. In Pascalian
Meditations, Bourdieu (2000) claims,
One has to look into the object constructed by science (the social space or
held) to find the social conditions of possibility of the ‘subject’ and of his
work of constructing the object...and so to bring to light the social limits of
his act of objectification (p. 120).
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Within the boundaries of this project, science’s object, the field, is best understood as
the social universe in which faculty operate; an institutionalized and institutionalizing
point of view on things. More specifically, field might be understood as both an
enabling and limiting force on those objects this project purports to examine—
academic practices, buildings, bodies, routines that make possible the subject and his
or her work. Field is both the academic disciplines with which faculty engage and the
individual campuses and departments in which they work (recall the image presented
in Figure 1 as a means of visualizing field within the context of tertiary education).
Field enforces particular understandings and interpretations of events and objects.

The embodied dispositions, perceptions, and practices through which faculty
respond to field constitute habitus. Habitus consists of the individually internalized
rules and norms of context which become our dispositions—the ways we negotiate
our relations; relations to others, institutions, ourselves. Of course, such social
processes are not entirely conscious. Habits are formed, we rely on the
commonsensical, the unstated assumptions which are hard to reflect upon as they
become assumed, invisible. To paraphrase Bourdieu (2000), the player does not
overtly articulate the rules of the game while s/he is in the midst of playing the game.
The player operates on feel and flow, moving without conscious thought, as the rules
allow. Bourdieu emphasizes the relationality of habitus and field; they are mutually
constitutive. Consequently, one cannot successfully and completely separate field
from habitus; one cannot speak of the limiting principles and values of scholarly
objectification without, at the same time, speaking of the embodied habits of our daily
lives. Instead, it is important to examine habitus and field as they relationally exist
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within specific socio-historic contexts. In my understanding, this relationship
constitutes disciplinarity within institutions of tertiary education.

For this reason, this project emphasizes a need to study our everyday practices
as academics and the places in which we live our daily professional lives. Through
such reflection, we might interact with and possibly intervene in the cycles of social
reproduction by which we create the social spaces of our institutions, including the
bodies and buildings that make up the places of individual university campuses.
In a simple example, an anthropology professor learns, and is rewarded for
learning, the norms of the academic discipline: styles of writing, appropriate methods
of inquiry, the academic language in which anthropology is spoken in the academy,
etc. Further, this same professor learns the norms of the department and campus in
which s/he operates—the relative emphasis within the department on teaching and
research, committee membership, mentoring, advising of students, the hierarchy of
institutional rewards—and is duly rewarded or reprimanded for the degree to which
such norms are followed and reproduced. The ongoing result of such a process is a
faculty member who has been “disciplined” and integrated into a recognizable
professional identity as a professor of anthropology. Habitus andfield meet in the
daily practices of this professor, an ongoing negotiation that I term disciplinarity.
And, as Bourdieu (2000) points out, where habitus and field exist in harmony,
contextual norms become transparent. Flowever, juxtaposed to the transparency of
habitus-field harmony, Foucault (1991) encourages investigations into the gaps or

blips in disciplinary processes, those moments where normative reproduction fall
short. Thus, Foucault’s emphasis on small sites of resistances is a useful reminder to
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examine the disruptions that occur in our everyday practices. Merging Foucualf s
orientation towards resistances with Bourdieu’s theoretical framework, prompts the
potential for critique in contexts where habitus and field misalign; out of such
conflict, change is possible.
I would be remiss if I were not to pause here to mention the similarities and
important differences between this research project and those developed by Pierre
Bourdieu, most notably in Homo Academicus (1988). Bourdieu applies his theories
of habitus and field to a “sociology of sociology,” a means of examining the
academic sphere. While Bourdieu’s is a macro-oriented study of academic culture in
France, mine is a more narrowly focused case study of faculty in the social sciences, a
close look at the daily practices of those faculty specific to this study. More
importantly, though this research study utilizes key theoretical constructs first
developed by Bourdieu, it, at the same time, emphasizes the integration of such
constructs into the material and social micro-movements of cultural patterning that
make up larger sociological trends. More specifically, my focus remains on those
daily activities that ultimately constitute disciplinary structures.
Further, as my analysis of the data will show, academic activism provides a
better balance in which individual agency can reconstitute field rather than field being
overly deterministic of individual habitus. This potential for individual agency within
structural confines remains important as all too often macro-oriented analyses
position field as overly determining movements on the micro-level, a critique offered
by the likes of Foucault (1980) and scholars associated with Neoinstitutional theory
(e.g. Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). As a result, moments of individual agency are
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potentially overlooked in favor of theoretical analyses which foreground structural
determinism. When viewed through the micromovements of daily practices,
academic activism, on the other hand, potentially offers a reconsideration for
structural change, beginning at the micro-level and extending effect towards
structural change.
The intersection of multiple levels of professional culture exists within the
above example of the anthropology professor, including the academy, academic
discipline, university campus, and specific department as they all affect the way in
which the professor comes to “know” and reproduce his/her work. The multiple
intersections of culture also highlights the variable outcomes associated with the
interrelation of habitus and field. Throughout, context remains important as
individuals develop dispositions and practices that are in continual relation to the
multiple contexts that have a hand in producing them. Recall, for example, the
discussion in Chapter Two concerning the role of disciplines and departments as
administrative leaders strive to manage faculty—their allegiances and loyalties,
identities, and responsibilities—and the definition of faculty work. As was noted in
Chapter Two, several scholars of organizational theory (e.g. Alpert, 1985; Lewis,
1993; Spencer-Matthews, 2001) within tertiary education point to the academic
department as an organizational mechanism situated at the nexus between academic
disciplines and individual campuses. All of this points to the multiple influences and
contexts in which faculty take on and reproduce the dispositions and practices that
demonstrate habitus. Consequently, it should not be understood that the intersection
of habitus andfield is a determined (or directly determining) relationship; habitus
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varies with the individual meanings subjects make and their incorporation of their
social circumstances. Though habitus and field discipline ways of being, they do not
fully determine the way in which individuals negotiate their everyday world. As
Foucault (1979; 1980; 1991) presents, within repetition there is possibility for change.
Such gaps within disciplinary processes allow for actions and interpretations that
remain unaccounted for or unacknowledged. Such spaces provide opportunity for
real social and material change.
Faculty work is institutionalized in the reciprocal relation of field and habitus,

in the very processes of disciplinarity. Within the dynamic relation between habitus
and field, disciplinarity highlights the processes by which faculty members position

themselves to negotiate the regulatory mechanisms and values the field enforces.
Disciplinarity exists as the way in which field relates to habitus, the means by which
faculty members encounter field and internalize habitus. Specifically, when I
examined faculty members’ representation of work, professional identity, and daily
practices, I was given a narrative of disciplinary processes. As I discuss below in
sections on conceptual metaphor and methodology, representation must be further
linked to material context if its effects are to be analyzed beyond the realm of the
discursive.
Any study that purports to examine individually represented and interpreted
experience within an institutional frame must disentangle normalized meaning¬
making from the conditions and contexts that make possible such definitions. This
study begins with the assumption that the full complexity of individual experience
and identity is never fully accessible. Individuals will always continue producing and
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reproducing meanings no researcher can ever finally pin down—nor would want to.
Instead, this project begins with an analytical entry point with the hopes of
discovering fissures in the cycles of normative reproduction.
Academic Activism & Agency—A Provisional Analysis
In an attempt to better understand the disciplinary micromovements of faculty
work, this project utilizes faculty academic activism as an entry point for analysis. As
faculty work might be read through “disciplined lenses” and articulated within a

“disciplined language,” it remains important to examine such a phenomenon where
such tools fall short.

Returning for a moment to the earlier discussion of habitus and

field, practices take on normative stature—that is, they appeal to and define common

sense—when habitus and field align in a mutually constitutive and symbiotic
relationship. However, it remains difficult to study a phenomenon with the language,
tools, and interpretations of the very phenomenon itself; those entities that are the
very product of the fluid congruence between field and habitus. This remains, of
course, a difficulty with all studies that juxtapose participants’ words with normative
functions. Instead, one might look for dissonance within the phenomenon in order to
better understand the actions, interpretations, and identities that produce a normative
discursive space around the notion offaculty work.
Further, any attempt to objectively render identity outside of the constraints of
immediate context is sure to be thwarted by the impossibility of looking through
another’s eyes. As Christopher noted early on in our first interview: “Trying to step
outside your consciousness and your conditioning is like trying to jump over your
own shadow—it’s an impossibility.” This offhand remark about the impossibility of
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analyzing one’s own identity provides a poignant articulation of the difficulty of
removing oneself from the “'shadow” of disciplinarity. Instead, one might look to
those critical experiences that had a hand in shaping individual interpretations of their
own identity as well as the more subtle practices through which they enact their roles.
As noted earlier in Chapter One, Foucault (1991) asks scholars to examine
those contexts “which at a given moment establish what subsequently counts as being
self-evident, universal, and necessary” (p. 76). Key here are the activities and
conceptions that make possible the commonsensical—those institutionalized practices
and beliefs that confect a generalized meaning of faculty and their work. There
potentially exist multiple contexts in which faculty members utilize their academic
specializations in activities that lie outside institutionally-defined definitions of
faculty work. Such instances might be said to occur when habitus and field are

incongruent, yet practices continue to occur.
This project began with the theoretical assumption that academic activism
might depict instances of disjuncture between habitus and field. I theorized that
examining faculty work in relation to faculty academic activism might provide a more
nuanced and dynamic understanding of faculty work as it operates in the exclusions of
institutionalized definition. Because it often occasions gaps between habitus and field
or blips in normalizing disciplinary processes, faculty academic activism sheds light
on how both institutions and individuals construct what it means to engage in faculty
work. As my analysis of the data shows, my attempts to locate, define, and examine

faculty academic activism opened up new conceptions of faculty daily practices
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within contexts of disciplinarity, even as they called in to question the implicit
definitions of activism with which this project began.
As my definition of faculty activism was intentionally provisional in nature, it
was my hope that the faculty with whom I worked would provide descriptions of their
daily practices that would alter my initial definition. Further, my emphasis on faculty
daily practices was meant to reconsider activism as a grand gesture on the part of the
activist and open the possibility for its occurrence on the level of daily activity in the
micromovements of our everyday work. As this chapter goes on to demonstrate, I
went in search of faculty activism and found something I will call academic activism,
a series of practices and meanings that reshaped the frames with which I conceived of
faculty work.

It is perhaps important to pause here and remember that, as defined in Chapter
Two, work exists as activities that give meaning to one’s institutionalized identity.
Hence, any conversation surrounding the nature of faculty work, at the same time,
necessarily includes notions of what activities help to constitute one’s identification
as a faculty member. This, of course, begs the following question—how do those
practices that occur when habitus andfield misalign constitute (or not) faculty
identity? More specific to this paper’s focus, in what ways do faculty’s activist
endeavors intersect with conceptions of what it means to be a faculty member? Can
one be an activist as a faculty member or is such a notion oxymoronic? To help
formulate an answer to such questions, I began by examining the ways in which the
daily practices of faculty mark the dynamic interchanges of professional identity and
institutionalized interpretation within material contexts.
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Daily Practices & Conceptual Metaphor
As the previous chapters have detailed, this research study endeavors to
examine faculty practices as they occur in a daily context and the material places in
which faculty work to see how the two interact and affect one another. Of particular
interest is the way in which faculty frame their work context and how such frames
speak to their material environments. In order to investigate all of this, I asked
faculty about the work they did and the spaces and places they worked within. I
asked them about their individual definitions of things like success and colleagueship
and how such interpretations might or might not intersect with institutionalized
definitions. Throughout, I wanted to maintain a focus on the daily activities of
faculty and the meanings such practices evoke as well as how meaning shapes
practice. In my focus on the dailyness of faculty work, I considered those activities
that might be understood as alternative to institutionalized definitions of what faculty
do and how they do it. In the end, I found that there exists a dynamic link between
how we perform our professional identities, the social spaces and physical places in
which we perform them, and the meanings we make of our daily work.
As the data from this study indicate, space and time play a prominent role in
conversations involving our daily practices and professional identities. As faculty
considered their daily practices as faculty, they spoke of the places they operate
within and the activities in which they engage—discussions framed with notions of
space and time. As individuals talked about space and time, practices in material
context, in order to convey what they do—their work—their conceptions remained in
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interchange with who they are—their identities; material practices implicate and give
meaning to one’s identity.
Two predominant conceptual metaphors, the observer moving in time and
time moving past the observer, show how faculty view themselves in relation to
context and whether and how they experience agency in their work lives. Recall that
the observer moving through time emphasizes the movement of the individual,
whereas the conceptual metaphor that insinuates time moving past the observer
foregrounds the movement of the landscape around and past the stationary individual.
Such conceptual metaphors reveal faculty’s self-conceptions as actively or passively
in relation to the temporal and spatial contexts in which they work, an important
consideration in terms of agency.
It may prove helpful to pause and note that conceptual metaphors differ from
the more everyday use of metaphor as a grammatical tool representing comparative
figures of speech. Instead, conceptual metaphor consists of the conceptual systems
through which individuals create and interpret meaning. As Lakoff and Johnson
(2003/1980) have asserted, metaphor remains the primary means through which
humans frame their conceptualizations. Further, the conceptual metaphors through
which individuals interpret and interact with the world in which they live are linked to
the material ways in which they encounter their physical environments; conceptual
metaphor has implications both for our conceptual frames of meaning-making and
our material daily practices.
Through representations of their selves, faculty asserted a conceptualization of
themselves within the landscape of both spatial and temporal contexts. Both Moving
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Time and the Moving Observer are conceptual metaphors through which we represent
our identities within specific contexts. Typically, in the West, we shape our
understanding of self via narrative by linking events of our lives through time—
telling stories (Desjarlais, 1997). We cannot understand time or the narrative self
without metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003/1980; 1999). An example of Moving
Time is the way in which the tenure track is often represented as the movement of a
timeline—the landscape changes and shifts even as the observer remains still, static.
In this sense, the faculty member remains passive as s/he encounters the movement of
the tenure track, the landscape shifting from mini-tenure review to tenure to post¬
tenure review.
The conceptual metaphor of the Moving Observer, on the other hand, is
presented when individuals state that they “‘went to school, and then moved”—here
the landscape remains as a destination in relation to the moving individual. Returning
to the example of faculty and rewards systems, the faculty member as Moving
Observer engages in daily practices, moving through mini-tenure, tenure, and then
post-tenure review. In this conceptualization the faculty member is active. As is
detailed in the latter portions of this chapter, metaphorical conceptualizations that
involve individual activity—movement through space or time—provide potential for
agency within institutionalized structure. Conversely, those conceptualizations that
frame individual subjects as passively encountering the landscape in which they are
immersed offer little in the way of agency and, as the data from this study will show,
works against possibilities for academic activism.
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Because our embodiment of institutional structures is not entirely conscious
(Bourdieu, 1997), I needed a way of interpreting subjects’ verbal representations of
their work and space that linked the discursive and the material. If faculty tell me
about their experiences in language, what I am getting is a conceptual story about
body and space, a frame. If I stop here, I am simply working at the level of the
discursive. But what conceptual metaphor tells us, particularly in the work of Lakoff
and Johnson (2003/1980), is that the metaphors we use to understand and convey our
realities are based in our material experiences and have material effects. My
understanding of a frame (a concept central to this study), for example, is based in my
perception of bounded regions in space. And if I ask you to grasp this idea, your
brain enacts a motor response—grasping—in order to understand what I am saying.
The earlier example, noted above, of faculty moving in relation to the landscape of
the tenure track evokes similar physical responses. As humans engage with the
conceptualization of an individual moving in relation to a landscape they draw their
understanding from their own physical experiences of moving through material
environments. In this way, nearly all of our discursive conceptual work is rooted in
materiality.
Part of the close relationship between daily practices, identity, and conceptual
renderings of space and time is the important link between conceptual metaphor and
material experience. As explained earlier, conceptual metaphors do more than
provide linguistic means of rendering experience and context, they shape and are
shaped by our material contexts, affecting how we move within our world and the
way in which we come to interpret such movements. Because this study is centered
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on the individual meaning-making of faculty, conceptual metaphor looms large as a
means of attaining how faculty draw meaning from their material contexts and how
such inteipretations, in turn, implicate daily practices. Conceptual metaphors structure
how we think, what thoughts are permitted, and how we conceive of our material
actions and physical bodies. Further, conceptual metaphors are embodied, shaped by
our perceptual and motor systems. Finally, conceptual metaphors encourage
conceptual reproduction, the feeling that an idea just makes sense. Conceptual
metaphor plays a central role in this study as a means of connecting faculty
conceptualizations with material practices.
Space is never just space. Since we always give meaning to the spaces we
inhabit by thinking of what we do in these spaces (Soja, 1989), and since our
identities are based in what we do (Arendt, 1959), we attach identity to places
(Massey, 1992). Once we look at our daily interactions we see space as a process,
thereby intersecting with time. Time, in turn, is spatialized. As Massey (1992)
notes, space is created through social relations which, by their very nature, are active
and interdependent. In this sense, it would be reductive to read space as statically
defined or outside the ongoing processes which give space meaning. Instead, space
remains immersed in the social and material contexts in which it is read.
Consequently, it makes sense to look at this nexus between space and time in the
academic world, which I call disciplinarity, within our understanding of our own
identities.
Throughout these discussions of daily practices within spatial and temporal
contexts, it remains important to keep in mind that such practices are embodied in
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action—they are not simply discursive. The emphasis on faculty daily practices in
this study is an attempt to link the discursive interpretations of faculty with material
experience, understanding that raw experience cannot be accessed without discursive
lenses which shade our interpretations.

Examinations of daily practices open

analytic windows to the material.
Because practices occur within material and discursive contexts (we operate
within material environments and, at the same time, make sense of such operations
within a discursive landscape), they exist as an important avenue into the critical
explication of those contexts. Our ongoing interactions with institutional spaces, for
example, fill them with meaning; understandings generated both by individual
experiences within such spaces and institutionally reproduced myths about the
possible meanings available to the individual. As a result, practice is where space
and time meet.

Further, practice potentially reveals the interaction of structure and

agency, field and habitus. Rather than examinations limited to static space and the
flow of time through space, looking at practices calls out the dynamic nature of social
relations and processes. Rather than time through space, or space within time, the
focus on daily practices brings time and space together in a dynamic and interrelated
relationship.
In the end, focus on conceptual metaphor, daily practices, and faculty activism
in this study presents a dynamic and layered means of investigating the nature of
faculty work. As was already outlined in Chapter Three, such investigations require a

unique methodology, one that merges the individual interpretations of faculty with the
material manifestations of such (often unconscious) comprehension. In the rest of
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this chapter, the words of faculty themselves remain in the foreground as the meaning
they make of their activities—of the reality in which they operate—and the way in
which such interpretation rubs up against institutionalized conceptions of faculty
identity and affects their future actions, their future identifications, their daily
practices. In short, how participants read the work of faculty has a strong effect on
how they act as faculty', separating conceptualization from material practice would
preclude any ability to understand the layered and dynamic nature offaculty work.
Moving now into data analysis, I want to emphasize that the questions that I
asked were drawn from notions of disciplinarity within institutions, the way that
identities were created through practices within social and material contexts.
Generally, I found that when I asked simple questions about what faculty do,
participants utilized spatial metaphors, and simple questions about space led to
discussions of work, collegial relationships and power dynamics within the
institution. Further, over half of the participants in this study spoke of the importance
of the interview conversations as well as the lack of such conversations in their daily
lives; such assertions came without my prompting. Throughout the interview
process, it was interesting to note the degree to which faculty found the interviews
themselves to open a previously unavailable space for discussions concerning the
daily work they do and the meanings generated by such activities. As Heather
commented, ‘Thank you so much for these discussions, we don’t have the time,
there’s really no space for conversations like these here. But they’re really very
important.” It seemed apparent that though the participants’ professional identities
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and everyday practices were somewhat familiar to them, they were not entirely
conceptualized or talked about often in their lives.
Emergent Findings
My analysis of this project’s data confirmed the notion that professional
identities are continually shaped through disciplinary processes that emerge within
social spaces and material places. Further, the data demonstrate how
institutionalized places affect everyday practices, the kind of work faculty do on
campus and in their professional fields, as well as their social relations among
colleagues locally and in larger disciplinary spheres. I also found that faculty readily

talked about their work in terms of time, using two predominant and overlapping
conceptual metaphors, the observer moving through time and time moving past or
around the observer as a means of narrating their lives. Finally, while talking about

both institutional space and activist possibilities, faculty described their work utilizing
themes of connection, isolation, and integration, indicating the predominance of these
themes as organizing principles in their conceptualizations offaculty work,; principles
with distinctly material implications. These key emergent findings will serve as the
organizational basis for the rest of this chapter.
Implicit in these overarching findings is an ongoing and interactive
relationship between practice, space, and place and the way in which individuals
interpret and represent their professional identities in material and discursive
contexts. Faculty gave voice to their professional identities by situating their daily
practices within material place and social space. Further, they related the ways in
which their workspaces affected their practices and the meanings they make of the
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places in which they work. Through their articulations, these faculty outlined a
professional self and, in that very narration, constructed faculty work in relation to
space, place, and time.
In conclusion, this study explicates faculty self-identities as they manifest in
daily practices and are implicated by material and social contexts. Equally as
important, the faculty participants in this study give voice to the strategies with which
they negotiate the constraints of their position; those often-unconscious strategies
utilized in an attempt to reconfigure and change the very structures and processes that
define faculty’ work.
Professional Identity Through Disciplinarity
As the conceptual framework which guides this study depicts, the bulk of
faculty work is learned through the reproduction of daily practices within contexts of

disciplinarity. Though scholars of tertiary education spend a good deal of time
examining the publication records and grant applications of faculty, little energy goes
into examinations of the daily practices which (re)produce faculty work. Throughout
this study, faculty participants spoke of their daily activities, often describing daily
practices that became learned, reproduced and affirmed in similar social and material
contexts. A rather overt example of learned daily practices that, in turn, lend
themselves to conceptions of faculty work comes from Sarah. Early in her interview
Sarah spoke of the amount of time she spends on her work:
I do spend an inordinate amount of time working and that’s one of the things I
am trying to deal with a little bit. I don’t ever take a day off.... It’s been
several years now where I literally do not take any weekends off, including
holidays.... I have a garden and so I say to myself, “Well, if I want to be in
the garden for a while, then I’m gonna have to work at night, or work all
night.” Those are the kind of deals you have to make with yourself when you
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have to discipline yourself as regards to time.... I wake up in the morning
early, like around four, and I workout on the treadmill. And while I’m
running I read articles or something I’m working on myself.
From the beginning, Sarah articulates a self-acknowledged skewed relation to
time as she spends “an inordinate amount of time working.” Throughout Sarah’s
description, the one constant is that of work-time, all of her other activities
(gardening, holidays, etc.) are shaped by the imposition of her faculty work. This
excerpt shows faculty work implicated in otherwise benign daily practices—the
everyday rituals Sarah practices as she wakes, runs, or gardens. Further, Sarah’s
words speak to the infusion of faculty work into material contexts once reserved for
private endeavors.

Faculty’ work occurs in the home on holidays and weekends as

well as on the treadmill as Sarah begins her day with a ritual workout. In this sense,
the notion of academic space—those material places and social spaces in which the
work of faculty is to occur-—blurs traditional boundaries between public and private
spheres, a recurrent theme throughout my interviews with faculty, often articulated as
a tension between the boundaries of space and limitations of time.
Often, the faculty I worked with sought to extend their work into public
domains through academic activism, beyond traditionally defined academic
boundaries, but, at the same time, seemed frustrated when their work invaded
traditionally defined private spheres. An example of this includes Judy, who takes
her classes to work in local middle schools and, at the same time, tries “to create a bit
of an impermeable space around [her] personal and private life.” Despite her
attempts to institute a protective barrier around her private life, Judy repeatedly
expressed frustration about her inability to “minimize the stuff that I bring home.
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literally and physically, as well as mentally.” Cindy shares a similar perspective,
stating, “I do try to keep home personal, yet sometimes it’s just inevitable—you have
a publication deadline and you’re working on it at home. It can get frustrating.”
Consequently, there potentially exists a tension for academic activism involving
public and private spaces and places, and an increasingly unbounded academic
sphere. Throughout our interviews, faculty spent a good deal of time working
through the ways in which they negotiate (successfully or not) such a tension through
their daily practices.
Returning to Sarah’s comments regarding her daily practices for a moment, it
remains important to question how Sarah learned to practice her faculty work with
such an emphasis on the unquestioned consistency of time in relation to her faculty
work. Though the variables are many, Sarah’s comments in a subsequent interview
point to the potential for learning such practices and relationships through witnessing
it in others on a daily basis.
In a later interview Sarah spoke of the profound impact her mentor had on her
conceptions of how faculty align their professional and personal lives:
I lived with my advisor my last year of graduate school so I had an up-close,
personal look at how someone lived kind of an academic life, both personal
and public. And this particular person was someone who absolutely did not
have a private life. I mean, her life was her work. I would come home to her
place and she would fall asleep at night with whisky by the side of her bed and
some reading or student grading on her chest. She’d just be lying in bed,
asleep with this and I thought, “You know, this is her life.” I mean, from the
moment she’s awake she’s at work. She comes home, she works. And sadly,
I think in some ways, I’ve done similar things. I maybe took it all a little too
much to heart.
In this case the migration of faculty work—grading papers, reading, etc.—beyond the
physical boundaries of the campus (an issue of place) and into private space mitigates
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any hope of dividing one's life into public and private places and spaces. As Sarah
notes, her mentor “absolutely did not have a private life.” Consequently, in this
particular example, the identity of oneself as faculty necessarily precludes the
possibility of establishing a private space that does not include such a professional
identity.
When these two interview excerpts from Sarah are overlaid, it becomes
possible to recognize the way in which Sarah creates an image of stability both in
practices and identity. She reproduces conceptions of work learned from her mentor.
Further, she also creates stability in her own practices through the consistency of her
work schedule, her efforts to, as she puts it, “discipline yourself as regards to time.”
Stability is achieved through ongoing reproduction, the consistency of which makes
practices seem natural, occurring as a matter-of-course. Here, though time does not
serve an overtly disciplining function, she has learned to discipline herself in relation
to time. Yet, to a degree, Sarah does not seem to discipline herself in relation to place

in the same way as she does time—she removes all material barriers to the imposition
of her faculty work into traditionally private locations. Sarah might be read to strive
to expand, or increase, time by expanding the material places in which she works. In
this sense, time and place remain inextricably linked—both conceptualizations are, in
Sarah’s representation, spatialized. Sarah expands the material places in which she
does the work of faculty in order to, at the same time, expand the time allotted for her
production of faculty work. Sarah’s initial comments concerning her own daily
practices, mixed with her later analysis of the daily practices of her mentor, point to a
process of socialization through which she leams to unconsciously regulate her
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interactions with both material place and time. This internalization of regulation and
discipline remains a central tenet of Foucault’s assertion, most directly described in
Discipline and Punish (1979), that disciplining institutions remain effective when

their subjects internalize their regulatory mechanisms to such an extent that it affects
individuals at the level of their daily practices, their everyday work.
Returning to the theme of stability within Sarah’s words, it remains interesting
to note that the only alternative to work she brings up is gardening, which is
essentially, itself, stationary, occurring in one place. Of course, she begins most
mornings quite literally, on a treadmill, running in place. Here, the Moving Time
metaphor overlaps the Moving Observer.
In Moving Time, remember, work exists as a landscape against which the
subject’s activities create a sense of identity. Work is not a destination, not an event
but is always present as a backdrop and never reaches completion. This Moving
Time concept is apparent as Sarah never acknowledges an end to her work as faculty,
but instead asserts work as an ongoing process, something that never concludes, yet
exists as a force around which other activities must adjust.
• Further, as a Moving Observer, there is an implied sense that Sarah must
move along a path of continuous productivity, measured by institutionalized markers
of success. Sarah is propelled to perform her work, even in places that traditionally
exist beyond academic boundaries, by an assumed progression along the track of an
academic career. Seemingly, Sarah has internalized the requirements of the faculty
career as well as the daily practices and conceptions of space and time that are
required to maintain such a trajectory.
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The overlap of the two conceptual metaphors leaves a somewhat contradictory
image of Sarah—she runs ahead, and at the same time attempts to create stability and
noticing a lack of change in her daily practices and trajectory through institutionalized
notions of faculty and their work. In both her description of her mentor and herself,
we are left with stationary images—-her mentor asleep surrounded by her faculty
work, she herself on a treadmill, running in place, eyes fixed on the work in front of
her; faculty work within private spaces.
As Sarah and her mentor live their daily practices, they, in turn, profess a
professional identity as faculty. Inherent in the production of identity are issues of
socialization and the reproduction of norms. In relation to the conceptual framework
which governs this study, socialization and nonning occur in a context of
disciplinarity—when the legitimized norms of the field are internalized into habitus
and reproduced on the level of daily practices. Identities, professional or otherwise,
take shape when the processes and practices which give them their meaning are
reproduced in similar social and historical contexts. Such processes of repetition
produce norms, institutionalized ways of being that contribute to social identities.
Throughout our discussions, the faculty I interviewed consistently named tertiary
education as a system bent on reproducing social norms, yet they did so without
critically reflecting on their own socialization into their professional identities as
faculty.
Most often, faculty participants spoke of the way in which tertiary education
required students to reproduce the norms of what it means to take on the identity of
"student1' successfully. As Maxwell pointed out, “There's a great tendency in
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education to normalize the student population, to be able to have them listen to you,
you know, get them all.. .FROM the same point TO the same point.” In this sense,
success is equated with moving students from one point to another, thereby locating
such movement as a marker of progress or learning. However, in order to do this one
has to “normalize the student population” or treat them as similar unchanging entities
who begin from the same point of reference and benefit from concluding at some
verifiable end point. Of course, there exists a wide body of literature which critiques
the normalizing effects of educational systems at all levels (e.g. Foucault, 1979;
Giroux, 2002; Gramsci, 1971).
In Maxwell’s articulation, the students remain as passive entities who are
moved—they do not move themselves—from one point to another. Like Sarah’s
descriptions of her own work analyzed earlier, Maxwell’s words mix
conceptualizations of space and time. As alluded to above. Maxwell presents images
of students spatially being moved from one point to an end point. At the same time.
Maxwell’s description conjures up movement through time as students operate within
a timeframe—typically a semester or academic year—and are expected to reach an
endpoint at a documented time. In both conceptualizations such students take on the
role of passive observer, pushed through the spatialized landscape of their learning,
becoming normalized with the passage of time, their movement through space. There
is no student agency in such a model.
However, though the faculty I spoke with were quick to critique the
normalizing effects of the university on their students, they were less apt to locate
similar processes in their own lives. Keep in mind that the vast majority of faculty
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within tertiary education were once themselves students. Consequently, it might
reasonably be assumed that such faculty underwent similar socialization and
experienced the same processes of normalization as the students they now teach. The
cycle of disciplinarity proves especially pervasive as a socializing and disciplining
mechanism as students move through the academy, learning the rules of the academic
game as students, before becoming socialized as faculty, engaged in faculty work.
Indeed, some faculty even went so far as to point out their utilization of
institutional norms as key to their development as faculty yet did so without feeling a
need to self-reflectively critique such strategies. Caleb provided a strong example of
such a scenario when he discussed the ways in which he went about learning to be a
faculty member engaged in faculty work:
You learn by observation, I think, and not necessarily do you have to go to an
older colleague in your department and say, "what should I do at that point?"
You have a Ph.D. so at least there's some assumption that you know
something. You have SOME common sense.
Caleb’s claim that one learns how to be a faculty member through observation (and,
by inference, reproducing what one observes) points to the normalizing potential of
the processes faculty go through to leam what it means to be a faculty member
engaged in faculty work. This point is driven home by Caleb’s appeal to common
sense, the assumption that you “know something.” Commonsensical knowledge here
does not seem to pertain to discipline-specific information—understanding the history
of sociological theory, for example, or the influence of Adam Smith on neoclassical
economics—but instead is a more pervasive knowledge that is learned and
reproduced within contexts of disciplinarity.
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In the same interview, Caleb went on to describe the ways in which such
commonsensical professional identities are kept in place through the disciplining
functions of the campus. When speaking of how he came to develop the daily
practices of a faculty member in his discipline, on his campus, Caleb noted,
You see it in your colleagues in the field, your community, you see, you
know, your colleagues for coffee. You see how colleagues who violate the
norms are received.... There was one colleague in the history department,
quite a political activist, campaigning on campus and off campus and he was
denied tenure and of course he claimed it was political, and it wasn't. But,
you know, he was someone who violates the expected normal behavior, and
it's not that he was absolutely outlandish.
Implied within Caleb’s observations of recognizing the actions of one’s colleagues as
legitimate and thereby valued within the institutional and disciplinary context is the
assumption of the campus as a disciplining mechanism. Caleb witnesses colleagues
who violate institutionalized norms and subsequent reactions to such transgressions.
Presumably, Caleb then goes on to re-enact the normative patterns of his colleagues
in order to successfully assume a faculty identity, while, at the same time, avoiding
those practices that violate the accepted norms for faculty practice. In essence, Caleb
points to the processes through which he has been disciplined as a faculty member.
Apparent through all of this is the assertion (conscious or not) of faculty identity as a
process, involving legitimized daily practices and norms. Faculty, as a professional
identity, is not static or unchanging, but always reproduced—and reproducing—
through legitimized practices and, of course, in danger of being disciplined for
perceived illegitimate activities.
Further, throughout the interviewing process, faculty continually returned to
the notion that they learned the practices and meanings of their work through a day-
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by-day process: “I think it's what you learn day-to-day while you're in the role”;
“Once you're in the role, I think you learn kind of day-to-day, what it can be, what it
can involve, what it can entail.” These statements, from two different faculty
participants, exemplify the ways in which faculty claimed a daily process of coming
to know and practice their work. Such everyday exposure to what it means to be a
faculty member points to the steady influence of normalizing institutions on
individual identities. Ongoing repetition, learning day-to-day and reproducing such
learned knowledge everyday, reproduces the daily rewards and constraints that have a
hand in the creation of faculty identity—“what it can be, what it can involve, what it
can entail.” Such sentiments are all the more powerful when overlaid with Caleb’s
earlier statements concerning the individual’s relation to institutional norms.
Whether consciously or not, faculty witness the re-creation and disciplining of norms
on a daily basis and go on to (re)leam such processes in their day-to-day lives.
Further, the daily movement through which faculty learn their roles, their work,
reasserts the relation of the individual to time. Yet there remains the question of
whether these taculty actively propel themselves through time—as in the concept of
the Moving Observer—or passively witness the movement of the landscape past
them—as in Moving Time.
Different than the sentiments proclaimed by his faculty peers in this study, is
the claim of Scott: “When I came to [institution], I just made it up as I went along.”
Scott’s comments differ from other faculty participants in that he shifts the emphasis
from learning through socialization within contexts of disciplinarity to a more active
creation ol the daily practices involved in faculty work. Though Scott’s statement
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might come off as cavalier or flippant, it does, at the very least, offer the potential for
creative meaning-making among institutionalized confines. Scott “made it up” as he
went along, perhaps unconsciously reproducing the rules of the game, perhaps
making space for new activities, new meanings to evolve.
In addition to the way in which faculty identity gains meaning within
processes of disciplinarity, it remains important to link such conceptualizations to
their conversion within material contexts. A large aspect of how individuals interpret
and articulate their identities stems from the material places in which such identities
develop. Specific to this study, socially constructed meanings develop within the
places in which faculty work and those practices faculty recognize as the everyday
activities of their work. Indeed, it remains a central tenet of this study that social
spaces intersect with material places—out of such intersection comes meaning. Were
this study to ignore the role of the material environment in how faculty participants
construct and represent their identities and practices, its conclusions would forever be
trapped within the level of the discursive, missing the material elements of
experience. The next section extends the notion of daily practice to an examination
of the material places in which such practices occur.

Place and Practice
Hosts of scholars, such as Henri Lefebvre (1991) in philosophy and Massey
(1994) in critical geography, have done important work on the way in which we
infuse meaning into material places within socio-historical and institutionalized
contexts. Such research concludes that material space is never empty or void of
meaning, but instead gains meaning by what happens within it. Still, scholars often
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overlook the notion of place, treat it as transparent, a given. This is done despite a
historical legacy of research into the meanings humans make of material place, and
the way in which such meanings implicate how individuals operate within and
inteipret the places they inhabit. In line with this research, the faculty I worked with
spoke of material place in language that revealed multiple and layered meanings,
never resorting to describing the places in which they work in transparent terms, as
though it were an empty conduit through which meaning flows.
When I asked faculty to describe the places in which they work, this led to
descriptions of the kinds of work they did in the university setting and introduced the
theme of isolation, which many felt they needed to practice their scholarly work. The
following three quotes, from three separate faculty members, illustrate this point
rather well:
"In this office? I can do administrative things. I talk to students in here. I
prepare for teaching, that I can do here”;
“On campus I do sort of memo kind of writing. Administrative kinds of stuff
I can do. But sustained intellectual work I cannot do”;
“I still prefer to do my most serious intellectual work at home. I need solitude
in order to do the writing.”
As faculty spoke of the places in which they work, they, at the same time, took
ownership of some types of work even as they objectified other types of work.
Nearly all of the faculty I spoke with asserted that “their work” must be done outside
of their departmentally assigned offices. This type of work included the “intellectual
work” noted above: reading, researching, and writing. Work completed within
faculty office space typically included “administrative kinds of stuff’ such as memo
writing or committee work as well as other activities that differ from “serious
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intellectual work": meeting with students or preparing to teach. However, as noted
earlier, faculty distanced the latter activities, never claiming them as their own,
merely assigning them as an aspect of the faculty function. This does not mean,
however, that such administrative work is limited to places within campus
boundaries—recall the faculty mentor who slept with student grading on her chest.
Further, it also seems significant that the faculty I interviewed often distanced
themselves from their teaching function within the university. As noted in Chapter
Three, I began this study with the assumption that faculty would highlight their
teaching as a central aspect of their professional identity; the majority of faculty
participants did not. Further, nearly all of the faculty involved in this study noted that
they prepared for teaching in their campus offices and few assigned teaching as an
aspect of their own work, but rather located teaching as a less-significant byproduct
of their work as faculty. Though this may initially seem odd, it does point to a
moment of—perhaps unacknowledged—alignment between field and habitus within
the context of this study. This study was conducted at a large research-oriented
university. By not claiming teaching as a large aspect of their own work and, at the
same time, foregrounding their research and writing as an important aspect of what
they do (even going so far as to claim such activities as their own) these faculty
seemed to reproduce the norms of the university in which they work.
What is interesting to note is that the work faculty did claim as their own did
not often extend into the material places of the university, relegated instead to
traditionally private spaces; bedrooms, home offices, and basement studies. Though
on the surface this may seem a rather obvious point, it does point to a compression of
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both space and time. The faculty I interviewed felt a need to establish a solitary space
outside the boundaries of the campus in order to do their own work, yet that space
itself becomes compressed by the time it takes for them to fulfill their administrative
function. The work of administration extends into the private sphere, further
constraining the places for faculty to do their “own” work. This notion of time-space
compression is examined in more detail in subsequent sections below.
It also remains important to recognize the consequences of the conceptual
framing involved in faculty members’ descriptions of the material places in which
they conduct their work as well as the types of work they assign to various physical
environments. The conceptual metaphor invoked in faculty members’ assertions of
the place of their work is that of a container, a conceptualization that emphasizes
bounded environments with an inside and outside defined by identifiable boundaries
(even boundaries that are, at times, blurry and opaque). As the above analysis asserts,
most faculty participants defined their own work differently than the work of the
institution and connected that definition to the material places in which they
performed these different types of work. As a result, the faculty I worked with
identified two distinct metaphorical containers linked to material place and social
space: faculty work that occurs within the boundaries of their respective campus and
faculty work that occurs within the bounds of their academic discipline. These two

containers are, of course, important elements operating within processes of
disciplinarity, the conceptual framework depicted in Figure 1. As the vast majority of
faculty participants alluded to throughout this study, the types of work that they took
ownership of as their “own” included the scholarly activities of research and writing.
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These scholarly practices fall within the boundaries of the discipline. Conversely,
those daily practices that might be read as more administrative, activities that faculty
separated away from their work, were initially campus-bound and took place within
the material confines of their campus offices, occasionally spilling over the campus
container and into the places reserved for the work of the discipline. As the
discussion below on faculty academic activism notes, academic activism potentially
subverts the conceptual metaphor of the container in relation to faculty work,
emphasizing practices and processes which exist beyond disciplinary and campus
containers, blurring or dissolving the boundaries between key elements that make up
contexts of disciplinarity.
Additionally, the concept of place, its uses, and the types of work it enables is
rendered more complex when understood in relation to notions of learning the work
of faculty via a day-to-day process. As detailed above, many faculty members
claimed to learn the practices and procedures of faculty work slowly over time, hi a
parallel fashion, faculty claimed to shift the locus of their work from their campus
offices to more traditionally private spaces in seemingly unconscious ways, as the
following quote from Jonathen illustrates: “It sort of was an organic process; it just
appeared, as this, almost viscerally in a sense in which I didn't think it through. It just
kept happening, and so, that's what happened.” Jonathen “didn’t think it through” as
he began to reassign his own work to the solitude of his home, “it just kept
happening.” Further, Jonathen’s claim to the shift of place for his work as an
“organic process” emphasizes a belief in the naturalness of such a transition. As a
result, the unconscious, natural change in Jonathan's daily practices emphasizes the
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subtle power of contexts of disciplinarity. Jonathen accommodates the
institutionalized norms without much thought, never questioning the constraints it
places on his own practices. Finally, Jonathen’s claim that the change in the place of
his practices occurred “almost viscerally” strikingly corresponds with this project’s
determined emphasis on merging the discursive with the material. The term
“visceral” calls forward the way in which faculty embody the processes and practices
enforced by contexts of disciplinarity. These faculty, then, experience the pull of
reproducing norms in more ways than simply mentally reproducing them, they feel a
physical compulsion to take on the material manifestations of such norms.
In addition to descriptive questions regarding the places in which faculty
work, I asked faculty to describe the orientation of their campus office and
department in relation to the rest of campus. This led to one striking example of the
interaction of space with place on campus as well as a recent attempt to consciously
reshape the way in which faculty interact with the places in which they work. These
two buildings serve as a revealing case study, illuminating the intersections of
material place and social space as well as the meanings we make of the two. The first
I have chosen to name Edmunds Hall, a building constructed in the mid 1950s. The
second, which I will call Klein Hall, is newer, built merely three years ago.
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Edmunds Hall
Edmunds Hall was built in the mid 1950s with the intended purpose of
housing office and classroom space for the social sciences. Though, as the analysis
below will show, the material realities of Edmunds have changed somewhat—both
through overt administrative decisions and the more subtle everyday practices of
faculty—the form and function of the building have remained the same; Edmunds
Hall today continues to house faculty offices and classrooms.

Figure 3: Edmunds Hall
As Figure 3 illustrates, Edmunds Hall was built in the shape of a “U.”
Historical documents from the time the building opened note that the “U” was an
intentional shaping of faculty-student and colleague relations, a means of
distinguishing between teaching and scholarship in one building (Daily Local Paper,
9/12/56, p.10). Generally, the structure of Edmunds Hall differentiates between two
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types of space, faculty offices (the small rooms in the center of the building) and
campus classrooms (larger rooms along the sides of the building). The vision for the
building included a central area—at the base of the “U”—where faculty and students
and faculty and faculty would come together and collaborate on their work,
establishing an academic community. From there, faculty and students would fan out
to the sides, designated classroom space, for more formalized instruction (Town
News, 10/11/56, p.12). Edmunds Hall was opened to much fanfare, playing a
prominent role in a public open house designed to demonstrate the university’s
recommitment to scholarship and teaching (Daily Local Paper, 4/12/56, p. 14).
Interestingly, this particular vision promoted a specific type of research and writing
that, through the development of material place, emphasized collaboration. In this
vision, faculty work individually in their offices, presumably with doors open to
welcome any kind of collaboration or passing students. Additionally, all faculty
office doors were built with large windows facing into the hall, making it obvious to
anyone in the hallway if faculty are in or out. Quite simply, the environment of
Edmunds emphasizes public work in a public place. Through its physical design,
Edmunds creates no material places for faculty to privately practice their work.
Though Edmunds Hall, with its windowed doors and material emphasis on
collaboration asserts a particular vision of educational work, the faculty I spoke with
described daily practices that spoke to social and material contexts that differed from
the building’s original assertion of faculty work. These faculty were conscious of the
university’s prioritization of individual scholarship and so closed their doors and
covered their windows to get their work done (see Figure 4).

Ill

Figure 4: Faculty Office Door in Edmunds
In this action of covering their windows in order to conceal their activities, faculty
respond to material constraints on their conception of faculty work: they cover their
windows and close their doors as a means of re-establishing a perceived need for
isolation in order to conduct their work. This act of covering the windows remains an
excellent example of what Moos (1986) termed the incongruence between the
material environment (or place) and behavior. As Moos notes, “the lack of
environmental support can often be overcome” when individuals “modify an
incongruent environment to make it more congruent with the behavior they wish to
enact” (p. 126). Yet, I want to push beyond Moos’ analysis of alterations to
incongruent environments to also take into account the way in which some faculty
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framed the material context of Edmunds Hall. More than the fact that the faculty
modified the places in which they work, it is important to locate such practices within
the social spaces of faculty work as well. Thus, the issue of how faculty represent
their material context is equally as important as the actual act of alteration. The
comments of Sarah seem important to analyze in this sense:
All of the doors in this department have glass in them and any time I was in
here working people would know. I never wanted to put stuff over the glass
"cause I thought, ‘"Oh, that’s not so inviting. I’ll leave my door open, blah,
blah, blah.” But I never could get work done. I would start doing work and
someone would knock and if the door was closed they’d just keep knocking.
So I thought, “OK, this isn’t gonna work.” So when I’m here, I’m just gonna
have to have my door open and be available, and then just go home and do
work that way.
This quote illustrates Sarah’s negotiation of her material environment. She chooses
not to alter her door, but instead alters the places in which she conducts her work,
merging traditionally public and private arenas as a means of coping with the context
in which she works. Additionally, Sarah begins by striving to duplicate the original
intent of the building; she keeps her door open and its window clear in an attempt to
be ""inviting,” presumably to students and faculty colleagues. Yet the normative
practices of those who move throughout the building reconfigure her initial intent:
invitation leads to constraint as the context in which she works requires newly
detined patterns of work. Again, it remains important to note the way in which
material place and social context make possible specific daily practices even as they
constrain others. As this example shows, there exists a dynamic relationship between
the places in which faculty work, how faculty conceive of the work they do, and those
practices faculty engage with on a daily, material basis.
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Now, returning to the layout of Edmunds Hall specifically for a moment, in
the time since its construction, departments have expanded and more faculty offices
have become needed. Three different faculty participants whose own offices are
situated in Edmunds Hall noted that additional office space has been created since
their arrival on campus. Consequently, classroom space has been converted into
office space, thus resulting in offices creeping up the sides of the ‘TJ.” Such material
manifestations highlight the weight of scholarship versus teaching within the
university: individual office space overtakes those places originally designed for
classroom use; individual scholarship over formalized places for instruction. There
exists a subtle tension within such happenings between the desired campus
practices—depicted by the original design of Edmunds Hall itself, and the disciplined
norms of scholarship exhibited by faculty as they alter the physical landscape in
which they work (by covering windows and closing doors) and abandon Edmunds as
a place for individual scholarship. Further, an additional tension between individual
and collective space is exhibited as Edmunds changes over time, an issue addressed
next.
The faculty members I worked with took the notion of working space
seriously, noting with concern the effects space allocation and use has on the
meanings of their work. One striking example of this stems from Leonard who noted
the addition of new offices as an encroachment on public space:
I don’t think that space should be allocated frivolously, but I think, for
example, we have our lounge next door and we have two new faculty coming
in and that lounge is gonna be subdivided to create faculty offices and I keep
going to my colleagues and I’m saying, “What are we gonna do for public
space?” Because if there’s not a public space, if there’s not a space where the
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graduate students and undergraduates can come and sit and have a cup of
coffee and engage each other, the community in this department will die.
Here, public space serves an essential life-giving function in the department and is
determined by the design of place. Leonard seeks to resist the isolation brought with
the physical changes to the departmental landscape, a simultaneous rejection of
disciplinary norms of faculty production. Leonard posits community and engagement
as an important aspect of what it means to be a viable and contributing member of the
department, engaged in faculty work. Quite simply, changes from communal space
to individual offices are, in this context, interpreted as loss, contributing to the death
of the departmental community. Again space and place merge and overlap, one
drawing meaning from the other. Both space and place play an important role in how
faculty read and interact within their university communities.
Additionally, space and place do more than simply affect the interpretations
and practices of faculty, they produce physiological responses in those individuals
who encounter them. This recognition of the impact of material place on daily
practices and behaviors has been substantiated by a host of other scholars from a
variety of disciplines. For example, studies in ecological psychology, typified by
Barker (1968) analyzed the interaction of human behaviors with material place
according to behavioral settings, or behaviors of groups of people in similar physical
environments or settings. Moos (1986) follows Barker, writing simply that “the
design of buildings and cities has an effect on the behavior of the people who live and
work in them” (p. 108). Moos also introduces the notion of congruency between
material place and individual behaviors, a construct important to this study. As Moos
notes, “studies in real-life and laboratory settings have demonstrated how
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environments encourage behaviors within which they are congruent” (135). As my
discussion of academic activism later asserts, the notion of congruency is important to
how faculty daily practices reproduce or diverge from the norms of disciplinarity.
Yet, as alluded to earlier, both Moos and Barker, as well as those who extend their
theoretical analysis, often present an overly functionalist interpretation of the
interaction of humans and the material environment. I refer to their work here in
order to show that consideration of the effects of material place on human behavior
has a long history.
Later postmodern geographers such as Soja (1989) present a more dynamic
and layered examination of how social norms, reinforced through material and social
structures, are embodied by individuals in subtle and often contradictory ways. Such
a theoretical position is more congruent with this study’s conceptual framework. In
specific relation to this study, the norms of disciplinarity are, in the very material
sense, embodied by faculty, a social circumstance that corresponds well with the
words of faculty participants themselves. Several faculty I worked with noted their
physiological responses to the material environment of Edmunds Hall itself:
I got to a point where I was really burned out and part of the bum out was
coming to this place. I could not stand [Edmunds]. I didn’t want to see it. It
wasn’t that I didn’t like my job. I’m very sensitive to space and I think after a
while I just started feeling like this was a depressing place to be in. I just got
to the place where I felt like 1 didn’t want to be here, and so I think that I
started just saying, “Well, if that’s the case, I’m gonna have to have that kind
of bleeding over into, there isn’t going to be so much the private and then the
work kind of place.”
In this example, the building itself produces the physiological response of stress.
Judy doesn’t need to enter into social relationships with students or colleagues—the
building itself creates the physiological response and works as a material metaphor.
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Place and space mix and stand in for social relations and Judy’s own words assert that
the building saps her energy, contributing to burnout. Though she is able to
distinguish between the building itself and the work she does as faculty (claiming to
not want to even see Edmunds, yet asserting “it wasn’t that I didn’t like my job”), it is
clear that the material place affects her daily practices. Judy’s reaction to her material
environment causes her to reevaluate how she interprets some material places as
private and others as a “work kind of place.” Instead of claiming a division between
the two fields, she is resigned to a “kind of bleeding over,” a blurring of public and
private spheres. Such resignation might be read as a loss, the disruption of previously
conceived boundaries—both material and discursive, place and space—that no longer
contain the work of faculty.
Further, Judy’s words present a series of important metaphors. Judy’s claim
of burnout implies a conceptual frame of work as feeding a fire, the energy to put
towards a type of work. Yet, if the fire isn’t kindled, the work cannot be completed.
Recognizing that she needs to find an alternative space for her work, additional
resources before burnout occurs, Judy seeks alternative environments. Space and
place might be read here as life-giving or denying, both to the individual as well as
academic endeavors. Work exists as an extension of the individual’s body as Judy
invokes a physical metaphor with her assertion that it “bleeds over” into alternative
spaces.
Conceptions of burnout merge notions of place, space, and practice. Burnout
has been commonly understood to be an occupational hazard caused by stress
(Walker, 1986). Stress becomes articulated as a flght-or-flight response and in the
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material sense adrenaline is released into the physical body (Seyle, 1956). This
physiological response stems from cognitive or social processes (Walker, 1986). In
this example the building itself produces a physiological response; the material world
encouraging some disciplinary processes and constraining others, and the faculty
member interprets such contexts in stress-producing ways. Again, the conceptual and
material prove linked in a dynamic relationship, the one affecting the other.
The comments of Maxwell, operating within the same space of Edmunds Hall,
point to the similarity of material place, social space, and implied practices within
state institutions:
We had a graduate student who was completing a license in jail and was
pardoned from the end of his sentence. So, this generated a nice story and
when he came in to the department he had a whole bunch of television
reporters following him with cameras and no one in the department realized
how much the building looked like a jail. Think about it! It’s the same—
same floor tiles, the same wall tiles, the same cubicles. It was absolutely
amazing—both state institutions.
Here, material reproduction (both state institutions built through state contracts,
utilizing the same materials) emphasizes social reproduction, further pointing to the
dynamic relationship between the material and the social. Again, it seems important
to pause here and note the alignment between descriptions of social and material
reproduction and the conceptual and methodological frameworks which undergird
this study. In the case of Edmunds Hall and a state penitentiary, the material
circumstances of both institutions reinforce particular social practices, ways of being
among individuals. Floor tiles, cubicles, and wall tiles encourage culturally
nonnative interpretations of space, place, and practice. The material and social
worlds are inextricably linked, existing in a dynamic relationship of mutually
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constituted meaning. All too often, it seems the interpretive gaze of the academy is
aimed at either the social or the material, producing a limited reading of the world in
which we live. Further, the theoretical bifurcation of otherwise entwined
conceptualizations reinforces a nonnative pattern within our culture of interpreting
the social in absence of the material, or vice versa. This study builds on other
scholars (e.g. Bourdieu, 1972; Foucault, 1978; Lakoff & Johnson, 2003/1980) in
order to resist the theoretical division of our social and material worlds.
Within Maxwell’s story there exists a sense of confinement, the floors and
walls remain the same, the faculty cubicle recalling the prisoner’s cell. It was only
when the two were aligned side-by-side—the prison and Edmunds Hall—and invoked
by the prisoner-student that their striking similarities came to light. Before this
occurrence the two operated within strikingly similar places, yet outside each other’s
frame of reference.
Of course, aligning schools with prisons is not a new assertion to make and
even borders on cliche. Several scholars have made such comparisons across all
levels of schooling (e.g. Bowles & Gintis, 1977; Foucault 1979; Kozol, 1992). Yet
this remains a primary characteristic of conceptual metaphors as they are often so
overused that they seem to be everywhere and lose their connection to the original
material and social context that gave them their meaning. The point is, all metaphors
have an anchoring in material context. When a metaphor becomes dead, it loses its
anchoring. Like cliches, they lose their sense of where they came from. However, as
Lakoff and Johnson point out (2003/1980), there are no dead metaphors, there are
always material connections to metaphor. Each metaphoric use creates a particular
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social and material context that must be studied to understand its effects. It remains
important to recognize that metaphor is not just discursive but has material effects
and is influenced by physical places.
The examples thus far have come from faculty whose offices are housed
within the “U'-shaped Edmunds Hall. Another, more recent design, on the same
campus expresses similar ideals as to faculty collaboration and faculty-student
interactions, but utilizes space differently to strive to produce these effects.
Klein Hall
Like Edmunds Hall, Klein was built for the purpose of housing faculty offices
and classroom space. However, as a newer addition to campus, Klein Hall might be
said to have been built in social contexts that differ from those apparent when
Edmunds was built. Consequently, as both a material place and contributor to social
space, Klein enters into contexts of disciplinarity that differ slightly from Edmunds.
Indeed, Klein Hall might be said to represent a conscious attempt to manipulate place
in order to inspire creativity and encourage particular daily practices of dialogue and
collaboration among faculty and students all in reaction to previous material
assertions of legitimate places in which faculty are to work. Specifically,
architectural notes indicate that the building was designed in reaction to
institutionalized academic buildings that failed to meet the needs of faculty
(Architectural Notes, 2003). Unlike Edmunds Hall, Klein Hall is a new addition to
the campus, built merely three years ago. Consequently, it remains to be seen
whether its spaces will be co-opted and reconfigured to represent alternative
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institutional values and agendas to the degree that Edmunds Hall has; it’s simply too
new.
Built on private land on the periphery of campus, Klein Hall looks distinctly
different from Edmunds Hall (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: Klein Hall
Because it was built on private land with privately-raised funds, designers were able
to avoid the regulatory requirements of the university. Additionally, while the
building was still in the planning stages, the architect (a faculty member herself)
regularly met with those faculty who were to inhabit the building in order to ascertain
how the building could best meet their needs, serving as a technology to aid them in
their work. This reinforces the notion of the physical campus as a technology faculty
utilize in their work; a technology with different uses and different meanings for
different faculty and their practices.
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Specifically, the architect’s program statement for the design of Klein Hall
states:
The architect was charged with creating a social science research facility that
would provide both quiet private research offices for faculty, graduate
students, and visiting scholars from around the globe as well as spaces for
group discussion, conferences and informal exchange. The client wanted very
pragmatic office space and a non-institutional sense of place (Architectural
Notes, 2003).
The words of this program statement depict the desire to negotiate a tension among
different aspects of faculty work. The architect was charged with providing “both
quiet private research offices” and “spaces for group discussion, conferences and
informal exchange,” as well as “very pragmatic office space and a non-institutional
sense of place.” Such articulated desires reveal multiple forms offaculty work as
well as the many places required to sustain such practices. Within Klein Hall, the
privacy of individual research offices provides for the seclusion and isolation faculty
housed within Edmunds Hall sought and constructed through covering the windows
of their office doors or moving off campus to perform their work. Additionally, the
creation of public space within Klein addresses faculty concerns—as typified by
Leonard’s distress about the death of the departmental community, noted above—
regarding the absence of communal places that facilitate collaboration among faculty
and students. Finally, the expressed desire to work within “a non-institutional sense
of place” seems to point to the desire on the part of faculty to experience new
academic places, material contexts that resist normative iterations of where faculty
perform their work.
The fact that the faculty whose offices now occupy Klein Hall had a hand in
its design points to a desire to align the material places in which they work with the
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daily practices that faculty perform. Again, Moos’ (1986) conceptualization of
environmental-behavioral congruence seems fitting here, as Moos writes, “we are
much more likely to achieve an optimum environment when critical decisions about
constructing the environment are in the hands of people who live and function in it”
(p. 4). Strange and Banning (2001) make similar assertions, encouraging
“participation of all users in the design process” in order to “increase the likelihood
that campus design will meet the needs of the community” (p. 32).
Though including faculty in discussions of design certainly seems prescient,
again, it is worth noting that the building is so new to campus that there has not yet
been time for evidence to emerge of faculty altering the material environment of
Klein in order to achieve greater congruence between their material surroundings and
their daily practices. For instance, there is no indication that faculty did not have a
role in the design of Edmunds Hall. Yet, there is ample evidence that faculty have
gone out of their way to change their material circumstances within the building
and/or altered their daily practices as a means of negotiating the constraints of place
within Edmunds. Consequently, intended design does not automatically translate to
environmental-behavioral congruence. Further, it remains important to keep in mind
that faculty practices occur as a process, always in repeated relation to the material
places and social spaces in which they emerge. Of course, such repetition is never
fully complete and, as a result, contexts for resistance are always present. Returning
to the conceptual model around which this study was developed, contexts of
disciplinarity are made up by the incessant intersection of habitus, field, and faculty
daily practices. In that repeated intersection there lies the potential for shifts.
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alterations, new connections, or deviances from the norm to occur and develop;
possibilities further examined in Activism Reconsidered below.
Returning to the design of Klein, there is an emphasis on beauty, inspiration,
and small places for informal discussions and collaboration. A large “V” shaped
atrium with natural lighting and a community kitchen dominates the building.
Faculty offices are interspersed with classrooms and meeting spaces as well as three
outdoor decks. Such an emphasis did not go unnoticed by the faculty whose offices
now reside within the hall:
Our old facilities were a wreck of a place. This new hall doesn’t conform to
the typical office building. It’s whimsical, unusual. Faculty most often work
in old beat up buildings or, if the school builds a new building, it’s fashioned
like an office building. We didn’t want that. We included some small
informal spaces to meet and talk. Space matters. Beauty matters when we
work. It changes your work. There was a weight lifting when we moved into
our new hall.
As Scott notes, Klein draws its distinction from the way in which it counters
historically normative campus office buildings (depicted earlier, of course, in the
architectural program statement as it notes a desire for a “non-institutional sense of
place”).

Further, it remains important to note that Scott claims a specific cultural

context through which to read faculty workspaces. When he claims that faculty
“most often work in old beat up buildings” or those “fashioned like an office
building” he asserts a particular reality based on his own experience. Klein Hall
“doesn’t conform” to these normative standards, but stands out for its whimsy, its
disregard for historically produced campus conventions and models of what faculty
workspace should be. It remains to be seen if Scott’s assertion of Klein Hall as
anticonformist would be the same if he were affiliated with a different university
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situated on a different campus. Scott’s history of place, the social meanings he
interprets from the material campuses he has encountered provides a material
reference for his assertions.
However, having noted the many ways in which Klein Hall was designed to
react against normative manifestations of where faculty are to perform their work, it
is important to note the impact of the building’s age on how faculty participants
interpreted the building itself. As stated earlier, Klein Hall is newly constructed, less
than five years old. The faculty I interviewed whose campus offices were in Klein
Hall had only worked within the building for two full academic years at the time of
the interviews. Consequently, it remains to be seen if faculty will begin to reproduce
normative daily practices within Klein Hall, regardless of its new design. Further, it
is very possible that both the architect and faculty themselves have initially misread
the radical nature of Klein Hall’s design—over time the material make-up of the
building itself could very well encourage some normative faculty practices even as it
constrains others. The material circumstances of the building will, in the end, serve a
disciplining function on those faculty who operate within its boundaries everyday. In
its newness, the building stands out for its potential to alter faculty practices through
the reorganization of place. As time continues on, faculty might begin to alter such
material innovations in an attempt to make Klein Hall more conducive to normative
notions ol faculty work. Like those faculty who covered the windows of their office
doors in Edmunds Hall, might the faculty whose offices reside in Klein Hall also find
a way to reconfigure their material environments to better facilitate the normative
daily practices of their work?
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Whereas bringing attention to space initially seemed an unusual topic of
conversation for most of the faculty I interviewed, they readily described time in
spatial terms, often, the loss or compression of time through technology or the
increase in performance expectations. This conflation of time with space is the focal
point for the next section.
nn •

11 me

Throughout their discussion of time and faculty work, the faculty I spoke with
articulated conceptual overlaps between Moving Time and the Moving Observer
where technology enters the workspace and overwhelms the subject with its speed.
At the same time, the tenure track looms large and pressures of campus responsibility
slow the subject’s movement. Here, technology might be said to affect time
(accelerating time), place (expanding the academic work area), and the individual (as
s/he strives to manage accelerated time by expanding the boundaries for academic
work). As some faculty noted, such pressures often occur beyond the scope of faculty
professional identities: “What we’re feeling as faculty is being felt up and down the
occupational field. The loss of time, the insertion of technology into our daily
consciousness, the operation of it as a means of work.” Here, as in other fields,
technology enters the workspace, becoming an interwoven part of the fabric of
faculty’s consciousness. Additionally, this particular faculty member’s comments
reaffirm the conceptualization of time as a space that is potentially lost; the conflation
of time with space. Technology also affects the type of work faculty preferred. As
Mark noted, technology “no longer helps you with your work, it becomes your work.”
Other faculty presented similar associations as well, as Heather’s comments indicate:
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There’s been an increasing rather than decreasing pressure on your time the
longer I’ve been here. I think that your whole life you just keep thinking that
once you get tenure, you wouldn’t have to work as hard—haven’t found that
at all. And so, the increasing pressures on my time mean that I’m always
looking for efficiency.
In Heather's remarks there exists the example of an individual striving to negotiate
her ongoing trajectory along the path of her career as a faculty member, movement
that shows no evidence of subsiding despite her achievement of tenure; she is
propelled forward even after reaching tenure through the incessant compression of
time. In Heather’s scenario she remains a passive observer even as she is pushed
beyond the illusory endpoint of tenure. At the same time. Heather realizes that work
never reaches completion, but instead remains a part of the landscape and thus an
example of moving time. As these two examples of the narrative self—the stationary
and moving observer—overlap, work is a space/time that is increasingly pressured so
that as the subject moves, she searches for the object of efficiency within the
landscape of her work. As time increasingly takes the form of a pressurized space,
efficiency becomes the object of focus—both the goal for faculty work and a coping
mechanism for faculty who operate as subjects within the constraints of disciplinarity.
Of course, models of efficiency themselves have particular effects on faculty
practices as well, as is seen in the comments of Caroline:
Depending on what the writing project is that I’m working on, I try to
squeeze—that’s always the thing that gets squeezed out, unfortunately. I
think if something suffers in a given week, if I ever have a list of things to do,
the thing that gets squeezed out is my own writing, my own work.
Here, Caroline's movement is slowed by the pressures of institutional responsibility.
Like Heather’s earlier comments, Caroline emphasizes compressed space and
pressurized time, a relationship that eventually prohibits specific types of faculty
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work. It remains interesting to note that what is pushed out of the faculty workspace
in this particular rendering is work that Caroline claims as her own—“my own
writing, my own work.” Consequently, what remains within the compressed space of
faculty work are those activities that go unclaimed by faculty, practices aimed at the
completion of work at the local level of the campus. This scenario parallels the way
in which faculty articulated a shift in locale for their “own work” as examined above.
As Caroline merges time and space within a compressed relationship, faculty
activities that extend beyond the campus locale prove all the more layered and
dynamic. Place and time meet, together shaping the realities of faculty work. Such a
scenario requires faculty to themselves produce the places, spaces—and time—for
their own work; a requirement highlighted by institutionalized rewards for such
practices apparent in processes such as tenure and promotion.
Throughout my discussion with faculty, consistent themes of connection and
isolation arose as faculty characterized their work and identities within tertiary
education. Some of these issues have already been touched upon in previous sections
of this chapter. However, the thematic pairing of connection and isolation is worth
revisiting in light of its relation to activities of activism within the academy as well as
its potential to influence concepts of agency within contexts of disciplinarity. The
next section examines faculty conceptualizations of connection and isolation in
greater detail.
Connection and Isolation
This last thematic pair, connection to and isolation from social space and
material place, revisits many of the issues that were previously examined within the
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section above on space and time. Recall the discussion of Edmunds Hall in which
faculty covered the windows of their doors or took their own work off-campus to
focus in an isolated space. Remember, also, the ongoing tension faculty participants
noted regarding the practices of academic activism and the incorporation of public
and private spheres alongside the blurring of boundaries that demarcate academic
space. Some faculty noted that efficiency necessitates distancing oneself from others.
Conversely, some faculty bemoaned decreasing amounts of public space where
connection might occur, figuring space as potentially energy-giving or sapping.
These examples illustrate faculty practices that engage with normative conceptions of
what faculty do and the spaces and places in which faculty perform their work.
Often, the faculty 1 worked with juxtaposed the normative practices of faculty work
with conceptions of faculty identity and the social contexts in which such professional
identities emerge, as Leonard notes:
Faculty work tends to be isolating. We’re all an expert on something, you
know, there’s nothing inherent in faculty work to create a community of
scholars, or a community of intellectuals. I was going to say that deep down
that’s what we’d all like to be, is a member of an intellectual community, but
sometimes I think people are drawn to faculty because they’re misanthropes
and they really don’t like people. And being an academic gives you an
opportunity NOT to have to deal with people.
Cindy raises similar issues, yet with a different conceptualization:
My guess: my other colleagues are not that enamored of the loneliness of
sitting in your little cubicle, but it is rather the air that everybody breathes.
It’s an environment that both produces the loneliness and the notion that
somehow academic work requires that kind of isolation.
Both quotes point to the way in which a context of disciplinarity enforces particular
practices and reproduced norms. The first, Leonard, notes faculty’s professional
identity as individual experts and select dispositions that tend towards isolation. The
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second, Cindy, emphasizes the culture in which faculty operate—“the air that
everybody breathes”—as demanding an academic loneliness as a means for
successfully engaging in academic work. Here, the environment gives life to faculty
isolation and faculty quite literally conspire—that is, breathe together—the culture of
isolation. All of this, of course, leads to particular dispositions and daily practices;
reproduced events with particular effects.
Further, the comments of Leonard and Cindy evoke a tension seemingly felt
by faculty between a desire for community but need for isolation. As a result, a
somewhat contradictory image is presented. There is the sense in such
conceptualizations, of people alone within shared space, faculty alone within a shared
culture. Indeed, most of the faculty I worked with referenced isolation as it occurs in
communal academic contexts; the scholar’s cubicle within the collective air.
These instances of daily practices within a cultural environment point to
constructs of identity. As noted in Chapter Two, many social theorists have shown
the subtle ways in which identity is created through individual practices within
cultural contexts (e.g. Butler, 2005; Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2005; Lyotard, 1997).
As a result, discussions of daily practices necessarily involve constructions of
identity. In a sense, though this study begins with a determined examination of
faculty daily practices and conceptualizations of faculty work, it, at the same time, is
an investigation into the intricacies of faculty identities as they are played out in
contexts of disciplinarity and reinforced through repeated daily practices.
Consequently, as faculty members discuss their daily practices, they interweave
aspects of what it means to be faculty, to take on the identity of faculty. In relation to
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Leonard and Cindy’s comments above, rather than define themselves within
community, there’s the implication that faculty have a kind of private landscape
within which to orient themselves.
To this point, the analysis of connection and isolation has remained on the
level of the thematic. The next form of analysis continues to examine connection and
isolation, instead focusing on the conceptual metaphors faculty participants utilized as
a means of framing their experience. Finally, thematic analysis will be overlaid with
investigations into conceptual metaphor as a means of generating a layered and
dynamic rendering of daily faculty practices and conceptualizations of faculty work.
The above examples, together, demonstrate remarkable stillness, an image that
resonates with the themes of connection and isolation. There are little instances of
movement. Individuals move into, are drawn to, faculty identities and the air around
them, the academic landscape, swirls with their breath. However, we imagine only
the sight and sound ot an individual at a desk, reading a text, typing at a keyboard,
scrawling notes on a pad. Like Sarah on her treadmill, these faculty work within a
stationary landscape, situated within an environment that asserts the necessity of
solitary work. There is no sense of intentional movement in these instances, but
rather passive moments of faculty work. In such stillness, isolation becomes the
norm as temporal progress seems to pause as faculty operate within a bounded
environment, one that excludes connection with anything other than the solitary
confines of independent work.
Again, in the midst of such powerful images, the words faculty chose to frame
their work and the work of their colleagues, it is helpful to investigate the manner in
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which faculty learned such practices. In many of my discussions with faculty
participants, moments of solitary stillness extended to the formal and informal
mentoring processes through which faculty learned to participate in institutional
discourses as faculty. Throughout, faculty pointed to the ways in which practices of
collaboration, committee membership, and informal interactions reveal the unstated
assumption that no mentorship is needed or mentoring occurs through imitation. As
Brian noted,
I was stunned that there was not more training here in the craft of becoming a
faculty member when I began. It shows too. There's an enormous variance
among the faculty in terms of how they practice their craft, how they prepare
their work.
Brian feels an absence in preparation for practicing the “craft of becoming a faculty
member.” Consequently, it is implied that such faculty are left to discover the
intricacies of their work in relative isolation, producing “an enormous variance” in
terms of how faculty prepare and practice “their craft.” Yet it remains important to
note the double meaning in such an assertion. Much has been made of the norming
processes of socialization that faculty encounter throughout their roles as students,
and junior and senior faculty (Austin, 2002a, 2002b; Johnston, 1998; Lewis, 1993;
Martin, 1998). In light of Brian’s lack of formal training in the craft of faculty work,
such socializing processes might be read as intricately subtle, allowing for apparent
variations in faculty practices yet achieving amazing similarity in terms of the spaces
and places in which faculty operate. To return to Cindy’s own metaphor, processes of
socialization or norming exist as “the air that everybody breathes”; remaining infused
in the environment in which faculty work, giving life to their practices and the
meanings such activities evoke. The context of disciplinarity thus might be seen as so
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far reaching, so encompassing, that even without overt training in the daily practices
of their work, faculty often frame their work in remarkably similar ways, reacting to
and interpreting the contexts of their work in ways that are familiar to them.
Another faculty member, Doug, echoed such statements, noting faculty’s lack
of preparation in terms of actively participating in campus processes:
We’re prepared to be scholars. But we’re not prepared to be teachers, and
we’re not prepared to be citizens inside the university community. In fact,
most of us come in here not knowing what the difference is between a chair
and a dean, and a chancellor and a vice-chancellor and a provost. None of us
know anything about university governance when we come in. And so, our
preparation is to be expert scholars in usually what becomes a narrow field.
Two overlapping interpretations of Doug’s words are important to this study. As
Doug asserts, his vision of faculty is one of individuals constrained by the narrowness
of the academic fields in which they were trained. Such a vision precludes
knowledge of operations “inside the university community.” As a result, faculty are
trained in activities that do not contribute to the governance of the university as an
organization—the disciplinary container takes precedence over the container of the
campus community. Instead of learning the skills needed to have a meaningful role
within university governance, faculty are trained to excel in their contributions to
their discipline. This lack of formal exposure to the institutional structure of the
campus remains important as faculty are consequently not trained to be active
members of the university community, not trained to be what Doug terms “citizens”
within the university. Consequently, there exists no overt training for faculty to
actively and intentionally participate within the structure of the university; such
activities are relegated to spheres beyond the campus itself—the narrow academic
fields in which faculty have been trained to operate within. A specific example of a
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lack of training for faculty as citizens within the campus organization is Bimbaum’s
(1989) analysis of faculty senates as fulfilling a primarily symbolic role on university
campuses. As Bimbaum finds, and Doug’s comments allude to, entities such as the
faculty senate provide a means for faculty to feel as though they have an active role in
the governance of their campuses, yet, in reality, senates primarily sustain the illusion
of activity, the spectacle of deliberation.
Yet, Doug’s comments regarding faculty training also point to the
intersections of the training of faculty and the places faculty are meant to perform
their work. As outlined above, faculty are not trained to participate in the governance
of their universities but are trained to work within their disciplines. Further, because
their training is aimed at developing disciplinary skills, faculty are not trained to work
beyond the confines of their disciplines. The end result is that faculty are trained to
work beyond the bounds of their universities in a very narrow way—developing and
honing disciplinary skills that have no direct relation to active citizenship within the
university itself or nondisciplinary communities outside the campus environment.
Faculty are not trained to be active citizens in the material places in which they work
(the university campus) and live (local and global environments beyond the campus).
The implication of such narrow disciplinary training, it seems, is that faculty are
trained to engage with other faculty who share the same academic background and
training; other faculty from similar disciplines.
Returning to Doug’s own words for a moment, the visual metaphor Doug
presents offers the university as a container, with an inside and outside. Faculty are
trained in activities that do not contribute to operations within the container of
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university activities, nor, by implication, operations occurring beyond the boundaries
of the university. The container metaphor calls forward a list of organizational
positions that appear as contents within the university frame, appearing as static
aspects that one must know in order to actively work within the university. Here, the
dean, chancellor, and provost exist as static entities that can be known, not processes
with which faculty might engage and potentially change. Further, having the
knowledge of such positions allows one to actively engage in the university
community, to circulate as a “citizen” in the university container. Space in this
instance is narrow, defined, and static. Within such a conceptual frame faculty
operate in a confined space, a “narrow field,” which limits their movement and, as a
result, encourages daily practices that have little hope for changing the contents of the
university container. Though the contents may shift within the container, they
essentially remain the same. Additionally, the same might be said of the spaces that
exist beyond the campus container: faculty are encouraged to develop daily practices
that do little to encourage their active citizenship in communities that exist beyond
the campus walls. Throughout, the conceptual metaphor of a container presents little
hope for actively inducing change within the campus environment or the larger social
world in which the campus is housed.
Conceptualizations of faculty and their social and material contexts that
emphasize process, in contrast, emphasize an on-going fluidity of movement.
Movements are reproduced, yet in their reproduction provide possibilities for
resistances and change. Returning to the metaphor of the container for a moment, the
inference is that faculty gain definition by their work outside the container of
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university governance, thereby precluding an active role within the campus
organization as faculty.
Additionally, beyond Doug’s frame of university governance as container, it
remains important to note that there are potential dangers in framing one’s own work
and professional identity within the conceptual frame of a container. Though faculty
may learn how to be teachers, as well as the difference between chairs, deans,
chancellor and provost, thereby becoming more effective as citizens within the
university, one may ask whether such knowledge and action translate to citizenship
outside the university. As was presented in Chapter Two, this is a frequent subject of

debate in the literature on faculty activism. Can writing, reading, teaching, or
leadership within the university be considered activist, or do faculty and student
bodies need to travel outside university walls to the buildings of other social
institutions to perform activist work? A shift in conceptual metaphor from container
to process would change the question: the university is a social process in time and
space, continually recreated by the participation of individual identities that are
themselves always in process. Do the social processes of faculty work interact with,
affect, or overlap other social processes? What are the appropriate spaces for faculty
work? For academic activism? This conceptual shift proves important when
considering faculty, their work, and potential avenues for activities of activism; all
issues considered more directly in the section Academic Activism Reconsidered to
follow.
Of course, not all faculty read their work and articulate their professional
identities within such isolating and non-connective contexts. In contrast, it remains
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important to note how much movement is found in the images faculty provide of their
work where they describe colleagueship, as the following two quotes, from Leonard
and Caleb demonstrate:
You make this connection with people—somebody’s teaching creative writing
at a community college in Virginia who you would never have a connection
with except that they’re also working with community change groups in rural
communities, and that’s your connection. And they’re struggling to figure out
how to get their students off their ass, and so are you. (Leonard)
There’s a synergy to all of the work. And some of the stuff you just kind of
trip over, you fall into. And then you engage with other people who are doing
the same work. (Caleb)
In these two instances, connection and community span geographic space and
disciplinary boundaries and are filled with conceptualizations involving movement.
The first quote, by Leonard, depicts connection through process—active work and
struggle through which time and space intermix. Connections are forged through the
alignment of daily practices, in this case ways in which to prod students toward
action.
In the next quote, spoken by Caleb, connection becomes a synergy where the
interaction of multiple elements creates a larger process. Here, the narrative self
moves through the landscape that is itself dynamic and falls or trips upon some kind
of work that defines him or herself. The space within which the faculty member
moves holds the simultaneous movement of other people with whom s/he may
engage.
In the above examples, the metaphors for connection are obviously more
dynamic and layered than metaphors for isolation. It seems fair to infer that at least
some ol the participants in this study derive greater satisfaction from the context of
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colleagueship and connection over that of isolating scholarship. This is not true for
all of the faculty I spoke with, however. For example, in one of our later interviews,
Jonathen recalled, “I was just talking with a friend the other week and I said, ‘You
know, at least eighty percent of my existence is spent alone.”’ This particular person
seemed to find a degree of solace and satisfaction in his material circumstance. His
daily practices align well with the cultural context in which he operates. Solitude,
though even in this case never conceived of in active terms, provides an opportunity
for fulfilling work to be done as the norms offield and habitus align in a synergistic
relationship.
However, given that the disciplinarity of institutional structure promotes one
conceptualization of faculty work over the other, even effecting daily faculty
practices at the level of the buildings they inhabit, it is understandable that some
faculty experience isolation as a compression of space. Compression occurs by way
of pressure, pressures that the faculty I worked with often revealed as leading to
frustration and a loss of energy. Recall Judy who believed that coming to the
building each day would lead to burnout, or Caroline who spoke of her “own work”
as being squeezed by the disruptive influence of her campus material context.
Throughout all of my interactions with the faculty who participated in this
study, the way in which they spoke of connection seemed to provide the most
promise for envisioning alternative faculty practices and identities. Connection often
pointed to an integration of faculty work and the social contexts in which faculty
practice their work. Faculty academic activists sought these connections as a strategy
to move beyond those social relations bound by affiliations with the individual
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campus or academic discipline, finding it is not enough to simply share a campus or a
set of scholarly interests bound by discipline. As Christopher observed, in his view,
if faculty are to be successful in their work, “there ought to be a well-integrated
connection between academic work and social engagement and activism.” Such a
perspective differs greatly from the material realities and conceptualizations offered
by the previous faculty examples which were shown to be dominated by conceptions
of isolation. In place of isolation, Christopher offers connection—connection that
extends beyond the traditional boundaries marked by contexts of disciplinarity.
Further, Brian described an instance of connection among faculty and students within
his department, their work, and the larger social contexts in which they live:
We called a meeting and said, “Look, here’s the deal: the world’s messed
up.... We can use our [discipline] in a way to engage the world proactively;
together we can talk about it.” And I thought, you know, maybe two, three
people would show up. Twenty-two people showed up to the meeting. There
was a serious discussion about... “What does it mean to do public work?
What does it mean to do work that’s in the public interest? Are they the same
things?”... It was just a really healthy discussion. It’s an ongoing group of
people who are interested in connecting their [discipline] to real world issues.
Connection in these instances is multiple—connections among faculty, between
academic disciplines and daily life, as well as within one’s work and the sociohistorical context one inhabits. Additionally, one cannot help but notice Brian’s
characterization of the connective context as “healthy,” especially when juxtaposed
with other faculty who aligned isolating contexts as energy-sapping and contributing
to the “death of the department.” Further, as the two above quotes together assert,
with connection comes integration. Christopher asserts a need for integration, while
Brian’s description presents a discussion of students and faculty aimed at developing
integration within their daily work.
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Further, it seems important to revisit here the intersection of social space and
material place within the context of this discussion of connection and integration.
Recall the diagram depicted in Figure 1 as a means to represent disciplinarity. Within
the depiction of disciplinarity there exists the overlap of campus and discipline, two
spheres coming together to encourage daily practices which, as has been explained
above, might be considered within the conceptual metaphor of the container.
Campuses, as containers, are bound geographically, existing as elements of material
place. Disciplines, on the other hand, are symbolically bound by those knowledges
and methods which give them their definition. These two metaphorical containers
emphasize isolation through their established boundaries, their respective
demarcations of social space and material place, and merge together in the campus
buildings devoted to the material operations of the academic department. This latter
conceptualization of the academic department developing through the intersection of
campus and discipline is depicted in Figure One as the shaded area where the two
spheres of discipline and campus overlap. The department thus exists as a type of
double container-—invoking both the social boundaries of the discipline and the
material boundaries of the university campus; space and place meet and intersect,
emphasizing both social and material isolation. Yet academic activism strives to
move beyond the boundaries of such containers through connection and integration,
intentionally disrupting the boundaries that separate faculty from practices of active
citizenship within alternative social spaces and material places.
Throughout my discussions with the faculty of this study, it became obvious
that activism is not conducive to material and social isolation, and conversely.
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material and social isolation works against activism. If we look back to the
metaphors for isolation and connection, activists require movement, the kind of
synergy produced by dynamic interchange as well as the moving landscape that offers
faculty opportunities for falling into and tripping over collaborative and dialogic
opportunities for their work. Though it might be deemed over-ambitious to expect
faculty to objectively render their own experiences within disciplinary contexts—in
Christopher's words, to ask them to “jump over [their] own shadow” or, as Cindy
states, make visible the “air that everybody breathes”—the way in which faculty
speak the academic world in which they operate, and the meanings they make of their
identities, provides an avenue into how such meanings shape their actions.
Conceptualization affects daily practice, making possible some actions while
constraining others. This notion of intentional action, agency, movement, connection
and integration potentially alters the conceptual model which began this project,
providing alternative conceptualizations of activism and faculty work. Such potential
for change is examined in the following section entitled Activism Reconsidered.
However, before fully embarking on an analytical reconsideration of activism,
it seems important to pause here to review both the main focus of this study as it
relates to the practices of activism performed by the faculty participants in this study.
Throughout this dissertation I have focused my analysis on the representations of
faculty work at both the conceptual and material levels. Consequently, this

dissertation is decidedly not a study of what these faculty do, but rather the meanings
they make of their daily practices and how such meanings interact with, and exist in
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dynamic relationship to, larger contexts of disciplinarity. The difference, at first
glance, may seem subtle, yet remains no less important.
Recall the earlier suggestion, noted in both Chapter One and Chapter Three,
that the contemporary social theories to which this dissertation subscribe recognize
the impossibility of fully accessing raw, unfiltered, experience. Consequently, we are
left with the representations of such experiences, in this specific case the articulations
of faculty participants as they render their practices as faculty within the landscape of
higher education. In this sense, the faculty I worked with presented a narrative sense
of self. It must be recognized that such narrations are implicated by the social and
material contexts in which they are formed and uttered. As a result, this dissertation
is an attempt to maintain such representations in the foreground as representations
and take seriously that such accounts of practices are layered, full of (often
contradictory) meanings that point to larger social processes through which such
meanings develop and gain legitimacy. This dissertation is driven by the belief that
the social and material contexts through which such representations develop are often
overlooked and, consequently, in need of further study.
Having noted all of this, it does seem to make good sense to take the time to
note the kinds of things faculty participants do on an everyday basis as well as the
places where such things are done. This strategy allows for additional context
through which to inteipret and analyze the representations faculty offered of their
work. However, in the interest of preserving the confidentiality assured all
participants when they agreed to take part in this study, the following descriptions are
intentionally void of any specific descriptors which might, in some way, allude to
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who the participants are or the campus with which they are affiliated. The trade-off
for upholding the promise of confidentiality, of course, is that the descriptions of
faculty activities may seem rather stale or lacking in richness; a consequence that
seems necessary to uphold the integrity of this study.
As the data outlined throughout this section depicts, faculty activities of
academic activism involved practices of connection, attempts to forge relationships
even within the isolating places and spaces of tertiary education. As noted above,
Brian established an ongoing meeting with faculty and students in his department,
these meetings were specifically designed to address the relation of their discipline to
contemporary social issues affecting the everyday world. Two other faculty
participants sought connection by establishing an ongoing relationship with middle
and secondary schools in a nearby city regarding issues of media, violence, and
gender. These faculty—independent of each another—dedicated weekly trips to the
schools in order to help facilitate a degree of media literacy among minority youths
within the state. Yet another faculty member worked with a locally disadvantaged
population in order to ensure they had proper legal information and representation.
Additionally, several of the faculty I worked with took part in local government—
utilizing their role as academic specialists to inform the production of local and state
policy—as well as played an advisory role to local and national unions. Still other
faculty participants forged connections beyond the local and state populace to larger
national or even international groups. These faculty serve as moderators on national
radio shows, work with their academic discipline to hold annual conferences at
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venues with unionized workers, and take part in artistic ventures that reveal their
political message in art and song.
All of the above examples, of course, are activities that faculty participants
found important enough to remark upon in interviews. Of course, a main tenet of this
study is a determined examination into the subtleties of faculty daily practices, those
activities that are often determined as un-remarkable, often due to the ways in which
they appear as commonsensical. Within these subtle movements resistances
potentially occur, resistances that remain unnoticed or misrecognized if scholars
maintain an interpretive focus on larger, more overt actions both within the academy
and outside tertiary education. This should not be taken to mean that more overt
practices are any less valuable; more subtle, everyday practices are simply often less
studied or even acknowledged. Consequently, the next section returns to the careful
study of the way in which faculty represent and conceptualize their work and the
places in which their work occurs.
Activism Reconsidered—Connection and Integration for Social Change
Throughout our discussions, faculty participants most often framed
interpretations of academic activism in terms of action, intention, and connection.
These conceptual themes, when interfaced with earlier discussions of time and place,
offer an image of faculty academic activism as a process, a social relation to the
world in which we live. As noted earlier, conceiving of academic activism as a
process runs counter to the initial definition with which I began this study.
Additionally, academic activism remains more congruent with the conceptual
framework around which this study was designed and built. Consequently, my
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analysis of this study’s data pointed to a contradiction between my initial definition of
activism and the way in which I sought to theorize activism within contexts of
disciplinarity. This realization led me to alter key definitions in order to confect a
study that was consistent throughout.
When 1 asked about their definition of faculty activism, I was struck by how
often faculty participants often merged activity and intention, as the following two
quotes illustrate:
Activists are people who are active. It’s people who are working
purposefully, with intention, to promote change.
Because of the root of the word, I think of activism as something that’s really
active, something that someone decides to do. I think if you’re going to say
“activism” or even “engaged scholarship” you don’t do either of these
accidentally. I really think it’s something that you have to decide to do.
As the faculty I worked with sought to define activism, they often began by invoking
a literal definition—activities that are inherently active. Yet, more than simply
movement, activism connotes for these faculty intentional activity, purposeful
practice. Consequently, there perhaps exists in such a definition an awareness of the
contexts, both social and material, in which such practices occur. This contextual
awareness stems from a desire to intentionally effect change—academic activism as
intentional daily practices within acknowledged social and material contexts.
In light of earlier discussions of the conceptual metaphors of Moving
Observer and Moving Time, activity connotes movement and it becomes difficult to
imagine moments of academic activism in which faculty are passive, as most
conceptualizations are framed by the movement of faculty themselves, not just the
environment around them. The element of purpose or intentionality, however, adds a
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new layer of meaning to such conceptualizations. Intentionality implies an awareness
of one’s own actions, a self-reflective stance towards one’s daily practices. Though a
self-reflective intentionality might not bring one to recognize fully the ongoing
interplay between field and habitus—a relationship that maintains layered subtlety—
it might bring to the fore institutionalized norms within everyday practices for many
faculty as well as means for working against such normative processes. More simply,
according to the faculty I spoke with, there is an element of deliberate action within
faculty activism, an awareness that allows for a critical stance in relation to those
often-unconscious daily practices which maintain (and are maintained by) contexts of
disciplinarity. Thus, active intention merges with a desire to effect change, providing
the opportunity to engage in daily practices that extend beyond those boundaries
prescribed by disciplinarity.
Beyond a sense of intentional practice and deliberate action, many faculty I
spoke with claimed academic activism involved social connection extending beyond
the boundaries inherent in social space and material place. Thus, faculty participants
claimed, academic activists “mobilize other people to get involved” and “provoke
people about the way the world is...[so] they will be motivated to become active
themselves.” Frames of connection, when merged with deliberate action, seemed to
link faculty to contexts beyond the traditional boundaries of their professional
identities. As Doug asserted, academic activism, in part, is about “dissolving that
boundary between our lives as scholar and our lives as citizens,” connecting
professional and personal contexts that shape the identities of scholar and citizen.
Doug’s practices of “dissolving that boundary” between scholar and citizen
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potentially blur the boundaries reproduced by disciplinarity, those demarcations that
shape discursive and material working conditions. By disrupting the normative
patterns of practice which assert the illusory fixity of such identities, academic
activists perhaps engage in practices that are no longer bound by such artificial
barriers. However, the promise of engaging in daily practices which are unbound is
perhaps best seen by the ways in which processes of disciplinarity contain and define
practices of activism within tertiary education.
Throughout my discussions with the faculty who participated in this study,
participants pointed to the types of activism that were accepted within the institution.
Two comments, the first by Christopher, and the second by Brian illustrate this point:
There are types of activism that are particularly well respected, particularly if
you’re writing about your research. So that if you’re researching about an
issue it’s very sort of legitimate for you to be activist, to be active about that.
It’s always easier to be activist about something else as opposed to something
closer to home.... As long as we talk about sweatshops somewhere else, then
we can be activists. But if we talk about working conditions [locally], or the
people on campus, then it’s a whole different set of issues; it’s treated very
differently.
The comments of Christopher and Brian call to mind the assertions of Smith (1999),
Ruddick (2004), and Collins (2005), detailed in Chapter Two, all of whom claim that
activist work among faculty is rewarded only if it focuses on issues that are distanced
from campus and remain within the realm of the theoretical. These scholars further
point out, as Brian himself alludes, that there exist institutionalized mechanisms
designed to discipline faculty to perform activism in ways that remain differentiated
Irom the local social context (the geographic community in which the campus is
based), removed from the social spaces and material places in which the campus
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operates. Consequently, institutionally sanctioned activist activities do not encourage
critique of the material contexts and social practices of the campuses on which faculty
work. In the end, it remains acceptable to engage in academic activism in local
places as long as such work is not about those places. In this sense, both the work of
scholars who study activism among faculty and the participants of my study describe
a geo-spatial buffer, one that maintains a distance between one’s personal lived
experience—played out in local contexts—and professional faculty work, theorizing
activism as it occurs in distant contexts. Interestingly, as noted earlier, there exists no
buffer to substantially divide public and private spheres from the increasingly
unbounded influence of academic space.
The result of such distancing from the places of activism is that activism
enters the space of the campus only theoretically, a conceptualization of faculty work
that disavows local material practices of academic activism in favor of a more
distanced practice of activism-in-theory. For this reason, metaphor remains important
as it is used to describe the abstract. Yet, metaphor also partially determines our
interpretations of the world in which we live, both socially and materially. If faculty
are to incorporate academic activism into their daily practices, they must do so in
ways that reframe institutionalized conceptualizations of the places and spaces in
which such activities can occur. This can happen either at the level of practices
which gradually offer alternative metaphors for abstract conceptualization or at the
level of theories that encourage us to change our practices. Theoretically, recognizing
an incongruence between habitus and field, a disruption in the ongoing processes of
disciplinarity, occasioned a need for new practices. This theoretical presupposition
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was perhaps seen in the material construction of Klein Hall, analyzed earlier. As my
analysis of Klein showed, both the architect who designed Klein and the faculty who
went on to occupy offices in Klein, acknowledged the material building as offering a
direct alternative to normative places in which faculty practice their work. Thus,
Klein began as a conceptualization that, through its material place, sought to alter, or
differently accommodate, the daily practices of faculty, perhaps allowing for new
practices to develop, even as it constrains other, as yet unidentified daily activities.
Much academic activism at the level of practice, in fact, involves
reconceptualization, faculty writing and speaking about social relationships and social
institutions. Further, there is always the danger that alternative practices will be
framed by normative conceptualizations within processes of disciplinarity and their
activist potential diminished. In order for new representations of activist practices to
be imagined, intentional action both at the level of daily practices and their
theorizations is required along with continual critique of disciplinary processes that
encourage reproduction of existing norms. Here, I offer a visual representation of this
process.
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(^2)

Campus (Institution)
Department
Discipline
Disciplinarity (relationship between habitus
and field, i.e. processes of institutionalization)
Figure 6: Academic Activism

Figure 6 presents daily practices which occur outside the normative alignment of
habitus and field within contexts of disciplinarity. Academic activism as daily

practice occurs when habitus and field become incongruent but are no less
connective, aiming for social change through social connection. Again, beyond
awareness of social processes and their critique, many faculty participants I spoke
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with described activism as connective, as they worked to link the social contexts of
their lives and forge collaborative relationships that would potentially reshape the
impact their identities might have within their social world. Figure 6 depicts personal
integration, as the movement of disciplinarity is disrupted, yet never fully stops.
Further, beyond the individual there lies the potential for larger structural change via
the integration of academic activist practices into larger contexts of disciplinarity.
Integration potentially occurs when the lines of field move to accommodate
alternative practices, thus allowing for new conceptualizations of what it means to
engage in faculty work. There lies the potential for field to shift and, along with it,
the intersection offield with habitus. In this sense, new daily practices are integrated
into the context of disciplinarity. This figure provides for the possibility for new
daily practices to occur and recognizes that such activities on the micro-level might
have a collective effect on more macro-level structures. Again, it is possible that such
shifts may not produce significant changes at the level of discourse or material
context and some may critique the possibility for micro-level change to affect larger
structures at all. However, even seemingly radical practices, those aimed at
immediate change through large acts of activism, repeatedly fall short of altering
material or discursive contexts.
There are, ol course, practices that emerge from incongruence between
habitus and field, yet never reconnect to contexts of disciplinarity; they occur and

remain unrecognized by the field and are never internalized into habitus. Because of
a lack of intentional connection, such activities merely occur and end, never reaching
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the level of incorporation necessary to become part of existing social processes.
These practices I have defined as deviance.

Campus (Institution)
Department
Discipline
Disciplinarity (relationship between habitus and
field; i.e. processes of institutionalization)
Failed connection or deviance

Figure 7: Deviance
Figure 7 is meant to depict incongruence between habitus and field resulting in
disconnection. In this case, daily practices extend beyond the scope of disciplinarity
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and go unrecognized or are ignored by subjects immersed within disciplinary norms
and structures. Deviant practices fail to connect in the social spaces and are thereby
unable to effect social change at the level of daily practices or social processes.
Consequently, such practices might be deemed not activist (which, by definition,
requires a degree of social connection), but deviant. Deviant practices remain
disconnected from others in contexts of disciplinarity and, consequently, cannot
provoke others to be active as deviant acts, by definition, fail to connect with the
social spaces in which disciplinarity operates. Hence, one might surmise that there is
little hope for the generation of agency within such disconnected acts, structural
processes continue without pause as acts of deviance go unrecognized and remain
disregarded by both individuals and the processes and meanings they share.
It remains important to note here the dynamic relation among field, habitus,
and daily practices. In many ways, acts of deviance are defined by field.
Consequently, it must be acknowledged that deviant or activist practices are not
defined solely by the intention of the practitioner. Indeed, there is no way to fully
know if acts are performed with the intention (conscious or not) of creating social
change or merely to break the normative rules of disciplinarity. Instead, acts of
academic activism or deviance gain meaning in the very intersection of practice and
field within contexts of disciplinarity. Thus, definition occurs not at the level of the

individual or overarching structure (micro or macro), but where the one meets the
other, intersecting in moments of cohesion or disruption. What does remain
important to this theoretical model, however, is that deviant acts fail to connect with
contexts of disciplinarity and thus offer little promise for achieving structural change.

When interpreted in relation to the conceptual framework developed within
this study, new representations of activist daily practices must be imagined; the
practices of academic activism must have room to affect the trajectory of
disciplinarity and cannot be contained within the initial model of disciplinarity as they
actively strive to shift or change normative processes. These changes must be
intentional and theorized with a continual reflection on the material contexts they
imply and enable.
The conceptual models for academic activism and deviance I outline above
are obviously spatial and have their own limitations. They fall into an all-too easy
reliance on a conceptual metaphor of the container. The use of terms such as
“extend,” “beyond,” and “outside” often encourages static categories and binary
opposition. Further, choosing to represent my conceptual framework spatially, I run
the risk of over-emphasizing the model over the micro-level processes and practices
out of which the illustration is bom. With the dangers of such spatial claims duly
recognized, 1 also want to assert the importance of rendering conceptual models in
spatial terms. As noted above, spatial representations of theory go a long way
towards generating understanding and promoting dialogue. However, consistent with
my own theorizations in this study, I would like to encourage imaginings of what the
models cannot show, the dynamic everyday movements within the lines and between
them that create the larger shape. Sustained inquiry into the micro-level and
continual curiosity about the meaning such practices may provide is its own form of
critique, which, I would argue, is indispensable to materialist research with activist
intentions.
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This study began with a determined focus on the daily practices through
which faculty perform their work. By examining elements of faculty work on a micro
level, I sought to investigate how daily practices might reflect the social processes
through which they gained legitimation and found meaning. My emphasis on
practices and processes highlights the ongoing repetition involved in activities
performed at the micro level. The repetition of such activities results in the illusion of
fixed social structures, elements typically investigated on a more macro level.
Consequently, when applying this theoretical orientation to the conceptualizations of
academic activism and deviance depicted above, it is clear that the importance lies in
the ongoing movement implied within the model. More simply, it is not the internal
contents of the models that are important to study, but the incessant movement that
make up the lines and arrows of the model. In these lines—the dynamic interchanges
among habitus, field, and daily practices all within the social contexts of
disciplinarity—daily practices are performed, learned, incorporated as habits, and
often occur at an unconscious or commonsensical level. In this way, this study
borrows from Foucault’s (1979) belief in the circulatory and repetitive nature of
power dynamics. Further, following Foucault, this study finds that in such ongoing
movement, the micromovements of the everyday, there lies powerful potential for
norming and resistance, for social reproduction and agency. Thus, as the conceptual
model of academic activism is meant to depict, daily practices that emerge in the
incongruences between habitus andfield have the potential to change the circulation,
the overarching contexts, of disciplinarity. Yet these changes can only occur if
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activist practices remain connected to, and recognized by, the very contexts they seek
to change.
This study began with an intention to move between the micro-level of
analysis and the more macro-oriented ramifications of daily practices. As an
exploratory study it sought to produce an analysis from concrete data as well as to
develop theory based on the potential such analysis offers. The next chapter reviews
what I believe to be the vast potential for further study sharing similar
conceptualizations, as well as the limitations specific to this study itself.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPANSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
Introduction
This study was designed to investigate the dynamic relationship between
faculty daily practices, institutionalized conceptualizations offaculty work, and the
places in which such practices occur. Further, in the study’s design I endeavor to
inspire new conceptualizations of, and new empirical work on, faculty work and
academic activism within tertiary education. As shown in Chapter Four, the study
produced important theoretical insights and data-based implications; these, in turn,
generate possibilities for additional work to be done. This final chapter synthesizes
the study and presents an elaborated examination of its implications, opportunities for
future research that build on the study, and limitations of the study itself.
Synthesis
This section reviews and synthesizes the study—its conceptual framework,
methodology, and results. As articulated in previous chapters, this study was built on
a conceptual framework that highlights the intersection of daily practices and larger
social structures within contexts of material place and social space. By utilizing
social theories of social reproduction, resistance, conceptual metaphor, and
embodiment, I proposed a theoretical frame that depicts the dynamic relationships
involved in processes ot disciplinarity. My entry point for analysis began with the
role of faculty activism within tertiary education and evolved into an examination of
the processes and practices of academic activism. This transition to the processes and
practices of academic activism, at the same time, signals a shift of emphasis to subtle
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moments of resistance that potentially occur everyday, within the daily practices of
faculty. Consequently, activities deemed “activist” need not consist of large overt
displays of struggle on behalf of some identifiable maverick faculty member. Instead,
resistance might be understood as an ongoing process, a series of subtle practices that
point to the possibility for individual agency to transform social relationships within
larger social structure.
As a means of generating empirical data on what has largely been understood
only theoretically, I designed a phased study consisting of ethnographic interviews
with tenured faculty in the social sciences on one university campus, mixed with
historical document analysis. In their interviews, faculty detailed their daily
practices, the means through which they negotiate the constraints and possibilities
inherent in their professional identities as faculty. Additionally, faculty talked about
the material places in which they work and how their physical environments speak to
particular definitions offaculty work. I juxtaposed the interview data with document
analysis of the buildings that house faculty office space and classrooms.

I analyzed

this study’s data through examinations of overlapping themes and the role of
conceptual metaphor in both the interviews and historical documents.
This study examined faculty representations of their daily practices and
professional identities as they are constrained or enabled by material and social
contexts. Ln the end, my data analysis confirmed the dynamic intersection of material
place and social space—material place being the physical campus, buildings, offices,
furniture, and technology faculty utilize; social space as meaning-making through
interpersonal relationships and individual relation to context. The faculty 1 worked
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with described faculty work according to themes of connection, isolation, and
integration, themes that also implicated definitions of academic activism. Within
these themes, faculty conveyed the coping mechanisms through which they negotiate
the institutionalized parameters of their positions, those often-unconscious ways in
which they seek to alter the very structures and processes that define their work.
Further, through the conceptual metaphors they employed, faculty pointed to cultural
conceptions of space and time that materially and socially limit their agency within
daily practice. Finally, as noted above, academic activism has become the ongoing
process of developing awareness of and intentionally altering social limitations.
Implications
This next section examines the study’s implications on conceptualizations of
activism, as well as the areas of research, practice, and policy. This study has much
to offer individuals interested in activism in the academy, the effect of material place
on daily practices, and the link between conceptual metaphor and embodiment.
Implications for Activism
Throughout the course of this study my own conceptualization of activism
shifted and changed as a result of my work with faculty participants and subsequent
data analysis. Most importantly, this study offers illustrations of academic activism
as it occurs in the small movements of daily practices. Far too often, activism is
understood as overt moments of energetic resistance to a defined governing power,
often within organized ’movements.’ However, such interpretations posit activism as
momentary acts, temporally specific eruptions of agitation and overlook microlevel
resistance in everyday practice. According to Foucault (1978; 1979), ongoing
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resistances are mutually constitutive with normative social structures. This study
presents academic activism as an ongoing process, resistances articulated in the daily
practices of faculty work. Further, I have found that conceptualizations of academic
activism among many faculty participants emphasized a need for connection between
the personal and professional, local and global, or simply between themselves and
their colleagues. Faculty participants sought such connections with the aim of
changing their relation to their social world; through a sense of agency in their work,
faculty endeavored to effect change in the social relationships and material contexts
in which they work and live. The faculty I worked with also sought changes to the
physical campus where they work, striving for material places that encourage
academic activism rather than emphasizing social and material isolation.
The data from my work with faculty participants prodded me to
reconceptualize fixed identities of faculty and activism in favor of the social and
material processes which make such identities possible, recognizable and
reproducible. Such revisions may, in the future, provide the discursive and material
frames for alternative faculty identities and serve as an impetus for a
reconceptualization of faculty work. The work of this study offers academics the
opportunity to engage in and encourage activistic practices within the
micromovements of the everyday instead of simply waiting for more overt—and
isolated—instances of rebellion to drastically alter current structures. As a result,
scholars and practitioners alike might come to value the small instances of their daily
work as filled with potential for instigating social change; that there is the possibility
for changing the larger world by changing more localized material and social
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contexts. Such recognition draws increased awareness and intention to the work of
daily practices, an important first step towards building ongoing practices of
academic activism.
In the end, those invested in examining activism in tertiary education and
elsewhere would do well to turn a critical eye to ongoing daily practices, however
subtle, of resisting trends towards isolation and disconnection within material place
and social space. Within the micromovements inherent in daily practices there lies
the potential for activism through awareness, increased agency, and intentional
action. The next section extends this study’s implications to the area of practice.
Implications for Practice
Because this study focused, in large part, on the role of daily practices in
academic activism, it, in turn, has many implications at the level of practice. Indeed,
data analysis in Chapter Four details examples of academic activism at the level of
daily practice. Recognizing that the social and material contexts of any given
individual are particular in space and time, this study does not prescribe certain
activist activities but, rather, suggests that the themes of reflection, intention, and
connection found here may apply to other contexts as well.
In line with the analytic themes developed throughout the course of this study,
activism in practice most often consists of instances of intentionally facilitating social
and material connection with the purpose of generating change in the material and
social circumstances of the world in which we live. Again, as noted throughout this
dissertation, it seems important to keep in mind that this study emphasizes the ways
in which faculty frame their daily practices, the consequences of how faculty work is
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represented in social space and material place. Yet, as demonstrated in Chapter Four,
there are examples of academic activism that provide evidence for this study’s
conclusions. Recall Leonard who voiced alarm about the disappearance of public
space—the conversion of department lounges into faculty offices—and who, along
with his colleagues, created an ongoing series of departmental discussions concerning
how their discipline might address inequality in today’s world. Another example
includes Caleb who, along with a close colleague, had the wall between their offices
knocked down and reconfigured the space to allow for a material place for
collaboration. These are but small examples of the way in which movements towards
connection in the spirit of change reveal a capacity for agency, an academic activism
bom in the daily practices of everyday lives.
As the theoretical model presented by this study implies, practices create
identities and identities enable practices in continuous relationship. This shift in
conceptualization remains important because it allows for individuals to remain open
to alternative daily practices as an aspect of their institutionalized identities, to
recognize, for example, that their very activities as faculty potentially change the
nature of faculty work. Such reconceptualizations create more opportunity for
dialogue among academic activists and those who perhaps do not view themselves as
such or do not view academic activism as a necessity. The focus on the intersection
of professional identity with daily practices stimulates the possibility for all
individuals—proclaimed academic activists and nonactivists alike—to share in
discussions of the ways in which their work shapes, and is shaped by, the social and
material contexts in which they are immersed.
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An aspect of this study’s implications for practice also includes an awareness
of the frames which bind our interpretations of the world in which we live. Key here
is the strong link between conceptual metaphor and embodied experience. By
maintaining a critical eye on the framing and repetition of our daily practices we
might begin to recognize how practice interconnects with conceptualization, how our
inteipretation of what we do and how we do it is shaped by our conceptions of what
actions are possible or legitimate in the social spaces and material places in which we
work. More than just calling meetings or knocking down walls, academic activism
exists in practices towards capacity building, intentionally building spaces and places
where resistances are made possible, alternative visions of society made real.
For faculty, then, analysis of this study points to a need to examine the places
in which they engage in their work and how such material circumstances might lead
them to specific actualizations of faculty work. Faculty may consider the isolating
potential encouraged by contexts of disciplinarity and actively create contexts for
collaboration—whether that be by altering the material contexts in which they work
and/or the social spaces in which they engage.
Additionally, all participants in tertiary education would benefit from
examinations of how contexts of disciplinarity enforce particular practices as
legitimate activities of students, say, or academic administrators. Graduate students,
for example, are immersed in processes of socialization, becoming attuned with the
norms of the academy. To encourage practices of academic activism forged through
connection and collaboration, faculty may choose to incorporate collaborative
projects in the classes they teach. Though certainly worthwhile, this study shows that
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more systemic changes are necessary if such measures at the level of classroom
practice are to shift socially constructed phenomena and the practices they encourage.
Students might collaborate in class, yet, in the end, receive individual grades marking
individual effort; the norms of structure thus superseding collective practices.
Beyond the work of the classroom, there are avenues of collaboration within the
academy that need to be made more prominent—activists coming together to create a
symposium at national conferences, for example, or partnerships with local
community agencies. Of course, collaboration needs to be valued in tenure and
promotion processes as well, an issue I discuss below in the section on policy.
As administrators and faculty alike consider the implications of their daily
activities in the maintenance of a normalizing system sustained by reproduction, and
as they intentionally value activist connections that enable individuals to affect
change in their social worlds, academic activism becomes increasingly possible. By
contrast, if individuals are rewarded for accurately reproducing institutionalized
norms through their everyday practices, they will generally look to reenact those
activities which stem from the congruence of internal habitus and field. Close
attention to the framing of practices within rewards systems—that is, how what is
researched legitimizes specific practices—will alert us to excluded practices which
might challenge existing norms and values through connection.
One key aspect to how daily practices align with rewards systems lies in the
relation between tenured and pre-tenure faculty. Because many faculty members who
took part in this study recognized the material and social isolation that often
characterizes faculty work and the ways in which such isolation is antithetical to
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academic activism, a great deal of responsibility lies with tenured faculty to create
spaces and places for connection within the academy. Tenured faculty hold a great
deal of privilege within tertiary education and, as a result, must actively work to
disrupt normative daily practices which tend towards isolation. Faculty who have
achieved tenure need to mentor pre-tenure faculty by creating safe spaces for
collaboration within their departments, by actively challenging existing rewards
systems that privilege isolation over connection, and by self-reflectively examining
the conceptual frames that govern their learned notions of who faculty are and what
faculty do.
Accordingly, one implication of this study lies in the interconnectedness of all
practices and processes within contexts of disciplinarity. As a result, it remains
important to note that academic activism is not the sole province of faculty.
Administrators who hold a belief in the potential or need for education to positively
affect social change need to work towards examining the many ways in which their
own practices and conceptualizations reinforce particularly bounded and static
interpretations of the academy and professional identities within tertiary education.
Indeed, administrators themselves might seek out extensions for their work beyond
the traditionally defined contexts of their identity as administrators, forging
connections of their own with the intention of encouraging social change.
Implications for Policy
Perhaps the foremost implication at the level of policy offered by this study is
that policies often articulate or reflect normative conceptualizations of socially
constructed phenomena. Policies police practices, ensuring institutionalized
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conceptions of what practices are legitimate and rewarded and which are prohibited.
By virtue of their connection to practice, policies have a strong role to play in the
formation of, for example, departmental or campus culture. To take effect, large
alterations to policy require cultural shifts within the institutions they are meant to
govern.
For those who are keen to institute changes to policy, this means that they
must understand that merely re-wording a specific policy to fit some new social or
material context is not enough—policy change necessitates cultural change,
alterations to multiple types of practices and processes on individual and
organizational levels. A good example of the link between policy and culture may be
found in policies regarding tenure and promotion. Often, proclaimed shifts in policy
are merely conceptual reorganizations of the same social phenomenon. Recall in
Chapter Two my criticism of the academy’s embrace of Boyer’s (1990) Scholarship
Reconsidered as a viable alternative to normative policies of tenure and promotion.
On the other hand, the perspective advocated by this study recognizes the multiple
ways in which policies of tenure and promotion enforce normative conceptions of
who faculty are and the daily practices they are to perform. Consequently, more than
simply reorganizing the awards for faculty work—asserting a more prominent role for
service, for example, or expanding one’s notion of scholarship—this perspective calls
for changes to policies of tenure and promotion that reconceive of the very nature of
faculty work.
If academic activism emphasizes intentional practices of connection with the
hopes of contributing to social and material change, it cannot thrive in a system that
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rewards encultured practices of isolation and distance at the level of both material
place and social space. Instead, proponents of changes to processes of tenure should
look to alter present conceptualizations of tenure on multiple levels, leading, perhaps,
to a reconceptualization of the very notion of what it means to engage in the work of
faculty as faculty, down to the level of the very buildings faculty inhabit. This is, of
course, no small task. Yet policy makers should take from this study the notion that
our policies reflect and maintain socially constructed notions of our professional
identities—who we are as faculty, as administrators, as students—and the daily
practices such identities legitimately perform—what we can do as faculty,
administrators, ox students. Of course, a key element of how we conceive of our
professional identities and practices entails the way in which we generate our
research, the implications of which are examined in the next section.
Implications for Research
This research study began, in large part, as a response to perceived gaps in
how scholars have researched faculty’ work and activism within tertiary education.
Throughout the course of this study, I advocate for research that begins with
examinations of the micromovements involved in daily practices and the social
conceptualizations that make such practices possible and legitimate. Also outlined in
this study is the necessary recognition of the dynamic relation between daily practices
and social structures, daily practice and identity. As we design our research to take
into account the interwoven nature of material and social contexts instead of
conceiving of them as distinct entities, daily practices may be seen to create and
potentially alter larger social structures. When research does not recognize the
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dynamic constitutive relationship between practice and structure, structural change
seems impossible, or as only occurring alongside explosive, reactive moments of
rebellion. As such, this study’s theoretical model offers frames for critique of
existing research, as well as frames for future design that highlight practice.
As the theories of both Bourideu and Foucault show, social institutions only
seem to present fixed boundaries and static legitimated practices. Instead, such
entities are forever in processes of reproduction and, consequently, redefinition.
Acknowledging such processes of social reproduction in our research allows for us to
uncover everyday practices that resist normative (re)definition. Allowing for
interpretations of academic activism to extend and alter the boundaries of
disciplinarity requires both attention to practice within structure and the intention to
change structure through practice.
Consequently in keeping with the example of this study, the daily practices
involved in academic activism might very well produce structural change—the micro
having a sustained effect on the macro—as the practices of academic activism
become integrated into contexts of disciplinarity. Those researchers, scholars, and
activists working within tertiary education who believe structural change is necessary
(perhaps even unavoidable) for the social good would do well to pause and examine
the many ways in which their daily practices interact with larger structures of
disciplinarity.
Another implication for research insinuated throughout this study is a need to
take into consideration the implications of our conceptual frames on our material
practices and embodied experiences and, at the same time, practices and experiences
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on our conceptualizations. Since the advent of postpositivism, researchers have
begun to take account of their own biases and the impossibility of a fully objective
study (Kamberelis & Dimitriadis, 2005). For this particular study, the use of
conceptual metaphor provides a crucial link between the ways in which faculty frame
their work, the material realities of their daily practices, and material places in which
their work occurs. This study does not provide data and analysis of the research
context itself, my social and material context as a researcher conducting interviews
and reviewing documents on the university campus. I address this briefly in the
section on future research below.
Similarly, the work of this study clearly calls for further examinations into the
daily practices of activism both within the academy and the larger world in which we
live. In part, this study points to a necessary reconceptualization of what activism is,
what it can entail, and its effects on larger social structures and institutions. By
retocusing our analytical eyes away from the large, overt displays of resistance and
towards the ongoing and ever-present micromovements of activism found in our daily
practices, we might begin to conceive of the possibilities for social change that occur
each and every day, housed within the daily activities of our lives. In our research,
then, we might leave open the possibility for activism to include activities aimed at
intentional evolution rather than instantaneous revolution, the former couching
academic activism as ongoing process, the latter as momentary event.
In line with this study’s implications for a focus of study, the results of this
study also point to methodologies useful for an analysis of socially constructed
phenomena that begins at the level of daily practices. Because this study relies
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heavily on an in-depth examination of human experience within social spaces and
material places as well as locating one’s analyses within the micro-level, it, at the
same time, critiques macro-oriented methodologies which gloss over the subtleties of
human experience. Further, this study clearly recognizes a need to construct
methodologies which seek a level of inquiry that extends beyond the area of the
discursive to the more material manifestations of the conceptual world.
Consequently, methodologies need to represent a multi-tiered approach to
understanding social phenomena—daily practices studied in relation to
representations of larger social structures, emergent data read against the sociohistorical contexts in which they develop.
Finally, because studies such as this are driven by multiple frames of
reference—the words of participants themselves, the framing involved in such
articulations, social and material contexts of space and place—their methodologies
necessarily must remain responsive to the data it purports to examine. That is,
researchers need to construct methodologies that are flexible enough to adapt to—
even change if necessary—the data as they develop throughout the study. Overly
rigid methodological structures run the risk of missing out on the many subtle
nuances involved in socially constructed phenomena. As a result, methodologies
must incorporate mechanisms for self-reflection and internal analysis—processes
through which researchers might evaluate both the data as they are derived and the
processes by which data are generated. Like the social phenomena they are utilized
to study, our methodologies must be interpreted as socially constructed processes, not
pre-determined or static events bounded by some a priori determinants. Part of what
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is at issue here is that issues such as faculty work and academic activism are cultural
phenomena, wrapped up in social contexts that remain distinguished by their relation
to space and place. Though this study has many implications for how we conceive of
activism, our practices as faculty or administrators in tertiary education, the policies
which govern the work of faculty, and the research methodologies through which we
study contexts of higher education, it also implies possible areas for future research,
as the next section details.
Future Research
As alluded to throughout Chapter Four and the previous discussion of
implications has shown, this study offers many possibilities for future research. What
follows are suggestions for extending the work developed in this research study, a
discussion of new research generated by the conceptual framework, methodology,
and data analysis of the present study. Suggestions for future research emphasize
extensions of the conceptual framework which guides this study, and the
methodological choices that helped to give this study its form, and the settings in
which the study took shape.
To begin, it seems important to expand the case study of the two buildings,
Klein and Edmunds Hall. By expanding the case study to examine the two buildings
over time, one might strive to investigate potential shifts in local practices among
faculty, particularly in Klein Hall. As was noted in Chapter Four, Klein Hall remains
such a new building that faculty simply have not yet had the time to appropriate the
building’s material environment for their own practices or to alter their physical
surroundings to better fit the constraints of perceived normative faculty practices. A
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longitudinal study of the two buildings would afford me the opportunity to examine
shifts in faculty practices over time, an important ongoing area for consideration.
Further, it remains important to recognize that not all faculty experience the same
material environments in identical ways. Consequently, it seems important to expand
the case study of the two buildings in order to juxtapose different faculty experiences
within the buildings themselves. Such interpretations might occur along various
levels of analysis—including the individual, departmental, disciplinary, or even
campus perspective. For example, Klein Hall currently houses three separate
programs; how might the different programs emphasize distinctive utilizations of the
building’s environment? Might the different programs, each with their own
disciplinary contexts—all located on their own floor within the building—enforce
different normative practices within the same building? If the building exists as a
technology, aiding and constraining different practices of faculty work, how do the
individual faculty and departments make use of the material places in which they are
housed?
Additionally, examining the two buildings with different conceptual tools
could also prove important to studies such as this. For example, the theories behind
postmodern geographies will prove useful in expanding examinations of the meanings
extended through the overlap of material place and social space. Other analyses
might call for examinations into the function of the buildings themselves, the ways in
which their material environments provide for the production, distribution, and
appropriation of knowledge, teaching, or other forms of faculty work. What the two
buildings, when juxtaposed to one another, provide, is a localized setting for
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examinations into shifts within faculty practices over time, material places in which
social spaces develop and change over time.
Beyond further investigations into Klein and Edmunds Hall, this study also
presents an important methodological approach to the study of our material places in
general. As has been presented throughout this study, recognizing the intersection of
social space with material place opens the possibility for more complex and nuanced
examinations into the dynamic relations between identity, practices, and the social
and material contexts of the world in which we live. Further, much work needs to be
done on the relation between the designs of academic buildings and their use by those
individuals who work within such material environments. How do the very buildings
faculty and administrators work within enable and privilege some daily practices
while constraining others? In what ways do academic buildings imply a priori
conceptualizations for faculty and administrative work? In this sense, scholars need
to focus their interpretive eyes on the micro levels of daily practices, including the
material places in which such practices are performed.
In addition to the material implications for future research, the findings of this
study provide an important context for the application of other contemporary
theoretical models, such as the implications of neoliberalism. For example, issues of
isolation, identified in this study as related to normative conceptions of scholarship,
might be read as further evidence of neoliberalisnfs effect on the academy. Thus, the
material campus as well as elements of social space mirror the trends towards
isolation found in neoliberal social institutions throughout the world today—trends
initially identified as a focus on the individual’s singular relation to the market as well
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as the privatization of public entities. In this sense, the work of this study perhaps
provides evidence that the public university is not immune to the extensions of
neoliberal perspectives, an important finding asserted by previous scholarship as well
(Giroux, 2002; Giroux & Giroux, 2004; Malaney 2006). If the spaces and places in
which faculty work enforce an academic culture of isolation and individualistic
notions of success, tertiary education as a social institution plays a strong role in
reinforcing notions of neoliberalism within our culture. As faculty find themselves in
contexts that demand they work within isolating spaces and places, engage in
entrepreneurial practices through generating their own external funds, and are
rewarded for activities that further the disconnect between their academic and social
worlds, they, in turn, reinscribe the primary values of neoliberalism.
In addition to the utilization of alternative theoretical models, it makes sense
to extend this study through the use of different participants and settings. It remains
important to consider the implications of this study with alternative faculty
populations. Though the faculty I worked with did not emphasize the role of their
teaching in their activist practices, this remains an important area for additional
analysis and provides a means for revisiting many of the key findings of this study in
new contexts. Recall my own surprise that the faculty who participated in this study
did not often speak of their own teaching or other work with students when discussing
academic activism. Further, the faculty I worked with clearly took ownership of daily
practices involving research and writing—claiming it as their own—yet distanced
themselves from their work with students, often relegating such activities to an
administrative requirement of their position as facultySuch a phenomenon requires
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additional investigation. Extending this study to focus on faculty who have received
campus teaching awards will prove provocative in examinations of how such
populations frame or conceptualize their work and the contexts in which their
practices occur. Further, though the faculty of this study might be interpreted to align
with the values of a large research university, those faculty who have been cited for
their dedication to teaching might provide a useful counter perspective. Because
there is not enough data in this particular study to fully examine the implications of
teaching on academic activism (or academic activism on teaching) it is difficult to, at
this time, hypothesize how faculty might relate activism and teaching. However,
having noted this, there lies much potential in the examination of teaching and
activism within tertiary education. For example, how are the daily practices of
collegiate teaching altered by faculty who seek to merge activism with their teaching?
What affect does the material place of the classroom have on faculty who seek the
connection and integration—themes identified in this study—of academic activism?
To paraphrase a debate outlined in Chapter Two, is activism to occur within the
material boundaries of the classroom, or operate as an extension, or blurring of the
classroom walls? Whatever the questions that guide the study, it is imperative that
future studies examine the role of academic activism and teaching within tertiary
education as it incorporates many of the themes, social spaces, and material places
introduced in this study. Further examinations of such issues can only lead to a more
complex and nuanced understanding of the interrelation between academic activism,
daily practices, and conceptions offaculty work.
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Other groups of faculty participants that will perhaps provide for alternative
renditions off acuity work include faculty who have received awards or other forms of
recognition for advances in research from research-oriented universities. Similar to
faculty who have received accolades for their teaching, participants who have
demonstrated substantial success in the realm of research will provide important
insights into their own conceptualizations of the work of faculty and the daily
practices invoked in order to make such conceptualizations a reality. Such faculty
have successfully developed practices that, in some way, exploit the institution’s
privileging of one element of scholarship over another. Should these faculty, adept at
research, also consider their work as elements of academic activism, they will provide
much insight into the effect of normative conceptions offaculty work on daily
practices.
Additionally, a logical extension of this study might more specifically
compare two cohorts of faculty: those who self-identify as faculty activists and those
who do not. Again, it was not the focus of this study to identify specific identities
(such as a “faculty activist” or “faculty non-activist”) but rather the practices that
have a hand in producing such conceptualizations. However, there is merit in
juxtaposing faculty who freely take on such identities with those who are more
hesitant to invoke the meanings such identities imply. In this sense, there remains the
possibility that social identities enforce specific types of practices, additional social
processes in need of additional study.
Further, shifting the setting of this study to different locales, such as a
traditionally liberal arts institution, will, no doubt, provide for additional
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conceptualizations of faculty practices and academic activism. The ability to draw on
data from a variety of campuses and departments (two entities noted in my conceptual
framework as important contributors to contexts of disciplinarity) will help to further
improve the conceptual model developed in this study. Additionally, it will be
interesting to extend this study to academic disciplines beyond the social sciences.
How might the conceptual frames and metaphors be different, for example, when
analyzed within departments aligned with the hard sciences? What daily practices
might be highlighted in different academic spaces? How do such academic spaces
intersect with the material place of the laboratory?
Though the above suggestions for further research emphasize structures
specific to contexts of disciplinarity, other social processes are important to study as
well. Clearly, there exists a need to investigate the way in which race, ethnicity,
social class, and gender implicate conceptions offaculty work and academic activism.
Such social processes, socially constructed through repetition and practice over time,
implicate beliefs in what individuals can practice and how such practices are to occur.
Because this study advocates tor a shift away from interpretations of social identities
as fixed or predetermined, investigating the role of multiple social processes,
particularly those identified as playing a prominent role in identity formation, is an
imperative. Further, the methodology presented in Chapter Three was designed in
such a way that it might easily be adapted towards an investigation into the role of
race, class, and/or gender in conceptions offaculty work.
Similarly, utilizing the conceptual models presented here in this study on other
cohorts beyond faculty within tertiary education will provide for a host of alternative
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daily practices and contexts ripe for analysis. Examinations of how students, for
example, generate daily practices amidst differing material places and disciplined
social spaces might very well cause scholars to pause and revisit some of the accepted
frameworks for processes of socialization within contexts of disciplinarity. This
focus on students might, in turn, lead to scholarship which emphasizes the
intersection of faculty and student identities on university campuses in specific social
spaces and material places. More specifically, examining the daily practices of
doctoral students, a cohort of individuals engaged in processes of anticipatory
socialization, will provide for useful analysis of students potentially involved in the
transition towards taking on the professional identity—and daily practices—of
faculty. Such research will go a long way towards extending current empirical work
on the processes through which students become faculty, and the consequences of
such transformations.
I began this study with a desire to investigate faculty academic activism
because such practices might reveal disruptions in or resistances to nonnative
processes of disciplinarity; that academic activism exists in the gray areas of
legitimate faculty activities. There exist, of course, other theoretical gray areas in
need of study. One example may be found in professional academic roles, such as the
department chair, which seemingly require individuals to take on and replicate a
variety of potentially contradictory practices and legitimized values. Because the
department chair is positioned both administratively—charged with the everyday
leadership of the department—and scholastically—maintaining many of the same
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practices (teaching, researching) as faculty—s/he will also prove interesting to
analyze within the conceptual framework presented in this study.
Finally, similar studies aimed at social contexts beyond tertiary education will
provide broader connections between the intersection of daily practices and
conceptualizations of professional identity. One seemingly natural area to extend this
study beyond the bounds of tertiary education is in to other professionalized
contexts—areas such as law firms or police departments. In both these instances
professional identity is generated within, and implicated by, social spaces and the
material places in which lawyers and officers work. Though not immersed within
contexts of disciplinarity, other, perhaps strikingly similar, social processes might
emerge as the means through which daily practices and professional identity emerge
within larger social structures.
Limitations
Though, as the previous sections have shown, this study has proven quite
generative, it is important to pause a moment and recognize the inherent limitations of
its conceptual framework and design. First, there exist potential limitations to the
study based on the methodological choices I made in the design and implementation
ot the study itself. As this was an exploratory study, the participant sample size
might be critiqued as small. There is often a tension in qualitative research
concerning issues of breadth versus depth; obviously, this research study sought to
privilege the latter over the former.
Further, it seems important to analyze matters of participant sample size and
the conceptual model which undergirds this study. As Chapter Three describes, this
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study generated data from faculty participants selected via an opportunistic snowball
sampling technique at one research university. Though I designed this study’s
methodology to be rigorous and well-matched to the type of study, it does point to a
need to generate similar studies with different, and more widely-varied, sampling
techniques. For example, the conceptual model developed throughout the course of
this study highlights three aspects of contexts of disciplinarity: academic disciplines,
individual departments, and the university campus. This latter context, the university
campus, was consistent for all of the participants and perhaps points to a limitation of
the study’s setting. Further, because the participants in my study all are faculty
housed within the social sciences, this study is limited by the range of disciplines it
examines. Also, in an effort to provide realistic boundaries for this study, some
important aspects of faculty participants (such as race, class, and gender) were left
unexamined. As noted above, future research needs to examine academic activism as
it occurs in alternative disciplines and as it is implicated by multiple social processes.
Because much of this research study interrogates how individuals have come
to conceptualize processes offaculty work and academic activism, it seems important
to revisit some of my own language—those terms foundational to my study—in order
to reflect the way in which I frame the social and material contexts in which I work.
Though this study identifies constraints to faculty agency derived from the theories
and interview data with which I work, such constraints I also experience as a graduate
student endeavoring to become a faculty member. My emphasis on the metaphor of
framing expresses my own experience with institutional constraints, in this sense, as
well as my ongoing work with language and inteipretation. Additionally, as I sat with
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faculty to talk about their work, many times in their offices, my role as a student may
have evoked their teaching personas, constraining us both to language that circulates
within academe.
Since linguistic meaning emerges within socio-historical contexts and
language is a method of categorization, interpretive studies such as this result in
problems of definition. Too often definitions are presented as all-encompassing
categories of meaning, removed from social and historical context. Further,
definitions, especially when representing social phenomena, run the risk of
simplifying complex and dynamic phenomena in the hopes of clarity. Consequently,
the definitions I present in this study are provisional and meant to stimulate further
dialogue.
A concrete example of the tenuousness of definition can be found in the
distinction I make between place and space early in Chapter One. As I spoke with
faculty, analyzed their interview transcripts, and examined historical building
documents, 1 found that I needed a means of distinguishing between the material and
social contexts in which faculty work. Consequently, I defined place in material
terms and space as imbued with social meanings. Yet, as human and postmodern
geographers assert, and this study recognizes, such distinctions are complicated and
often overlap. Recognizing this complexity, I separated place from space with the
understanding that such definitions were provisional, yet necessary, for clarity. The
trade-off for this decision is that my analysis of the intersection of material place with
social space might be interpreted as overly reductive and simplistic. Some, for
example, might read my assertion of place as the material environment to convey
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meaning-making as distinct from embodiment. Certainly, 1 recognize that social
possibilities are, to a large degree, imbricated by material place and vice versa. For
the purposes of clarity 1 isolated place from space in this study with the intention that
such separation is recognized as provisional and not definitive.
Like the constraints of definition detailed above, similar concerns arise when
dealing with representations of experience, matters that go hand-in-hand with this
study’s use of conceptual metaphor as a theoretical framework as well as the spatial
illustrations of theory that serve as conceptual models for this study. As explained in
Chapter One, language, as a mediating mechanism, never allows us access to raw
experience. Instead, any form of linguistic analysis must recognize that it is engaged
with socially constructed representations of reality. Consequently, such analyses run
the risk of remaining distant from materiality. It remains difficult to keep an
analytical eye on the material level and, at same time, talk about it, invoking the
representational mechanism of language. As a result, it is important to note that I
present theoretically oriented language and spatial models and want to be conscious
of what such representations cannot show. My work with conceptual metaphor was
meant to, in some ways, point to the substitutions involved in language use, as well as
the realities that are (mis)represented.
In order to address the distance between representation and actual experience,
I employed conceptual metaphor as a theoretical heuristic. Conceptual metaphor
highlights the gap between language and materiality because it points to embodied
experiences, yet, it is always a substitution of language for that experience. As
Lakoff and Johnson (1999; 2003/1980) articulate, people rarely realize how often
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they use metaphors and, additionally, that certain invoked representations are
metaphors at all. All too often, representations are taken as reality as opposed to
being recognized as substitutions for reality. However, failing to recognize the
metaphors at work in one’s conceptualizations does not mean that individuals are
unaffected by, or immune to, the material consequences of invoking some conceptual
metaphors over others. Partly, then, this research study has endeavored to analyze
often-unconscious conceptualizations and embodied practices. The end result is that
aspects of this research study’s findings remain at the level of the conceptual or
theoretical. This is not to say that as it is read and talked about, the hope is that its
representations will have social and material effects beyond the embodied intellectual
experience of its author.
Conclusion
Each and every day faculty engage in activities that (re)invoke their
professional identities within disciplinary contexts. These activities affect, generate,
and draw meaning from the social spaces and material places in which faculty
perform their work. As faculty move through the buildings that house their campus
offices they interact with a material environment that both enables some practices and
constrains others. And, in their everyday movements, these same faculty negotiate
and take part in multiple social processes in often-unconscious ways. All too often
these negotiations go unrecognized and remain understudied.
This study began with a determined focus on the micromovements offaculty
work, with an emphasis on those daily practices, material structures, and social
processes that might challenge normative conceptualizations of who faculty are and
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what faculty do. My emphasis on daily practices and social processes emphasizes the
ongoing repetition involved in activities performed at the micro level. The repetition
of such activities results in the illusion of fixed social structures, elements typically
investigated on a more macro level. Yet, within the reproduction of social processes
lie practices of resistance, unexamined activities aimed at reorganizing social
relationships and identities, which may help us reconceptualize faculty7 work. This
study is an attempt to acknowledge and describe these practices, what I have come to
term academic activism.
In order to examine practices of academic activism I constructed a qualitative
methodology that foregrounds faculty representations of their work, the conceptual
frames that make such representations possible, and the material places in which
faculty perform their work. Implicit in my findings is an ongoing and interactive
relationship between practice, space, and place as well as the ways in which
individuals interpret and represent their professional identities in material and
discursive contexts. Through their articulations, faculty participants outlined a
professional self and, in that very narration, constructed faculty work in relation to
space, place, and time.
In the end, I found that there exists a dynamic link between how we perform
our professional identities, the social spaces and physical places in which we perform
them, and the meanings we make of our daily work. As the participants of this study
considered their daily practices as faculty, they spoke of the places they operate
within and the activities in which they engage—discussions framed with notions of
space and time. As individuals talked about space and time, practices in material
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context, in order to convey what they do—their work—their conceptions remained in
interchange with who they are—their identities. Thus, this study details the many
ways in which material practices implicate and give meaning to one’s professional
identity. Through representations of their professional selves, faculty asserted a
conceptualization of themselves within the landscape of both spatial and temporal
contexts.
Of course, an important theoretical conceptualization of this study in addition
to the dynamic link between daily practices, identity, and conceptual renderings of
space and time is the important link between conceptual metaphor and material
experience. Conceptual metaphors do more than provide linguistic means of
rendering experience and context, they shape and are shaped by our material contexts,
affecting how we move within our world and the way in which we come to interpret
such movements. Further, conceptual metaphors are embodied, shaped by our
perceptual and motor systems, thus linking our conceptualizations and interpretations
with our actual physical movements and material experiences of our social world.
In order to understand and articulate their interactions with the social spaces
and material places of disciplinarity, faculty participants consistently conveyed their
representations through distinct and overlapping conceptual metaphors. Two
predominant conceptual metaphors, the observer moving in time and time moving
past the observer, show how faculty view themselves in relation to context and
whether and how they experience agency in their work lives. Such conceptual
metaphors reveal faculty’s self-conceptions as actively or passively in relation to the
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temporal and spatial contexts in which they work, an important consideration in terms
of agency within social structure.
Also, it remains important to note that though many of the faculty I worked
with were critical of the social and material environments that governed their
activities, they still chose to remain within tertiary education, electing to work within
the very structures they seek to change. Though many faculty practices reinforce the
norms of disciplinarity, there are also micromovements within the everyday that
challenge and resist the isolation and disengagement so often associated with faculty
work. The faculty I worked with emphasized time and again that academic activism
requires social spaces and material places that encourage connection as well as a
capacity to alter the very processes of disciplinarity that give faculty and their work
meaning.

According to this perspective, faculty work must be reconceptualized to

incorporate activist practices, and activism must be understood to include faculty
work. Faculty work incorporates activist endeavors to integrate scholarship with

citizenship in communities beyond the university. And academic activism includes
work to change the structures within the university that impede faculty connections
with larger social issues.
As an overview, then, this study explicates faculty self-identities as they
manifest in daily practices and are implicated by material and social contexts.
Important to this study are the frames through which all members of tertiary
education conceptualize the work of faculty and the consequences of such framing.
In the end, the faculty participants in this study give voice to the strategies with which
they negotiate the constraints and possibilities of their position, those often-
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unconscious strategies utilized in an attempt to reconfigure and change the very
structures and processes that define faculty work.
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW PROMPTS
Descriptive Questions
•

Describe for me a typical day in your work life.

•

Describe the main activities you carry out as a faculty member in your
department? In the university? In your discipline?

•

When you think of your colleagues, what sort of people come to mind?
(Emphasis on local—departmental, campus—or nonlocal—field based)

•

What types of interactions do you have with your colleagues on a daily basis?
o

Do you, for example, co-teach or co-author? Any other sorts of
collaboration with colleagues? What about interactions with
colleagues at meetings?

•

How would you describe the different roles you play in these interactions?

•

How would you describe your role in the department? In the university? In
your field of study?

•

What do you think you are supposed to do as a faculty member?
o

Where did you learn that you were supposed to do things?

o

Do your colleagues have similar views? (chair / pers. com.?)

•

Describe the different types of spaces in which you work.

•

Describe your experiences as a graduate student. How do you think such
experiences affected your understanding of what faculty do?

•

How would you describe the resources available to you, those resources that
enable your work as a faculty member?
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•

How would you describe those resources that are most valuable to you and
your work?

Structural Questions
•

What are the prominent dialogues in your field that you find yourself
participating in?

•

How do you contribute to these dialogues?

•

Do these dialogues affect your work in the classroom? Your scholarship?

•

Do you bring such discussions to any other contexts besides the classroom
and/or academic forums?

Contrast Questions
•

You mentioned that, for you, faculty are meant to_, do you find your
colleagues share this view? If so, in what ways?

•

Earlier you described your graduate school experience as_, do you
think current graduate students have similar experiences here? hi the field in
general?

•

Do you identify any limitations to institutional definitions of faculty and
faculty work?

•

Do you think your descriptions of faculty work as_differ from
your colleagues within your department? Within your field? Than
administrators in your area?

•

How would you describe the relationship between universities and larger
society?
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APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT LETTER
Participant:__
Researcher: Aaron M. Kuntz, Ed.D. Candidate in Educational Policy, Research, and
Administration, University of Massachusetts Amherst.
Title of Research Study: Disciplinary Practice and Faculty Activism
I volunteer to participate in this qualitative study and understand that:
1.

I will be interviewed by Aaron Kuntz using an open-ended interview format.
The interview will be approximately one hour in duration and I may be
contacted by Aaron Kuntz for additional follow-up interviews.

2.

The questions I will be answering address my views on issues related to
faculty work on campus, within my larger field of study, and in relation to the
social world beyond the university.

3.

The interview will be digitally recorded and transcribed to facilitate analysis
of the data. I may ask that the recorder be turned off at any time during the
interview.

4. My name will not be used, nor will I be identified personally, in any way or at
any time in the interview transcripts or final written report.
5.

I have the right to review material prior to the final oral exam or other
publication related to this study.

6.

I may withdraw from part or all of this study at any time without fear of
retribution.

7.

1 understand that the results of this interview will be included in Aaron
Kuntz’s doctoral dissertation and may also be included in manuscripts
submitted to professional journals for publication.

8.

I am free to participate or not participate without prejudice.

9.

Though the researcher, Aaron Kuntz, will make every effort to conceal my
identity, I understand that there is some risk that I may be identified as a
participant of this study.
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By signing yes on this form, I am agreeing to voluntarily enter this study. I
understand that, by signing this document, I do not waive any of my legal rights. I
have had a chance to read this consent form and it was explained to me in a language
which I use and understand. I have had the opportunity to ask questions and have
received satisfactory answers. A copy of this Informed Consent Form has been given
to me.
YES, I agree to participate in this study:

Signature

Date

Printed Name

NO, I do not wish to participate in this study.

Signature

Printed Name

Date

APPENDIX C
THEMATIC REPRESENTATIONS OF METAPHOR
(adapted from Lakoff & Johnson, 1999)
•

Time
o

o

Spatial Time
■ Moving Time (“That time has passed”)
• Individual as locations in space.
■ Moving Observer (“He passed the time”)
• Times as locations in space.
Time as a resource (“Don’t waste my time”)

•

Mind
o

o
o

•

Mind as body
■ Thinking as moving (“you’re going too fast for me”),
perceiving (“I get the picture”), manipulating objects (“put that
idea under a microscope”), eating (“she gave me food for
thought”)
Mind as machine (“he had a mental breakdown”)
Mind as computer (“that doesn’t compute”)

Self
o
o
o
o

Physical-Object self (“I dropped my voice”)
Locational self (“I’m down to earth”)
Scattered self (“pull yourself together”)
Outside self (“she should watch what she does”)

Note: The examples of the metaphors themselves are not as important as the value¬
laden conceptual systems behind the examples. For example, conceptual metaphors
that represent “spatial time” operate within a framework that forward and up are
“good” while moving backwards or down are generally negative. Thus it is that we
understand what it means to “fall behind” in one’s work or “climb the ladder of
tenure.”
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